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PART ONE 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
1. Regional policy : 
New guidelines 
proposed 
Regional policy guidelines 
~--.---,~~,~----------------~~, rL_ ________________________________ ,. 
Commission Communication 
to the Council 
1.1.1. Community regional policy must be a 
comprehensive policy concerned with all regions 
of the Community and all Community activity. 
The resources and facilities available for its 
implementation must include: 
(i) A monitoring system to analyse the situation 
of each region and set priorities and guidelines to 
be followed by the Community and the Member 
States; 
(ii) New mechanisms to ensure that Commun-
ity policies take account of regional interests and 
that appropriate measures are adopted to correct 
any unfavourable effects; 
(iii) Closer coordination of national regional pol-
icies; 
(iv) An increased financial effort by the Com-
munity, involving both changes to the existing 
Regional Fund and new measures; 
(v) The closer association of employers' organi-
zations, trade unions and regional and local au-
thorities in the development of Community re-
gional policy. 
These are the main points of the 'Guidelines on 
Community Regional Policy' adopted by the 
Commission on 1 June 1977 for transmission to 
the Council. 
The aims 
1.1.2. A comprehensive and active regional pol-
icy is needed for four main reasons: 
(i) The establishment of the common market 
during the sixties did much to stimulate econom-
ic growth and brought benefits to both richer and 
poorer regions. But it did little to narrow down 
the gaps between them; 
(ii) The economic crisis has both aggravated the 
problems of the traditionally poorer regions and 
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created new problems throughout the Commun-
ity; 
(iii) Community policy decisions in other fields 
can have unfavourable effects on the regions; 
(iv) The persistence of major regional imbal-
ances is a serious obstacle to the convergence of 
national economic policies, without which further 
progress towards economic integration is not pos-
sible. 
Community regional policy has therefore two 
main objectives. First, it seeks to reduce the re-
gional imbalances which exist both in the tradi-
tionally less-developed regions and in those un-
dergoing a process of industrial or agricultural 
redevelopment. Second, it aims to prevent new 
imbalances from appearing as a result of changes 
in the world economic pattern or policy measures 
adopted by the Community. It will clearly in-
volve a variety of specific regional policy mea-
sures, but must also introduce a·'regional dimen-
sion' into Community policies in other fields. In 
addition, Community regional policy, while hav-
ing its own specific role to play, is complemen-
tary to national regional policies, with which it 
has to be closely coordinated. 
The means 
The determination of priorities and guidelines 
1.1.3. The first task is to establish an effective 
monitoring system which will keep the situation 
of all the Community's regions under regular re-
view and define where Community action is re-
quired. On the basis of a draft report from the 
Commission and after consulting Parliament and 
the Economic and Social Committee, the Council 
will set the main objectives of Community re-
gional policy and guidelines to be followed at 
both Community and national levels over the 
following two years. This will be done every two 
years, beginning in 1979. 
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Regional impact assessment 
1.1.4. The Commission believes that the main 
Community policies must now have a 'regional 
dimension'. In future policy proposals the Com-
mission will therefore take proper account of 
their regional implications, and in particular their 
effects on employment. Where necessary, it will 
also propose appropriate special measures to per-
mit both the full achievement of the aims of the 
policy concerned and the correction of any unfa-
vourable effects on the regions. 
Coordination of national regional policies 
1.1.5. Coordination will be based on the two-
yearly report and guidelines to be adopted by the 
Council, and the regional development pro-
grammes which the Member States have to sub-
mit by the end of this year. It will aim progres-
sively to achieve a better regional distribution of 
the resources available for regional development. 
The Commission is concerned here with the re-
gional aid systems covered by Article 92 of the 
EEC Treaty, with the coordinated use of disin-
centives to investment in highly-developed re-
gions, as used in certain but not all Member 
States, with the coordination of infrastructure 
measures, especially in frontier regions, and with 
the way in which Regional Fund resources are 
used in the different Member States. 
The Regional Policy Committee 
1.1.6. The new ~mprehensive approach to re-
gional policy will involve an increased role for the 
Regional Policy Committee. The Committee will 
be consulted on the two-yearly report on the eco-
nomic and social situation of the regions; and its 
examination of disincentive measures, of the 
evolution of direct regional aids and of a method 
of assessing the results achieved by regional pol-
icy measures will be of particular importance to 
the development of a comprehensive regional 
policy. 
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The financial instruments of regional policy 
1.1. 7. The principal financial instrument of 
Community regional policy is clearly the Region-
al Fund. But the Community's effective contrib-
ution to regional development will be greatly in-
creased by the coordinated use of all Community 
financial instruments, including its loan facilities. 
As far as the Regional Fund itself is concerned, 
the principal changes proposed are: 
(i) The Fund becomes a permanent instrument 
of Community regional policy, and its resources 
will be fixed each year as part of the general 
Community budget. The Commission has pro-
posed 750 million EUA for 1978. (The equivalent 
figure for 1977, expressed in EUA, is about 400 
million.) 
(ii) The Fund will be divided into two sections. 
The larger section (650 million EUA proposed) 
will provide support for national regional policies 
as in the past and will be based on the existing 
system of national quotas.1 The remaining 100 
million EUA will be used to finance specific 
Community measures outside the quota system. 
(iii) Regions faced with two types of problem 
will qualify under the quota section of the Fund: 
those facing the most serious problems of under-
development (the Mezzogiorno, Ireland, Northern 
Ireland, Greenland and the French overseas de-
partments and those facing major problems of in-
dustrial or agricultural redevelopment (such as 
many industrial regions of the United Kingdom 
or agricultural regions of France). These two cate-
gories of region coincide with the nationally-aided 
areas currently eligible for regional Fund assis-
tance. 
(iv) The non-quota section of the Fund will be 
able to provide assistance in tackling two further 
types of problem: regional problems which may 
result from Community policy decisions in other 
1 Belgium 1.5%; Denmark 1.3%; Germany 6.4%; Fmnce 
15.0%; Ireland 6.0% (plus a further 0.5% to be deducted 
from the shares of the other Member States, except Italy); Ita-
ly 40.0%; Luxembourg 0.1%; Netherlands 1.7%; United 
Kingdom 28.0%. 
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fields, and problems ansmg in regions along 
Community frontiers feeling the effects of inte-
gration with particular sharpness. 
The areas qualifying for assistance from the non-
quota section will be determined in the light of 
the problem which may arise. They may be in-
side the nationally aided areas (and consequently 
eligible for assistance under the quota section 
too), or in other parts of the Community. 
(v) Rates of grant will vary according to the na-
ture and gravity of the problem faced. For infra-
structure projects which contribute to the devel-
opment of a region it is . proposed that Fund 
assistance should vary between 10% and 50% of 
the investment cost. The assistance granted for 
industrial and service sector projects will be close-
ly related to the number of jobs created or safe-
guarded. 
(vi) The specific measures to be financed by the 
non-quota ·•ection will be determined by the 
Council, on a proposal from the Commission. 
One specific measure is proposed immediately, 
namely a system of interest rebates of up to five 
percentage points on loans from the ECSC, the 
European Investment Bank or other planned 
Community loan facilities. In addition, the Com-
mission is examining the ~e for a system of 
participation in the risk capital of companies via 
existing national regional development bodies. 
(vii) The proposals also require the Member 
States to indicate clearly how Regional Fund re-
sources are used. 
(viii) Finally, the Commission stresses the im-
portance of the various Community loan facili-
ties, existing or envisaged, especially in view of 
the budgetary limitations to which the Regional 
Fund is subject. The Commission is currently ex-
amining the scope for developing additional loan 
facilities and will shortly present to the Council 
its ideas on the role which such new facilities can 
play in regional policy. 
Information 
1.1.8. Apart from its information activities 
aimed at the general public, which will continue, 
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the Commission proposes a series of special mea-
sures aimed at potential investors and those re-
sponsible for regional development, in particular 
the more systematic publication of the results of 
the regional studies undertaken and the publica-
tion of a guide to investment incentives through-
out the Community. 
Implementation of the new regional policy 
1.1.9. The scale of the tasks ahead requires ap-
propriate mechanisms able to take stock of re-
gional problems in all their aspects and indicate 
guidelines required for coordinated action by both 
Member States and the Community. In the Com-
mission's view, this must involve consultation 
between the Community institutions, the Mem-
ber States, the trade unions and employers' or-
ganizations, and the representatives of regional 
and local authorities. During the course of the 
discussions in the Council, the Commission will 
put forward proposals on how this can be 
achieved. 
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End of the North-South Conference 
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Results of the Paris 
Ministerial Meeting 
1.2.1. In a number of important areas results 
more positive than certain commentaries had giv-
en to believe; continuing disagreement on a 
number of other points; pursuit elsewhere and in 
other forms of the North-South dialogue which 
has been under way at the Conference on Inter-
national Economic Cooperation (CIEC) since De-
cember 1975. 
These were the initial Community reactions fol-
lowing the ministerial-level CIEC meeting held 
in Paris from 30 May to 2 June, which marked 
the end of the Conference. The statements made 
in Paris by President Jenkins and Mr Cheysson 
after the CIEC had closed-and the adoption of 
its 'final report'-also lay stress on the role 
played by the Community in the Conference and 
the initiatives it had taken-some of which were 
fmally adopted-thus enabling appreciable prog-
ress to be made on important points. 
From 1975 to May 1977 
1.2 .2. The Conference which has just ended as-
sumes its full significance only when the events 
leading up to it are traced back. It was the sharp 
rise on oil prices imposed by the producer coun-
tries in 1973 and the consequences for the world 
economy which prompted a number of moves in 
1974 aimed at establishing a 'dialogue' between 
oil-producing and oil-consuming countries. 1 
First initiatives 
1.2 .3. After the Shah of Iran had hinted at the 
possibility of such a dialogue, Mr Yamani, the 
Saudi Arabian Oil Minister, developed the idea 
and mentioned some countries which might take 
part. On 24 October 1974 Mr Giscard d'Estaing, 
the French President, in turn proposed that a 
conference be held which would bring together 
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oil-producing and oil-consuming countries. The 
Communique issued after the meeting held by 
the Heads of Government of the Community 
and the President of the Commission, Mr Ortoh1 in Paris on 9 and 10 December 1974 containea 
the following references to energy: 
'The Heads of Government, aware of the paramount impor-
tance which the energy problem has in world economy, have 
discussed the possibilities for cooperation between oil export-
ing and oil importing countries, on which subject they heard 
a report from the Federal Chancellor. The Heads of Govern-
ment attach very great importance to the forthcoming meet-
ing between the President of the United States and the Pres-
ident of the French Republic.' 2 
In December 1974 Mr Giscard d'Estaing dis-
cussed the matter with Mr Gerald Ford, the 
United States President, who took a favourable 
view of this initiative. After the first meeting of 
the European Council in Dublin on 10 and 11 
March 1975 the following statement 3 was pub-
lished on energy and preparation for a producer-
consumer dialogue. On 24 February the Commis-
sion had sent two Communications to the Coun-
cil on these topics. 4 
'The Heads of Government, meeting in Council in Dublin, 
examined the problems connected with the International En-
ergy Conference. They agreed that the Community should 
undertake intensive preparation for this Conference without 
delay. Preparation will involve listing the various problems, 
concerning both matters specially relating to energy and di-
rectly connected questions concerning economics, finance and 
the developing countries, to be dealt with at the Conference 
and the preparatory meeting for it. Preparatory work will also 
attempt to define the joint responses to be made depending 
on the positions adopted by the other participants at the Con-
ference. 
The preparatory work will be carried out under the authority 
of the Council (Foreign Affairs) by a high-level ad hoc Com-
mittee composed of representatives of the Member States and 
the Commission. It will be based on the inventory, to be 
drawn up by the Commission, of problems to be dealt with 
at the Conference and the preparatory meeting, any proposals 
which the Commission submits to the Council on these prob-
lems and suggestions and requests made by the Member 
States. 
1 Bull. EC4-1975, points 1401 and 1402. 
Bull. EC 12-1974, point 1104, paragraphs 31 and 32. 
Bull. EC 3-1975, point 2252. 
1 Bull. EC 2-1975, point 2258. 
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The Council will take the appropriate decisions on this basis 
and in particular will determine the content of and arrange-
ments for the dialogue to be conducted with the other con-
sumer and producer countries. 
The Council has agreed to meet at the level of Heads of Gov-
ernment in good time to prepare for the Conference.' I 
Preparatory meeting on energy 
1.2 .4. After invitations had been formally sent 
out by the French Head of State on 1 March 
1975 a preparatory meeting (to pave the way for 
a subsequent conference) was held in Paris from 
7 to 15 April 1975.2 This meeting, which was at-
tended by four producer countries, three non-
producing developing countries, two industrial-
ized consumer countries and the Community as 
such, was finally adjourned as a result of the dif-
ferences which emerged in the course of the dis-
cussions. 
Certain countries (in particular the United States) 
wanted the Conference to be concerned solely 
with energy problems (relations with the oil prod-
ucers), while the developing countries brought up 
all the problems caused by the deterioration of 
their economic situation (commodity prices, de-
velopment, etc.); as a result this first attempt 
ended in failure. 
The idea of the 'dialogue' was, however, gaining 
ground. Between May and September 1975 there 
was a considerable development in thinking and 
attitudes: within the Community, at the OECD, 
and even with the seven developing countries 
which had taken part in the April 1975 meeting 
in Paris. On 15 September 1975, after contacts 
had been established and replies received from 
those concerned, the French Government sent 
out invitations to a further preparatory meeting. 
Convening of the CIEC 
1.2.5. With the same participants this new pre-
paratory meeting was held from 13 to 16 October 
1975 in Paris.3 In the statement adopted after the 
talks, the participants declared themselves in fa-
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vour of convening in December 1975 a 'Confer-
ence on International Economic Cooperation 
(CIEC)', to be attended by 27 members (includ-
ing the energy Community) and to cover four 
subjects: energy, raw materials, development and 
financial affairs, each being dealt with by a com-
mission set up within the Conference. The four 
subjects selected showed that the energy problem 
was closely interwoven with the other three, a 
fact which had not been acknowledged by some 
of the participants at the preparatory conference 
on energy in April 1975. The title chosen for the 
Conference went even further in this direction 
and was similar to the title of the resolution 
passed in September 1975 by the seventh special 
session of the United Nations General Assembly: 
'Development and international economic co-
operation'.4 The underlying concern was the es-
tablishment of a new international economic 
order. 
The Paris Conference 
1.2.6. From its official opening at ministerial 
level on 16 December 1975,5 the actual com-
mencement of its works in February 1976,6 
through to the adoption of its 'final report' on 2 
June 1977, the Paris Conference experienced 
many ups and downs. 
Viewed from outside, the dialogue was broken on 
two occasions: it was temporarily suspended from 
July to September 1975,7 and then in November 8 
it was decided to adjourn its ministerial session, 
initially scheduled to take place in December 
1976. It was not until March 1977 9 that it was 
1 Bull. EC 3-1975, point 2252. 
2 Bull. EC 4-1975, points 1401 to 1409 and 10-1975, point 
1103. 
3 Bull. EC 10-1975, points l101 to l108. 
4 Bull. EC 9-1975, point l104. 
s Bull. EC 12-1975, points 1201 to 1207. 
6 Bull. EC 2-1976, points 1301 to 1307. 
7 Bull. EC 7/8-1976, points 2318 to 2321 and 9-1976, points 
2307 to 2309. 
8 Bull. EC ll-1976, points 2315 and 2316. 
9 Bull. EC 3-1977, points 2.2.3 to 2.2.6. 
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agreed to resume the conference and hold the fi-
nal meeting at ministerial level at the end of 
May. 
The difficulties encountered arose from differ-
ences of views between industrialized and devel-
oping countries. The latter, linking the problems 
dealt with in Paris to those which had been the 
subject of the fourth session of UNCT AD in 
Nairobi in May, considered that the eight indus-
trialized countries were not demonstrating the 
political will to seek effectively practical solutions 
to development problems (e.g. the problem of in-
debtedness). The senior officials, meeting in July, 
had considered that once the analytical work was 
over, the next phase should be action-oriented, 
that is that concrete proposals for action should 
be adopted for submission to the Ministerial Con-
ference. It was the lack of agreement on the work 
programme of the four commissions for the sec-
ond phase of the Conference which led to the 
work being temporarily suspended in July.' Sim-
ilarly, in November 1976, since substantial prog-
ress in bringing the respective positions closer to-
gether had not been possible within the commis-
sions, 2 the Group of 19 developing countries 
blamed the industrialized countries for the post-
ponement of the Ministerial Conference (agreed 
by the two eo-chairmen). 
The Ministerial Meeting 
of May-June 1977 
1.2. 7. The Conference on International Eco-
nomic Cooperation, which met at ministerial le-
vel from 30 May to 2 June - and which was ad-
dressed by Mr Roy Jenkins, President of the 
Commission, on the first day-<liscussed at 
length the reports drawn up by each of the four 
commissions, and finally adopted, at the end of 
difficult negotiations, its 'final report'. The Com-
munity was represented 3 at the CIEC by Dr 
Owen, President of the Council, Mr Roy Jenkins, 
President of the Commission, and Mr Cheysson, 
Member of the Commission. 
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The Community position was outlined by Dr 
David Owen, President of the Council, whose 
speech was followed by an address from Mr Jen-
kins, President of the Commission. 
Dr Owen's speech 
1.2.8. 'The Community has a deep commitment to constant 
progress in the permanent dialogue between industrialized 
and developing countries of which the CIEC is an outstand-
ing example. We are totally dedicated to the elimination of 
poverty and disease and to the growing world-wide coopera-
tion which is necessary to achieve that aim. 
The problems of the world's poor cannot be solved without 
the active and whole-hearted participation of the wealthier 
countries. Quite apart from the moral imperative which you, 
Mr Chairman, mentioned, there is an economic imperative 
which binds us together. Developing countries need the co-
operation of international institutions as well as developed 
countries to finance their development. Balance of payments 
problems affect rich and poor countries, deficits must be fi-
nanced until they can be corrected if world trade is to prosper 
for us all. Industrialized countries need markets for their pro-
ducts in developing countries as well as raw material supplies 
from them. Developing countries need markets for their pro-
duction as they industrialize. Developing and industrialized 
countries alike need increasing resources of energy. A world 
shortage of energy will not increase wealth but increase 
poverty. A sharp jump in energy prices can produce inflation 
and recession affecting every nation. All these problems re-
quire international cooperation and organization if we are 
steadily to improve the international economic system. 
The conference has been at work for some eighteen months. 
It is claimed by some that very little progress has been made 
during that time. I would like to say firmly that I think this 
conclusion is wrong. 
Let us consider the facts. Eighteen months ago, the concept 
of a common fund for commodities was far from being gen-
erally accepted. Now there is agreement to the principle 
among all the countries gathered here. On Friday last week, 
a new proposal was put forward by the Group of Eight as a 
whole which is designed to give a strong positive impetus to 
the negotiation of this question in Geneva. It represents a 
1 Bull. EC 7/8-1976, points 2318 to 2322. 
2 Bull. EC 11-1976, point 2315. 
3 Bull. EC 10-1975, points 1109 to 1112 and 11-1975, point 
1104. 
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major step forward in this field. And I hope it will provide 
the basis for agreement between us before the end of the con-
ference. 
Eighteen months ago, the support offered for the export earn-
ings of developing countries by the IMFs system of com-
pensatory financing was far less than it is today. In addition, 
a specific proposal has been put forward at this conference for 
a new international study on compensatory financing. On this 
question too, I hope we shall be able to reach agreement be-
fore the end of the conference. 
Eighteen months ago, the divergence of views between us 
was very wide indeed on how to protect purchasing power of 
producers of raw materials. Now, there is a great deal more 
understanding of this problem and the proposal put forward by 
the Group of Eight last week will, I hope, provide the bas1s 
for agreement. 
Eighteen months ago, no general commitment had been 
made by all the industrialized countries represented here to 
the need for increases in development assistance. Now, we 
have seen a significant step forward in this field in the pro-
posals which the Group of Eight have tabled. They include 
a collective commitment to the idea of substantial and effec-
tive increases in aid, of specific measures for this purpose, and 
of a review of implementation. These are real improvements 
and I hope they will be welcomed as such. 
Eighteen months ago--or even a year ago-there was a total 
contrast in the approach by both sides to problems connected 
with debt. Now, taking its cue from the Resolution on debt 
passed by UNCT AD at Nairobi, the conference has con-
sidered new ideas from both sides for a more systematic hand-
ling of such cases. Here the Community, together with the 
United States, has put forward some important proposals, not 
merely for acute debt crises but for remedial action to help 
aid-dependent countries in long-term situations. These pro-
posals respond directly to the task given us by UNCTAD, 
and we should do our utmost here at this meeting to take 
this work further and complete this task. This would be a ma-
jor achievement for the conference. 
Eighteen months ago, no comprehensive intergovernmental 
disCussions on energy problems had ever taken place. Now, 
as a result of the detailed discussions we have achieved far 
greater mutual understanding of the problems we all face. We 
have agreed that it is important for the economic well-being 
and progress of all countries that adequate and stable supplies 
of energy should be available. We have also agreed that ap-
propriate measures should be taken to assist developing coun-
tries to develop and diversify their energy resources, by im-
proving the flow of investment funds and technical assis-
tance. 
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With the objective of enabling this process of improving mut-
ual understanding to continue, and in the absence of any ex-
isting forum for achieving this, the Group of Eight have cir-
culated a paper setting out their ideas for a consultative 
framework for energy. The European Community believes 
that it will be essential, and in the interests of consumers and 
producers alike, that we should reach agreement on this mat-
ter. 
Investment is crucial to the attainment of our common ob-
jectives. We have come closer to agreement on the factors 
which are important in maintaining a healthy climate for in-
iVestment. The Community attaches great importance to this 
and I hope it will be possible to reach full agreement before the 
end of the Conference. ~ -
As a result of discussion in this Conference, the members of 
the Group of Eight have come to understand more clearly the 
problems of individual countries with low incomes, in partic-
ular least developed countries and other countries most in 
need. They have a special need for additional aid in appro-
priate forms and on concessional terms. The members of the 
Group of Eight have agreed that, as part of a successful out-
come of this conference, it would be appropriate to take spe-
cial action to help such countries. The widest possible number 
of countries would take part in this special action in parallel 
with their efforts to increase the volume of development as-
sistance. The members of the Group of Eight therefore aim 
to contribute one billion dollars to this special action pro-
gramme, which would be provided to the recipient countries, 
as additional and, as far as possible, quick disbursing aid or 
debt relief. Their contributions would all be of comparable 
quality. I hope we will be setting out our views on this more 
fully very soon. 
From what I have said, I hope it will be clear that the Com-
munity has aimed at this conference to deploy its political and 
economic influence in a positive and constructive way. I be-
lieve that this positive approach is in fact shared by all the 
participants here today. But, though goodwill is present and 
is essential, it is not enough. We have now reached a de-
cisive stage, when orevious efforts, must be. trallSlated into 
agreement in this conterence and elsewhere. 
We are all aware that this conference cannot solve· all the 
problems. The North-South Dialogue will and must continue 
in many forums. After this conference is over, it will be vital 
to continue to build on the efforts we have made together to 
ensure that the world's economic system is constantly im-
proved. We are only at the beginning of a process which must 
now gather momentum and commitment. We will need rea-
lism as well as goodwill if poverty, disease ami hunger are to 
be banished and if real peace is to come to our smfe torn 
world. 
I hope this conference will be a memorable landmark in 
achieving these objectives.' 
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President Jenklns' speech 
1.2.9. 'As President of the Commission of the European 
Communities, I would like to express my pleasure in parti-
cipating in this Conference and stress the great importance I 
attach to it. This meeting marks the end of an important 
stage in our dialogue. But the process of dialogue must go on 
elsewhere and wiU go on in the interest of both sides. We are 
all involved in a process of moving towards a more just and 
more equitable economic order. We can no longer tolerate the 
enormous gap between the rich and poor in the world com-
munity. The economic developments of recent years have un-
derlined this. 
Or Owen has covered on behalf of the European Community 
a number of specific 'issues over which I shall not go again. 
He has also spoken of the interdependence of the countries 
represented here today. I much agree with what he has said 
and indeed would reinforce his remarks by adding that the 
well-being of all developed and developing nations is bound 
together. Economic growth and prosperity in developing 
countries is of course essential if their peoples are to enjoy a 
better life. But there is a growing realization that on the one 
hand growth in non-industrial countries is also necessary for 
the economic health of industrial countries and thus for the 
world economy as a whole, and that equally the economic 
stability of industrial countries is vital if improvement in the 
economies of developing countries is to be maintained. It fol-
lows that we now have the strongest common interest in 
working together. If we are to do so successfully, this will re-
quire an effort by everyone round this table. 
To my mind the work which has been taking place in Paris 
over many months and which has culminated in this Confer-
ence has contributed a great deal to the general perception of 
these truths. Moreover, the CIEC has in fact already produced 
a significant result in that problems of development and co-
operation have become an item on the agenda of virtually 
every major international meeting. I would only add that in 
its role as the most important economic partner of the devel-
oping world the Community is particularly aware of the 
meaning of interdependence. The Community is the largest 
customer for the exports of the developing countries and the 
largest supplier of their imports. It is therefore natural for us 
to appreciate the need for solidarity between developing and 
developed and between producer and consumer countries. 
I should like to emphasize that we as a Community have at-
tached the highest possible importance to our policy towards 
the developing world. Two clear examples of this have been 
the Lome Convention between the Community and its part-
ners in Africa, in the Carribbean and in the Pacific, and the 
regional and bilateral arrangements which the Community 
has made in the other continents of the world. I would also 
remind you of the pioneering role adopted by the Community 
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in introducing as early as 1971 the Generalized System of Ta-
riff Preferences, which has been constantly improved since 
then. We intend to continue our efforts in this field, and we 
have already declared that we shall continue the operation of 
the system into the 1980s. 
In the framework of this Conference the institution of which 
I am President has, I believe, made major contributions. We 
shall continue with great commitment to play our part as a 
Community institution in the work which lies ahead of us. 
I believe that the discussions which have so far taken place 
have now led us to the point where a number of important 
decisions can be taken as a prelude to the further discussions 
in numerous fields which we will subsequently have to con-
tinue elsewhere. If we can imbue our work with a combin-
ation of sincerity and determination, our achievements should 
be commensurate with the task-crucial to the whole future 
of the world-which confronts us and the efforts which have 
already been made.' 
Adoption of the final report 
and 'atmosphere' of the meeting 
1.2.10. In the report adopted at the close of the 
Paris Conference the points on which agreement 
was reached and those which remained dead-
locked are about equal in number. 
Of the points of agreement, however, some are of 
special importance, for instance the problem of 
official development assistance, of a $ 1 000 mil-
lion special action for the poorest developing 
countnes and the principle of establishing a Com-
mon Fund for raw materials. 
The points on which no agreement was reached 
included consultations on energy matters, the 
problem of purchasing power and that of com-
pensatory financing (stabilization of export earn-
ings). The report indicates in a very general man-
ner and in a moderated tone the assessment of 
the Group of Nineteen and that of the Group of 
Eight. The two groups of countries also agreed 
that the Conference had helped towards a better 
understanding of the international economic situ-
ation and that its discussions had been useful to 
all the participants. 
The participants agreed to transmit the results of 
the Conference to the United Nations General 
Assembly (when its 31st session is resumed) and 
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to all other relevant institutions for appropriate 
action. They also undertook to implement the 
measures which had been agreed and invited the 
countries which had not participated in the CIEC 
to join in this cooperative effort. The adoption of 
the final report, by consensus, had been preceded 
and accompanied by long and delicate negotia-
tions on detailed texts for each of the subjects 
dealt with in the four areas covered by the Con-
ference. These texts, which were the subject of 
varying degrees of agreement and disagreement, 
as reflected in the final report, are embodied in 
a lengthy document which will be annexed to the 
report and which forms an integral part of it. 
The discussions at the Ministerial Meeting 
showed that the participants on the whole wished 
to avoid confrontation, and the spirit which pre-
vailed at the end of the work was that of co-
operation. It is true that each of the groups ex-
pressed disappointment on certain points: the 
Eight on the disagreement about energy consul-
tations; The Nineteen on the changes in the 
structures of the economic system and the estab-
lishment of a new international economic order. 
They all, however1 underlined the positive nature 
of the CIEC, the tmproved understanding which 
resulted, the usefulness of the discussions and 
the progress accomplished, as illustrated by the 
statements made at the end of the Conference. 
They also stressed that the CIEC was only one 
stage in the dialogue between developing and in-
dustrialized countries and would have to be pur-
sued in the appropriate forums, particularly with-
in the United Nations. 
The 'final report' 
1.2.11. The text of the report adopted at the 
end of the Conference was as follows: 
'1. The Conference on International Economic Cooperation 
held its final meeting in Paris, at ministerial level, from 30 
May to 2 June 1977. Representatives of the following 27 
members of the Conference took part: Algeria, Argentina, 
Australia, Brazil, Cameroon, Canada, Arab Republic of Egypt, 
European Economic Community, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, 
Jamaica, Japan, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Saudi Arabia, 
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Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United States, Venezuela, Yugo-
slavia, Zaire and Zambia. The participants welcomed the pres-
ence of the Secretary-General of the United Nations. The fol-
lowing observers also attended the Conference: OPEC, lEA, 
UNCTAD, OECD, FAO, GATT, UNDP, UNIOO, IMF, 
IBRD and SELA. 
2. The Honourable Allan J. MacEachen, PC, MP, President 
of the Privy Council of Canada, and His Excellency Dr Ma-
iluel Perez-Guerrero, Minister of State for International J:icu-
nomic Affairs of Venezuela, eo-chairmen of the conference. 
presided over the Ministerial Meeting. Mr Hernard Guitton 
served in his capacity of Executive Secretary of the Confer-
ence. 
3. The Ministerial representatives at the meeting recognized_ 
that during the course of its work, and within the frameworK 
established at the Ministerial Meeting with which the Confer-
ence was initiated in December 1975, the Conference had ex-
amined a wide variety of economic issues in the areas of en-
ergy, raw materials, development and finance. There was re-
cognition that the issues in each of these areas are closely in-
terrelated and that particular attention should be given to the 
problems of the developing countries, especially the most se-
riously affected among them. 
4. The Co-Chairmen of the Commissions on Energy, Mr 
Stephen Bosworth and HE Abdui-Hadi Taher; on Raw Ma-
terials, Their Excellencies Alfonso Arias Schreiber and Hiro-
michi Miyazaki; on Development, HE Messaoud Ait-Chaalal 
and Mr Edmund Wellenstein; and on Financial Affairs, Mr 
Stanley Payton and HE Mohammed Y eganeh presented on 14 
May the final reports of the work of the four Commissions, 
which were considered at a meeting of Senior Officials of the 
Conference from 26 to 28 May, and subsequently submitted 
to the Ministerial Meeting. 
5. The participants recalled their agreement that the Confer-
ence should lead to concrete proposals for an equitable and 
comprehensive programme for international economic cooper-
ation including agreements, decisions, commitments and rec-
ommendations. They also recalled their agreement that action 
by the Conference should constitute a significant advance in 
international economic cooperation and make a substantial 
contribution to the economic development of the developing 
countries. 
6. The participants were able to agree on a number of issues 
and measures relating to: 
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Energy 
(1) Conclusion and recommendation on availability and sup-
ply in a commercial sense, except for purchasing power con-
straint.1 
(2) Recognition of depletable nature of oil and gas. Tran-
sition from oil-based energy to more permanent and renew-
able sources of energy. 
(3) Conservation and increased efficiency of energy utiliza-
tion. 
(4) Need to develop all forms of energy. 
(5) General conclusions and recommendations for national 
action and international cooperation in the energy field. 
Raw materials and trade 
(1) Establishment of a common fund with purposes, objec-
tives and other constituent elements to be further negotiated 
in UNCfAD. 
(2) Research and development and some other measures for 
natural products competing with synthetics. 
(3) Measures for international cooperation in the field of 
marketing and distribution of raw materials. 
(4) Measures to assist importing developing countries to de-
velop and diversify their indigenous natural resources. 
(5) Agreement for improving generalized system of prefer-
ences schemes; identification of areas for special and more 
favourable treatment for developing countries in the multila-
teral trade negotiations, and certain other trade questions. 
Development 
I 
(1) Volume and quality of official development assistance. 
(2) Provision by developed countries of $ I billion in a spe-
cial action programme for individual low-income countries 
facing general problems of transfer of resources. 
(3) Food and agriculture. 
(4) Assistance to infrastructure development in developing 
countries with particular reference to Africa. 
(5) Several aspects of the industrialization of developing 
countries. 
(6) Industrial property, implementation of relevant UNC-
TAD resolutions on transfer of technology and on UN Con-
ference on science and technology. 
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Finance 
(1) Private foreign direct investment, except criteria for 
compensation, transferability of income and capital and juris-
diction and standards for settlement of disputes. 
(2) Developing country access to capital markets. 
(3) Other financial flows (monetary issues). 
(4) Cooperation among developing countries. 
The texts agreed appear in the attached annex which is an in-
tegral part of this document. 
7. The participants were not able to agree on other issues 
and measures relating to: 
Energy 
(1) Price of energy and purchasing power of energy export 
earnings. 
(2) Accumulated revenues from oil exports. 
(3) Financial assistance to bridge external payments prob-
lems of oil-importing countries or oil-importing developing 
countries. 
(4) Recommendations on resources within the Law of the 
Sea Conference. 
(5) Continuing consultations on energy. 
Raw materials and trade 
(1) Purchasing power of developing countries. 
(2) Measures related to compensatory financing. 
(3) Aspects of local processing and diversification. 
(4) Measl!res relating to interests of developing countries in: 
world shipping tonnage and trade; representation on commod-
ity exchanges; a Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences, and 
other matters. 
(5) Production control and other measures concerning syn-
thetics. 
(6) Investment in the field of raw materials. 
1 Certain Group of 19 delegations consider that this item 
should be viewed in the context of the report of the eo-
Chairman of the Energy Commission to the Ministerial Meet-
ing and the proposal presented to the Energy Commission, by 
the delegates of Egypt, Iran, Iraq and Venezuela. 
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(7) Means for protecting the interest of developing countries 
which might be adversely affected by the implementation of 
the integrated programme. 
(8) Relationship of integrated programme to new internation-
al economic order. 
(9) Measures related to trade policies, to the institutional 
framework of trade, to aspects of the GSP, to the MTN, and 
to conditions of supply. 
Development 
(1) Indebtedness of developing countries. 
(2) Adjustment assistance measures. 
(3) Access to markets for manufactured and semi-manufac-
tured products. 
(4) Transnational corporations. 
Finance 
(1) Criteria for compensation, transferability of income and 
capital and jurisdiction and standards for settlement of dis-
putes. 
(2) Measures against inflation. 
(3) Financial assets of oil-exporting developing countries. 
The proposals made by participants or groups of participants 
on these matters also appear in the same annex. 
8. The participants from developing countries in CIEC, 
while recognizing that progress has been made in CIEC to 
meet certain proposals of developing countries, noted with re-
gret that most of the proposals for structural changes in the 
international economic system and certain of the proposals for 
urgent actions on pressing problems have not been agreed 
upon. 
Therefore, the Group of 19 feels that the conclusions of CIEC 
fall short of the objectives envisaged for a comprehensive and 
equitable programme of action designed to establish the new 
internatonal economic order. 
9. The participants from developed countries in CIEC wel-
comed the spirit of cooperation in which on the whole the 
Conference took place and expressed their determination to 
maintain that spirit as the dialogue between developing and 
developed countries continues in other places. They regretted 
that it had not proved possible ~o reach agreement c>!l some 
important areas of the dialogue such as certain aspect11 of en-
ergy cooperation. 
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10. The participants in the Conference think that it has con-
tributed to a broader understanding of the international eco-
nomic situation and that its intensive discussions have been 
useful to all participants. They agreed that CIEC was only 
one phase in the ongoing dialogue between developed and 
developing countries which should continue to be pursued ac-
tively in the UN system and other existing, appropriate 
bodies. 
11. The members of the Conference agreed to transmit the 
results of the Conference to the United Nations General As-
sembly at its resumed 31st Session and to all other relevant 
international bodies for their consideration and appropriate ac-
tion. They further agreed to recommend that intensive con-
sideration of outstanding problems be continued within the 
United Nations system and other existing, appropriate bodies. 
12. The participants in the Conference pledged themselves 
to carry out in a timely and effective manner the measures 
for international cooperation agreed to herein. They invite the 
countries which did not participate in the Conference to join 
in this cooperative effort. 
13. Finally, the ministerial representatives at the Conference 
reiterated their appreciation to the President of the French 
Republic and to the Government of France for their hospital-
ity and for their cooperation in facilitating the work of the 
Conference on International Economic Cooperation.' 
Commission reactions 
Press conference given by Mr Roy Jenkins 
and Mr C/aude Cheysson 
1.2.12. President Jenkins underlined-in a oress conference 
given at the end of the CIEC-that the results of the con-
ference had been better than many comments had given to 
believe. Major advances had been made in relations between 
the industrialized and developing world. The Community in 
general, and the Commission in particular, had been able to 
play an active and significant part. Without the Community 
there would have been no dialogue and no results. The Pres-
ident singled out: 
(i) the common fund, the principle of which had now been 
agreed; 
(ii) official development assistance, where there had been a 
significant advance in the commitments given by industrial 
countries, notably the US and Japan; 
(iii) the special action programme, for which the developing 
countries had undertaken to provide S 1 000 million; 
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(iv) monetary issues, where there was agreement on in-
creased flows of capital. 
In general, the atmosphere of the conference had been good. 
There were considerable risks in assembling such a conference 
which could have led to confrontation and breakdown. How-
ever, the risks had been run and overcome. A considerable 
advance had been made which could not have been achieved 
without the conference or the Community's contribution. 
Mr Cheysson echoed the President's assessment and stressed 
the part played bv the representatives of the Community (Dr 
Owen, President Jenkins and himse!O in the three working 
groups. the agreement reached on the establishment of a 
common fund was particularly important in unblocking com-
modity negotiations. this had been regarded by the develop-
ing countries as the most important issue in the field of raw 
materials. One could not have expected fundamental changes 
in the world economic order in 18 months, but important 
progress had been made. 
In answer to questions, the following principal points were 
made: 
(i) Form of the conference: The President agreed that there 
had been risks, that more progress might have been achieved 
earlier and that the ministerial meeting had set itself formi-
dable tasks, but despite the risks it had achievements to 
show. 
(ii) Follow-up: Mr Jenkins said that it would be a great set-
back if there were any tendency to go back on agreements 
reached at the conference. One should not think in terms of 
concessions to the developing world or of the dialogue as a 
charitable exercise. It was a recognition of interdependence. 
The economic development of the third world was of great 
importance to the economies of the industrial countries. To 
follow up the conference, one should make a reality in all for-
ums of the points of agreement and build on them. 
Mr Cheysson confirmed that the CIEC was definitely closed, 
but will continue to influence the future discussions between 
developed and developing countries, wherever they take place. 
It had brought insufficient results for both sides. But without 
its existence it was unlikely that such attention would have 
been paid both by governments and the public in all countries 
of the world to th'e importance of economic matters and eco-
nomic interdependence. 
(ill) Energy: Mr Cheysson said that the industrial countries 
maintained their belief in the need for a continuing dialogue 
on energy. There were fundamental problems which needed 
consideration by all countries in the world, including the East 
Europeans. Taking into account not only the present but also 
the long-term balance between energy producers and consum-
ers, satisfactory solutions would be found only on a world-
wide level. Therefore, it would not be a valid alternative to 
look now for regional solutions, for example within the Euro-
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Arab Dialogue, since CIEC had not come to a conclusion in 
this field. 
(iv) Stabex: Mr Cheysson also recalled that one of the major 
contributions of the EEC to the CIEC was the proposal for 
a study of a stabilization scheme for raw material export earn-
ings. Unfortunately, no agreement could be reached at the 
conference on this. 
(v) Priorities: In the third world, the President said that the 
urgent moral demand was to help the poorest and those most 
in need of aid. Mr Cheysson pointed out that the group of 
19 at the conference represented countries which did not all 
share the same interests. 
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3. VAT : Adoption 
of sixth Directive 
Tax on budgetary implications 
1.3.1. The final adoption by the Council, on 17 
May, of the sixth Directive on value added tax 
01 AT) 1 represents a milestone on the road to 
harmonization provided for by the EEC Treaty. 
This Directive, which was adopted on the basis 
of the proposal submitted by the Commission on 
29 June 19732 and amended on 26 July 19743 to 
take account of the opinion of Parliament, is im-
portant for the development of the Community 
m two ways. From the tax viewpoint it makes 
V AT more neutral by eliminating distortions of 
~d ob~tacl~s to competition. From the budgetary 
vtewpomt, 1t means that the Communities' own 
resources arrangements, which are to replace the 
financial contribut~ons of the Member States, can 
now be operated m full. 
It has taken almost four years for the Commis-
sion's proposal presented to the Council in June 
1973 to be adopted as the sixth Directive. These 
four years have been years of protracted discus-
sio~s and even severe disagreement, particularly 
dunng the last few months. The Commission 
has played an especially active role during the fi-
nal phase of negotiations, its aim being to ensure 
that the directive would be adopted during the 
United Kingdom's presidency of the Council as 
had been agreed jointly on 16 December by 'the 
Council under the presidency of the Netherlands. 
The sixth Directive and the 
tax harmonization process 
1.3 .2. This new Directive on the common sys-
tem of value added tax was adopted by tbe 
Council on 17 May after about three years' work. 
It is the sixth in a series of Directives devoted to 
the harmonization of legislation in Member 
States relating to turnover taxes. 
This harmonization process-the source of which 
is Article 99 of the EEC Treaty-did not really 
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get under way until 11 April 19674 when the first 
and second Council Directives on this subject 
were adopted. The first established the principles 
and guidelines for the common sytem of value 
added tax and the second laid down the struc-
tures and main elements of this system. 
It has taken the ten years which have elapsed be-
tween the first two and the sixth Directives to 
establish what is known as the 'uniform basis of 
assessment' for value added tax, i.e. a set of 
common rules making it possible to defme the 
scope of the tax and the method of determining 
the liability: territorial application, taxable per-
sons, taxable transactions, place of taxable tnms-
actions, chargeable event and the chargeability of 
tax, taxable amount, rules for applying rates of 
taxation, exemptions, machinery for deductions 
relating to input tax, special schemes. 
The uninitiated observer may be inclined to 
question the real values of this Directive for the 
building of the Community: was it really neces-
sary to adopt a full range of rules, some veri 
complex, to realize the objective set out in Article 
99 of the EEC Treaty? In other words, has not 
the harmonization of value added tax become an 
end in itself? Before dealing with this objec-
tion-which is related to the question of tax neu-
trality within the Community and in internation-
al trade in goods and services-consideration 
must be given to a further aspect of the problem 
namely the implementation of the Communities: 
own resources arrangements in full in accordance 
with the Decision of 21 April 1970.5 
The introduction of the definitive arrangements 
for the o~ resources system 
1.3 .3. What are own resources? They are reve-
nue accruing to the Community as of qght from 
1 OJ L 145 of 13.6.1977. 
2 OJ C 80 of 5.10.1973 and Supplement 11173- Bull. EC. 
3 Bull. EC 718-1974, point 2137. 
OJ 71 of 14.4.1967. 
OJ L 94 of 28.4.1970. 
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taxes levied on certain transactions such as im-
ports and sales. The revenue is generated by the 
transactions themselves, and is not determined 
by a scale of payments, as is currently the case 
with the financial contributions which the Mem-
ber States make to the budget of the Communi-
ties. 
The decision to replace Member States' financial 
contributions by the Communities' own re-
sources was taken by the Council on 21 April 
19701 and was then ratified by the national par-
liaments. The changeover was to be carried out 
gradually: initially, own resources comprised only 
the agricultural levies and an increasing propor-
tion of customs duties. the shortfall being 
covered by financial contributions from Member 
States calculated on the basis of a scale of pay-
ments. 
Under the Council Decision, the Communities' 
budget was to be fully financed, from 1 January 
1975, by own resources. The fmancial contribu-
tions of the Member States were to be replaced 
by the allocation to the Communities of an 
amount of V AT revenue up to a maximum of 
1% of the basis of assessment. But the Council 
failed to agree on a single definition of a uniform 
basis, and the system of fmancial contributions, 
now calculated on the basis of each Member 
State's share of Community GNP-an arrange-
ment provided for in Article 4(2) and (3) of the 
Decision of 21 April 197Q-was continued up to 
and including 1977. Now that the sixth Directive 
has been adopted, the own resources arrange-
ments can be completed in 1978 and the Com-
munity will have a system giving it financial au-
tonomy. In practice, this will be achieved only 
when the Council has approved the implemen-
ting fmancial regulation relating to V AT, and 
when the Member States have adapted their own 
legislation. 
Transition to the complete own resources ar-
rangements has important implications: 
(a) The system of fmancing will be neutral, in 
the sense that the own resources paid by Member 
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States will stem purely from the economic activ-
ity in each State. In the case of the three new 
Member States, however, Article 131 of the Act 
of Accession imposes certain limits on actual 
payments until 1980. 
(b) The new system will also impose new con-
straints as regards budget estimates and manage-
ment. The volume of revenue will be a more ri-
gid factor than in the past, since it will no longer 
be a question of increasing without limit this 
revenue to cover expenditure, as in the case of fi-
nancial contributions from Member States. Accu-
racy in estimating revenue and rigour in admin-
istering expenditure will therefore be even more 
necessary than in the past. 
This clearly demonstrates the importance of the 
common VAT system, all the structures of which 
must be harmonized to allow of a fair distribution 
of the financial burden between Member States. 
This budgetary, somewhat technical, aspect of 
harmonization may not strike the Community 
citizen, whether producer or consumer, as being 
of essential interest; the other positive aspect of 
tne Directive-the improvement or tax neutrality 
in international trade in goods and ser-
vices-therefore merits particular emphasis. 
The improvement of tax neutrality 
1.3.4. The two Directives of 11 April 1967 hav-
ing made the introduction of V AT compulsory, 
while maintaining tax exemption of exports and 
the taxation of imports, it might be thought at 
first sight that the situation is practically ideal for 
producer or dealer in international trade. The 
consumer, too, is likely to be pleased by the wid-
ening of the tax exemptions granted to travellers, 
since, once his purchases have been taxed in one 
member country, they cannot be taxed a second 
time on import into another. 
' OJ L 94 of 28.4.1970. 
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The sixth Directive does not alter this situation, 
but adds something: either by filling gaps left by 
the second Directive (particularly in the very 
wide field of supplies of services, in the agricul-
tural sector, in the small enterprises sector, in the 
determining of exempted activities and transac-
tions, in the machinery for deductions relating to 
input tax) or by laying the groundwork for future 
action (particularly as regards second-hand goods 
and objets d'art, antiques and collectors' items, 
international passenger transport, the list of ex-
penditure for which deduction of tax may not be 
made, the arrangements for refunding tax to for-
eign enterprises). 
All of these factors clearly play a part in improv-
ing tax neutrality, since their objectives include: 
(a) the prevention of double taxation or non-
taxation in respect of the supply of services; 
(b) the provision of an agreed framework for the 
wide range of special schemes for small enter-
prises; 
(c) the determination of a common basis and 
method for calculating the flat-rate repayment of 
input tax to farmers who are not subject to the 
normal VAT arrangements; 
(d) the avoidance of tax incentives or penaliza-
tion measures by drawing up common lists of ex-
emptions, a common list of non-deductible ex-
penditure, a common scheme for second-hand 
goods or common arrangements for refunding tax 
to foreign enterprises. 
It might be argued that only the first of these 
measures, that concerning the provision of ser-
vices, really related to tax neutrality in interna-
tional trade, but such an objection is based on a 
narrow view of the problem, confined to one 
aspect of the subject only and ignoring the point 
that the real aim goes beyond the search for neu-
trality at frontiers. The real aim is to facilitate the 
inter-penetration of economies, making the Com-
munity a single large market in which persons, 
goods, services and capital .can move freely and 
where competition cannot be distorted through 
differently structured national laws relating to 
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VAT. This aim is set out in Article 4 of the first 
(1967) Directive and is usually expressed as the 
•abolition of tax frontiers within the Commun-
ity'. 
Since this aim cannot be achieved within the 
very near future, the Council has provided for 
quite a large number of temporary derogations. 
These concern measures which actually have no 
particular impact on tax neutrality at intra-Com-
munity frontiers; but they will allow the Member 
States concerned to adapt their legislation grac\u-
ally to Community rules. 
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and policy options 
The 1978 preliminary 
draft budget 
1.4.1. The preliminary draft budget for 19781 
adopted by the Commission on 26 May is the 
firSt quantified reflection of the guidelines it 
has been working on in the firSt few months of 
the year. The amounts of the appropriations pro-
posed in it and the concentration of fmancial ef-
forts on selected activities represent policy op-
tions of considerable significance. 
Among the most significant chapters of the prel-
iminary draft budget are those concerned with re-
gional and social operations (the European Re-
gional Development Fund and the European So-
cial Fund). In both cases the aim is to make a 
Community contribution to operations which, di-
rectly or indirectly, will have positive conse-
quences for employment. 
The main effort requested by the Commission 
will apply to the Regional Fund in connection 
with its reorganization after the experimental 
phase of the firSt three fmancial years. The in-
crease in the appropriations should make it pos-
sible to boost the quality of operations. As re-
gards the European Social Fund, the appropria-
tions for which have been steadily increasing for 
several years, the aim is to maintain this growth. 
Another important chapter is that pertaining to 
industry and energy. As regards industry, the 
main concern is to obtain significant means of 
action in two major sectors where operations 
have already been, launched: data-processing and 
aircraft manufacturing, both vital European 
growth industries. 
As regards energy, the firSt initiatives launched 
two years ago must be so supplemented as to 
provide the Community with a complete range of 
means of influencing research on new resources, 
the development of alternative energy sources, 
technological development aimed at better exploi-
tation of existing sources as well as energy con-
servation. 
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Lastly, continuing its sustained efforts since the 
enlargement of the Community, the Commission 
has asked for a significant strengthening of the 
appropriations for development cooperation. 
Proposed appropriations 
for 1978 in outline 
Volume of expenditure 
1.4.2. In the Commission's eyes, the Commu-
nity budget is, by definition, an expression in fi. 
nancial terms of the political will to strengthen 
and develop the Community. This does not 
mean an increase in the budget for its own sake. 
Community operations must not constitute an 
added burden on the taxpayer; rather must they 
replace national operations in cases where the 
Community is able to act more effectively. 
This means that increases in the budget must be 
accepted where they are the consequences of 
Community operations which meet these stand-
ards and where they are vital to the maintenance 
and development of a strong Community. 
However, as the Commission stressed in its com-
munication on the main outlines of the 1978 
budget, sent to the Council and Parliament in 
March 1977, the Commission is fully aware of 
the climate of austerity in respect of public ex-
penditure now prevailing in all the Member 
States. Even though the Community budget is 
more modest than those of the Member 
States-some 2% of the total of thrse-it must 
nevertheless be seen in that context. 
This is why the Commission has been at pains 
to hold down its proposals in so far as this was 
compatible with budgetary aims and to concen-
trate increases in the priority sectors as defined in 
its communication dealing with budget problems 
as a whole.2 
1 Points 2.3.81 to 2.3.83. 
2 Bull. EC3-1977, point 2.3.94. 
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1.4.3. Despite severe reductions in the rates of 
growth suggested for some programmes, the 
overall increase in the budget is a significant one. 
The total of appropriations for commitment in 
the 1978 budget amounts to 12 495 million 
EUA,1 as compared with 10 255 million EUA in 
the 1977 budget (including the supplementary 
budget and the letter of amendment now in the 
hands of the Council and Parliament), i.e. a 
21.85% increase. The total of appropriations for 
payments amounts to 11 850 million EUA as 
against 9 586 million EUA in the 1977 budget, 
including the supplementary budget. This in-
crease is higher than those of the last few years. 
The reason is that the rate of increase of EAGGF 
Guarantee Section expenditure has gone up, a 
fact which has necessitated adjustments in the 
budget as a whole, to avoid severe restraints on 
the development of non-agricultural operations. 
In the Commission's proposals, 'compulsory' ex-
penditure involves commitments totalling 9 827 
million EUA (approximately four-fifths of the to-
tal), a 17.75% increase over 1977, while 'non-
compulsory' expenditure amounts to 2 668 mil-
lion EUA, a 39.76% increase. This figure corre-
sponds pretty much to the rate proposed for the 
1977 budget and is far below that of the 1976 
budget. 
The Commission's proposals mean that the in-
crease in non-compulsory expenditure exceeds 
the maximum rate, which-to conform with the 
Treaties-should be 13.6%.1 This situation re-
sembles those which arose in previous years, 
where the maximum rate was exceeded because 
of the need to create opportunities for new oper-
ations on a highly limited basis. The fmal percen-
tage of the increase will be decided jointly by the 
Council and Parliament. 
Structure of expenditure 
1.4.4. Agricultural expenditure continues to 
dominate the budget. The EAGGF Guarantee 
Section accounts for some 62% of the overall 
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budgetary volume; increasing by 871 million 
EUA, it reaches 7 795 million EUA, i.e., the lar-
gest rise in absolute figures. However, mention 
must also be made of the revenues derived from 
agricultural levies and levies for sugar storage 
(375 million EUA), which bring the total budge-
tary revenue from agricultural sources to some 
1672 million EUA: the net total of agricultural 
expenditure is thus 6123 million EUA. This in-
crease reflects the impact, over a whole year, of 
the recent decisions on farm prices on the basis 
of the best estimates currently available of econ-
omic developments. As has been the case in the 
past, other increases in expenditure may occur in 
1978 as a result of market developments-which 
it is impossible to predict at present-and of next 
year's price decisions. However, the Commission 
will make every effort to adhere to its declared 
intent of holding down agricultural expenditure, 
its revised proposals on the elimination of the 
monetary compensatory amounts being of partic-
ular importance in this respect. 
As regards the EAGGF Guidance Section, a sig-
nificant increase of 186 million EUA has been 
proposed, bringing the appropriations for commit-
ment up to 511 million EUA, including drawings 
on the 'Mansholt reserve'. This increase is in-
tended to complete the measures for encouraging 
structural reform and should help to resolve in 
part some of the most urgent problems in this 
area. 
1.4.5. However, the Commission takes the 
view that the main thrust of the 1978 budget 
should be aimed at a balanced series of Commu-
nity operations intended to meet the problems 
of unemployment and structural change now 
plaguing the Community. 
The European Regional Development Fund, which 
deals directly with the problem of structural im-
balance, is of particular importance this year. Af-
ter its first three years (1975-77), during which 
the total expenditure was fixed by the initial 
1 Bull. EC 4-1976, point 2.3.78. 
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Regulation at 1 300 million u.a., the Commission 
decided to put fmward for the first time a prop-
osal regarding the amount of the fund as part of 
normal budgetary procedure. Over the last few 
years an increasing degree of importance has 
been attached to the Fund. Besides, it is neces-
sary to restore the volume in real terms of the 
volume of operations initially envisaged for the 
Fund. The Commission accordingly takes the 
view that a substantial increase is needed, above 
and beyond the some 400 million EUA ear-
marked for 1977 and is proposing an appropria-
tion of 750 million EUA for new commitments 
by the Fund in 1978. In the near future the 
Commission is to put forward proposals on a re-
form of the Regional Fund so as to make it more 
effective. 
The Social Fund is mainly concerned with the 
problem of unemployment and is therefore an-
other priority sector. Its commitments have 
grown over the last few years, but actual pay-
ments have lagged behind. The Commission 
therefore wishes to improve the Fund's impact in 
1978 by asking for a major increase in appropri-
ations for payment: a rise from 141 to 536 mil-
lion EUA. However, in the light of the priorities 
involved, the Commission takes the view that 
the increase in new commitments should keep 
pace with the inflation rate, i.e. that they should 
be increased from 503 to 560 million EUA. Ob-
viously, once payments have caught up with 
commitments, a further substantial increase in 
the latter will have to be envisaged. At a later 
date, the Commission will also be able to put for-
ward proposals on the new operations by the So-
cial Fund envisaged in its recent proposals on the 
reform of that Fund. 
Industrial adaptation is a further aspect of the 
Community's economic problems. The Commis-
sion has considered it opportune to propose in-
creased expenditure on industrial policy in the 
data-processing and aircraft manufacturing sec-
tors, and may propose other operations at a later 
date. 
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In the energy sector, the preliminary draft budget 
includes proposals for expenditure on a whole 
range of new or existing operations. The most 
notable among those already under way are tech-
nological development projects in the hydrocar-
bons sector and in prospects for uranium. New 
operations include plans for developing new en-
ergy sources (e.g. liquefaction of coal, and geo-
thermal energy) which are of outstanding impor-
tance as part of the attempt to reduce the Com-
munity's dependence on imported oil. 
Apart from these sectors, which are concerned 
with the Community's internal economic priori-
ties, the Commission attaches particular impor-
tance to development cooperation. In this sector 
the appropriations for commitment which have 
been proposed have gone up from 513 to 930 
million EUA, an increase of over 80%, while ap-
propriations for payment have risen from 513 to 
633 million EUA. The Commission has also pro-
posed that the level of the Community's food aid 
programme be consolidated and that aid to non-
associated countries be increased from 48 to 80 
million EUA. In addition, 1978 will be the start-
ing year for the financial protocols concluded be-
tween the Community and a number of Mediter-
ranean countries. 
Obviously, the budget includes other operations 
not mentioned here. However, the sectors which 
have been mentioned comprise the Commission's 
main policy objectives. Even in these sectors the 
Commission has made every effort to hold down 
increases wherever this was compatible with its 
objectives; in all other sectors it has practised an 
even greater austerity. 
Revenue 
1.4.6. As regards revenue, the most important 
innovation is the use of the value added tax 
(V An' as an own resource. Thanks to the addi-
1 Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.4. 
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tion of this revenue, the 1978 Community bud-
get will be financed entirely from the Commun-
ity's own resources. The own resources already at 
the Community's disposal (agricultural levies, 
levies on sugar storage and import duties) will 
continue to finance roughly half the budget. The 
contributions by the Member States based on a 
proportion of their national product will be re-
placed by a portion of the VAT equal to a max-
imum of 1% of the tax base. For 1978 the Com-
mission has asked for a rate of 0.77%. 1 
Introduction of the EUA 
1.4.7. In the 1978 budget, Community reve-
nues and expenditure are expressed for the first 
time in European units of account (EUA). The 
EUA2 is a basket unit reflecting the value in real 
terms of the currencies of the Member States; its 
equivalent Ll national currencies changes daily. 
However, in drawing up the budget it is neces-
sary to use specific exchange rates. The 1978 
budget is expressed in the EUA ,valid on 1 Feb-
ruary 1977. However, actual expenditure will as a 
general rule be recorded in line with the rate of 
the day, although for some expenditure the rates 
will remain fixed for longer periods, even though 
the value of each type of expenditure will be up-
dated at least once a year. The introduction of 
the EUA presents some transitional problems as 
regards converting the current rate into EUA. 
The Commission has adopted the principle that 
the effects of the adoption of the new unit of ac-
count should be financially neutral. It has there-
fore been necessary to examine each category of 
expenditure and allocate to it an appropriate con-
version rate which takes account of the actual 
economic and financial impact of existing opera-
tions and the conversion of the sums involved 
into EUA. Thus, irt respect of the Regional 
Fund, where a large portion of the expenditure 
was in depreciated currencies, the value of 500 
million u.a.-the 1977 level of expenditure-was 
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fixed at 400 million EUA. In some other sectors 
the conversion is having the opposite effect, 
while in others there is no change. 
Point 2.3.82. 
Bull. EC 3-1975, points 2201 and 2446. 




1.5.1. The signing in Brussels on 3 May of a 
cooperation agreement between the Community 
and Lebanon marked a further step in the appli-
cation of the Community's overall Mediterranean 
approach. 
This agreement follows those signed on 18 Jan-
uary with Egypt, Jordan and Syria1: the Commu-
nity now has similar links with all the Mashrek 
countries. This is the third agreement with this 
country, which frrst expressed the desire to enter 
into negotiations with the Community in 1962. 
Since the 1965 trade and technical cooperation 
agreement, the content and scope of each subse-
quent agreement have contributed to a consider-
able improvement in the nature and quality of re-
lations between the Community and Lebanon. 
The cooperation agreement was signed on behalf 
of the Lebanese Government by Mr Fouad Bou-
tros, Vice-President of the Council and Minister 
of Foreign Affairs, and on behalf of the Commu-
nity by Or David Owen, United Kingdom Secre-
tary of State for foreign and Commonwealth Af-
fairs and President of the Council of the Euro-
pean Communities, and Mr Claude Cheysson, 
Member of the Commission. 
Emphasizing the Lebanon's considerable needs 
arising from the destruction and damage which 
have not spared any sector of its economy, Mr 
Boutros asked the Community at the signing cere-
mony to do all it could to contribute to the re-
construction of Lebanon by granting aid of some 
100 million u.a. via the European Investment 
Bank. This request • was officially submitted in a 
letter dated 17 May. 
Scope of the agreement 
1.5.2. As with the other Mashrek countries, the 
agreement with Lebanon is aimed at establishing 
wide-ranging cooperation by combining the var-
ious measures which could contribute to its eco-
nomic and social development, in trade and in 
economic, technical and financial cooperation. 
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The agreement being of indefmite duration, it 
provides a timescale for overall cooperation that 
will enable development problems extending be-
yond the short term to be tackled. A cooperation 
council, assisted when necessary by committees 
of experts, will ensure a permanent dialogue, 
which could also be set up between representa-
tives of pOlitical forces. Meetings are planned to 
review the results of the agreements and to con-
sider any improvements that can be made to 
them, the frrst round to begin in 1979, the sec-
ond in 1984. 
Economic, technical and financial cooperation 
1.5.3. The economic, technical and financial 
cooperation provided for under the agreement 
will complement the efforts to be made by Le-
banon in the framework of the objectives and pri-
orities of its development plan and programme. 
Special emphasis is placed on regional coopera-
tion and the implementation of integrated 
schemes, Le. those which combine several types 
of operation (e.g. training, investment aid, trade 
promotion). 
Over and above the Community's financial con-
tribution to the development of production and 
the economic infrastructure of Lebanon, there is 
considerable scope in the following fields: 
(i) marketing and sales promotion; 
(ii) industrial cooperation, particularly by organ-
izing contacts between business operators, facili-
tating the acquisition of patents on favourable 
terms, working towards the removal of non-tariff 
barriers, etc.; 
(iii) encouragement of private investment; 
(iv) cooperation in the fields of science, technol-
ogy and the protection of the environment; 
(v) the participation by Community operators in 
prospecting, production and processing pro-
1 Bull. EC 1-1977, points 1.3.1 to 1.3.5. 
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grammes for the resources of the parties con-
cerned, and any activities which would develop 
these resources on the spot, and the proper exe-
cution of cooperation and investment contracts 
concluded to this effect between the respective 
operators; 
(vi) cooperation in the fisheries sootor. 
The sums to be made available to Lebanon (Em 
loans, loans on special terms and grants) will total 
30 million u.a. A financial protocol sets out the 
procedures for utilizing the Community's contri-
bution, for a period beginning from the signing of 
the agreement and expiring (as for the other 
Mashrek countries) on 31 October 1981; in addi-
tion to being a direct contribution by the Commu-
nity in the development of these countries, it will 
act above all as a catalyst for raising capital from 
other sources. 
These resources will be allocated to the partial or 
total financing of investment projects in the 
fields of production and economic infrastructure, 
the technical preparation of these projects and 
training measures. 
The agreement explicitly provides for the possi-
bility of joint measures in which other providers 
of funds or international fmancial organizations 
could participate along with the Community. 
This provision should allow in particular for tri-
angular cooperation with the oil-producing coun-
tries. 
Trade arrangements 
1.5.4. There will be a 100% tariff reduction as 
from 1 July 1977 for products other than those 
covered by the common agricultural policy, i.e. 
raw materials and industrial products, including 
ECSC products. 
There are some temporary exceptions to this rule: 
imports into the Community of certain pro-
ducts-woven fabrics of cotton and phosphatic 
fertilizers-will be subject to ceilings until the 
end of 1979 at the latest. 
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The tariff concessions for exports of agricultural 
products vary between 40% and 80%. They are 
however accompanied by certain precautions 
(quotas, import timetables, adherence to the rules 
of the common organizations of the markets, 
safeguard clauses) designed to safeguard the legi-
timate interests of Community producers. 
Community exports to Lebanon will enjoy most-
favoured-nation treatment, although exceptions 
may however be made with regard to other 
developing countries. The agreement does not re-
quire Lebanon to grant reciprocity immediately: it 
undertakes to consolidate the existing system, 
but may st),"engthen its customs protection where 
necessary for its industrialization and develop-
ment needs. 
However the liberalization of trade remains the 
ultimate objective of the agreement, and the 
measures which may be taken to this end must be re-
viewed as the gap between development levels 
narrows. 
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Western Summit 
1.6.1. For the frrst time, the Community as 
such participated in some of the discussions 
which took place at the third summit of Western 
industrialized countries held in London on 7 and 
8 May. It was represented by Mr Roy Jenkins, 
President of the Commission, and Mr James Cal-
laghan, President of the Council of the Commu-
nities and Prime Minister of the United King-
dom. 
The two previous summits were held at Ram-
bouillet1 from 15 to 17 November 1975 and in 
Puerto Rico2 on 27 and 28 June 1976. As at both 
of those meetings of the Heads of State or 
Government a tinaJ declaration was issued after 
the London talks. 
Origin and development 
of the Western summits 
1.6.2. The origin of the Western economic 
summits, which began in 1975, is to be found in 
the frrst North-South contacts. This is not sur-
prising considering the objectives assigned to 
these meetings by the Rambouillet Declaration, 
which stated: 'The industrial democracies are de-
termined to overcome .high unemployment, con-
tinuing inflation and serious energy problems'. 
These problems were in fact the reasons behind 
the Paris preparatory meeting on energy in April 
1975,3 attended by oil-producer and consumer 
:::ountries. Moreover, the economic crisis, which 
reached its acutest level in 1974 and 1975 and to 
which the three Western summits devoted much 
!lttention, is due in no small measure to the en-
~rgy crisis. 
The composition of the summits has changed 
:>ver this three-year period. Six countries took 
part in the Rambouillet meetings in November 
1975: four Community Member States (Germany, 
France, Italy and the United Kingdom), the Uni-
ted States and Japan. 
Dne more country, Canada, was represented at 
the Puerto Rico summit the following year. 
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In 1977 the major advance was the participation 
of the Community as such. 
Although matters within the competence of the 
Community were discussed at the previous sum-
mits, the Community was not invited to take 
part in the meetings, which were purely intergov-
ernmental affairs. This was criticized by the Eu-
ropean Parliament, the Commission and the five 
Member States that were not invited.4 
In response to this criticism the European Coun-
cil, meeting in Brussels on 12 and 13 July 1976, 
briefly considered the Puerto Rico conference and 
unanimously agreed that when such conferences 
took place the Member States should inform and 
consult one another as quickly as possible on 
how Community interests could be consolidated 
and that, should problems crop up which fell 
within the Community's competence, these 
should be dealt with in full compliance with the 
requirements of Community procedure. 5 
The difficulties were still not ironed out, how-
ever, since one Member State was still reluctant 
to accept the idea of such participation. This led 
Parliament to adopt the following resolution on 
22 March 1977: 
'The European Parliament, 
- emphasizing that the problems to be examined at the 
Western Economic Summit in London on 6 and 7 May 1977 
directly concern the competences of the Community and the 
fundamental interests of all its Member States, 
- recalling the undertaking given by the European Council 
of 12 and 13 July 1976 after the Puerto Rico Conference to 
respect Community procedures and systems and systems at 
international conferences, 
- recalling the commitment that the Community should be 
able to speak with one voice in international affairs, 
1 Bull. EC 11-1975, Third Part. 
2 Bull. EC 6-1976, Third Part. 
3 Bull. EC 4-1975, points 1401 to 1409. 
4 Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.3.1. 
5 Bull. EC 7/8-1976, end of point 2434. 
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1. Insists that the Community as such--council and Com-
mission-be represented at the forthcoming Western Eco-
nomic Summit in London; 
2. Urgently requests all the Governments of the Member 
States and the Council of the Communities to work towards 
this end and requests the Government of the host country of 
the Summit to take immediate action in line with this posi-
tion adopted by the parliamentiUY institUtion which represents 
the peoples of the Community; 
3. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the 
Governments of the Member States and the Council of the 
Communities.•! 
Agreement was fmally reached on a Community 
presence at the London Summit when the Euro-
pean Council met in Rome on 25 and 26 March. 
A statement issued by the Presidency placed on 
record that: 
'The President of the Council and the President of the Com-
mission will be invited to take part in those sessions of the 
Downing Street Summit at which items which are within the 
competence of the Community are discussed. Examples of 
such items are negotiations about international trade and the 
North-South dialogue.' 2 
Since the State chairing the Council wished to 
devote the ftrst day of the Summit to a general 
discussion between Heads of State or Govern-
ment alone, without the President of the Com-
mission being present, the Commission spokes-
man made the following statement on 4 May: 
' 1. Compared with similar events in the past (Rambouillet, 
Puerto Rico), a step forward has been made in that for the 
first time the Community as such will be taking part in a 
meeting of this kind. 
2. However, the arrangement of the agenda appears artificial 
and is not entirely satisfactory.' 
The Downing Street Conference 
1.6.3. The Downing Street Summit, as it is us-
ually called, was attended on 7 and 8 May by the 
Heads of State or Government of the seven 
countries that attended the Western Summit 
meeting in Puerto Rico and by Mr Roy Jenkins, 
President of the Commission. 
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The topics discussed included world economic 
prospects, international trade and the Tokyc 
Round, energy problems, North-South relatioru 
and non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. 
1.6.4. The following declaration, to which 8Ii 
appendix was added, was issued at the end of the 
conference: 
Downing Street Summit Conference: Declaration 
'In two days of intensive discussion at Downing Street we 
have agreed on how we can best help to promote the weU 
being both of our own countries and of others. _ 
The world economy has to be seen as a whole; it involves no· 
only cooperation among national governments but a}8( 
strengthening appropriate international organizations. We 
were reinforced in our awareness of the interrelationslilp of al 
the issues before us, as well as our own interdependence. We 
are determined to respond collectively to the challenies of the 
future. 
- Our most urgent task is to create more jobs while con 
tinuing to reduce inflation. Inflation does not reduce unem 
ployment. On the contrary it is one of its major causes. We 
are particularly concerned about the problem of unemploy 
ment among young people. We have agreed that there will be 
an exchange of experience and ideas on providing the youllj 
with job opportunities. 
- We commit our governments to stated economic growtl 
targets or to stabilization policies which, taken as a whole 
should provide a basis for sustained non-inflationary growth 
in our own countries and world wide and for reduction of im 
balances in international payments. 
- Improved financing facilities are needed. The Internationa 
Monetary Fund must play a prominent role. We commit our 
selves to seek additional resources for the IMF and suppor 
the linkage of its lending practices to the adoption of approp 
riate stabilization policies. 
- We will provide strong political leadership to expand op 
oortunities for trade to strengthen the open international trad 
ing system, which will increase job opportunities. We rejec 
protectionism: it would foster unemployment, increase infla 
tion and undermine the welfare of our peoples. We will give 
a new impetus to the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Ne 
gotiations. Our objective is to make substantive progress ir 
1 OJ C 93 of 18.4.1977. 
2 Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.3.1. 
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key areas in 1977. In this field structural changes in the world 
economy must be taken into consideration. 
- We will further conserve energy and increase and diversify 
energy production, so that we reduce our dependence on oil. 
We agree on the need to increase nuclear energy to help meet 
the world's energy requirements. We commit ourselves to do 
this while reducing the risks of nuclear proliferation. We are 
launching an urgent study to determine how best to fulfil 
these purposes. 
- The world economy can only grow on a sustained and 
equitable basis if developing countries share in that growth. We 
are agreed to do all in our power to achieve a successful con-
clusion of the CIEC and we commit ourselves to a continued 
constructive dialogue with developing countries. We aim to 
increase the flow of aid and other real resources to those 
countries. We invite the Comecon countries to do the same. 
We support multilateral institutions such as the World Bank, 
whose general resources should be increased sufficiently to 
permit its lending to rise in real terms. We stress the import-
ance of secure private investments to foster world economic 
progress. 
To carry out these tasks we need the assistance and cooper-
ation of others. We will seek that cooperation in appropriate 
international institutions, such as the United Nations, the 
World Bank, the IMF, the GATT and OECD. Those among 
us whose countries are members of the European Economic 
Community intend to make their efforts within its frame-
work. 
In our discussions we have reached substantial agreement. 
Our firm purpose is now to put that agreement into action. 
We shall review progress on all the measures we have dis-
cussed here at Downing Street in order to maintain the mo-
mentum of recovery. 
The message of the Downing Street Summit is thus one of 
;:onfidence: 
- in the continuing strength of our societies and the proven 
:lemocratic principles that give them vitality; 
- that we are undertaking the measures needed to overcome 
problems and achieve a more prosperous future.' 
Appendix to Downing Street Summit Declaration 
1.6.5. The following appendix accomp~ed the 
Declaration: 
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World economic prospects 
1.6.6. Since 1975 the world economic situation has been im-
proving gradually. Serious problems, however, still persist in 
all of our countries. Our most urgent task is to create jobs 
while continuing to reduce inflation. Infla\ion is not a remedy 
to unemployment but one of its major causes. Progress in the 
fight against inflation has been uneven. The needs for adjust-
ment between surplus and deficit countries remain large. The 
world has not yet fully adjusted to the depressive effects of 
the 1974 oil price rise. 
We commit our Governments to targets for growth and sta-
bilization which vary from country to country but which, tak-
en as a whole, should provide a basis for sustained non-in-
flationary growth world-wide. 
Some of our countries have adopted reasonably expansionist 
growth targets for 1977. The governments of these countries 
will keep their policies under review, and commit themselves 
to adopt further policies, if needed to achieve their stated tar-
get rates and to contribute to the adjustment of payments im-
balances. Others are pursuing stabilization policies designed to 
provide a basis for sustained growth without increasing infla-
tionary expectations. The governments of these countries will 
continue to pursue those goals. 
These two sets of policies are interrelated. Those of the first 
group of countries should help to create an environment con-
ducive to expansion in the others without adding to inflation. 
Only if growth rates can be maintained in the first group and 
increased in the second, and inflation tackled successfully in 
both, can unemployment be reduced. 
We are particularly concerned about the problem of unem-
ployment among young people. Therefore we shall promote 
the training of young people in order to build a skilled and 
flexible labour force so that they can be ready to take advan-
tage of the upturn in economic activity as it develops. All of 
our governments, individually or collectively, are taking ap-
propriate measures to this end. We must learn as much as 
possible from each other and agree to exchange experiences 
and ideas. 
Success in managing our domestic economies will not only 
strengthen world economic growth but also contribute to suc-
cess in four other main economic fields to which we now 
turn-balance of payments financing, trade, energy and 
North-South relations. Progress in these fields will in turn 
contribute to world economic recovery. 
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Balance of payments financing 
1.6.7. For some years to come oil-importing nations, as a 
group, will be facing substantial payments deficits and import-
ing capital from OPEC nations to finance them. The deficit 
for the current year could run as high as $45 billion. Only 
through a reduction in our dependence on imported oil and 
a rise in the capacity of oil-producing nations to import can 
that deficit be reduced. 
This deficit needs to be distributed among the oil-consuming 
nations in a pattern compatible with their ability to attract 
capital on a continuing basis. The need for adjustment to this 
pattern remains large, and it will take much international co-
operation, and determined action by surplus as well as deficit 
countries, if continuing progress is to be made. Strategies of 
adjustment in the deficit countries must include emphasis on 
elimination of domestic sources of inflation and improvement 
in international cost-price relationships. It is important that 
industrial countries in relatively strong payments positions 
should ensure continued adequate expansion of domestic de-
mand, within prudent limits. Moreover these countries, as 
well as other countries in strong payments positions, should 
promote increased flows of long-term capital exports. 
The International Monetary Fund must play a prominent role 
in balance of payments financing and adjustment. We there-
fore strongly endorse the recent agreement of the Interim 
Committee of the IMF to seek additional resources for that 
organization and to link IMF lending to the adoption of ap-
propriate stabilization policies. These added resources will 
strengthen the ability of the IMF to encourage and assist 
member countries in adopting policies which will limit pay-
ments deficits and warrant their financing through the private 
markets. These resources should be used with the condition-
ality and flexibility required to encourage an appropriate pace 
of adjustment. 
This IMF proposal should facilitate the maintenance of rea-
sonable levels of economic activity and reduce the danger of 
resort to trade and payments restrictions. It demonstrates co-
operation between oil-exporting nations, industrial nations in 
stronger financial positions, and the IMF. It will contribute 
materially to the health and progress of the world economy. 
In pursuit of this objective, we also reaffirm our intention to 
strive to increase monetary stability. 
We agreed that the international monetary and financial sys-
tem, in its new and agreed legal framework, should be 
strengthened by the early implementation of the increase in 
quotas. We will work towards an early agreement within the 




1.6.8. We are committed to providing strong political lead-
ership for the global effort to expand opportunities for trade 
and to strengthen the open international trading system. 
Achievement of these goals is central to world economic pros-
perity and the effective resolution of economic problems faced 
by both developed and developing countries throughout the 
world. 
Policies on protectionism foster unemployment, increase infla-
tion and undermine the welfare of our peoples. We are there-
fore agreed on the need to maintain our political commitment 
to an open and non-discriminatory world trading system. We 
will seek both nationally and through the appropriate interna-
tional institutions to promote solutions that create new jobs 
and consumer benefits through expanded trade and to avoid 
approaches which restrict trade. 
The Tokyo Round of multilateral trade negotiations must" be 
pursued vigorously. The continuing economic difficulties 
make it even more essential to achieve the objectives of the 
Tokyo Declaration and to negotiate a comprehensive set of 
agreements to the maximum benefit of all. Toward this end, 
we will seek this year to achieve substantive progress in such 
key areas as: 
(i) a tariff reduction plan of broadest possible application de-
signed to achieve a substantial cut and harmonization and in 
certain case the elimination of tariffs; 
(ii) codes, agreements and other measures that will facilitate 
a significant reduction of non-tariff barriers to trade and the 
avoidance of new barriers in the future and that will take into 
account the structural changes which have taken place in the 
world economy; 
(iii) a mutually acceptable approach to agriculture that will 
achieve increased expansion and stabilization of trade, and 
greater assurance of world food supplies. 
Such progress should not remove the right of individual 
countries under existing international agreements to avoid 
significant market disruption. 
While seeking to conclude comprehensive and balanced agree· 
ments on the basis of reciprocity among all industrial coun· 
tries we are determined, in accordance with the aims of the 
Tokyo Declaration, to ensure that the agreements provide 
special benefits to developing countries. 
We welcome the action taken by governments to reduce 
counter-productive competition in officially supported export 
credits and propose that substantial further efforts be made 
this year to improve and extend the present consensus in thi! 
area. 
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We consider that irregular practices and improper conduct 
should be eliminated from international trade, banking and 
commerce, and owe welcome the work being done toward in-
ternational agreements prohibiting illicit payments. 
Energy 
1.6.9. We welcome the measures taken by a number of 
governments to increase energy conservation. The increase in 
demand for energy and oil imports continues at a rate which 
places excessive pressure on the World's depleting hydrocar-
bon resources. We agree therefore on the need to do every-
thing possible to strengthen our efforts still further. 
We are committed to national and joint efforts to limit energy 
demand and to increase and diversify supplies. There will 
need to be greater exchanges of technology and joint research 
and development aimed at more efficient energy use, im-
proved recovery and use of coal and other conventional re-
sources, and the development of new energy sources. 
Increasing reliance will have to be placed on nuclear energy 
to satisfy growing energy requirements and to help diversify 
sources of energy. This should be done with the utmost pre-
caution with respect to the generation and dissemination of 
material that can be used for nuclear weapons. Our objective 
is to meet the world's energy needs and to make peaceful use 
of nuclear energy widely available, while avoiding the danger 
of the spread of nuclear weapons. We are also agreed that, in 
order to be effective, non-proliferation policies should as far 
as possible be acceptable to both industrialized and developing 
countries alike. To this end, we are undertaking a preliminary 
analysis to be completed within two months of the best 
means of advancing these objectives, including the study of 
terms of reference for international fuel cycle evaluation. 
The oil-importing developing countries have special problems 
both in securing and in paying for the energy supplies needed 
to sustain their economic development programmes. They 
require additional help in expanding their domestic energy 
production and to this end we hope the World Bank, as its 
resources grow, will give special emphasis to projects that 
serve this purpose. 
We intend to do our utmost to ensure, during this transition-
al period, that the energy market functions harmoniously, in 
particular through strict conservation measures and the devel-
opment of all our energy resources. We hope very much that 
the oil-producing countries will take these efforts into account 
and will make their contribution as well. 
We believe that these activities are essential to enable all 
countries to have continuing energy supplies now and for the 
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future at reasonable prices consistent with sustained non-in-
flationary economic growth and we intend through all useful 
channels to concert our policies in continued consultation and 
cooperation with each other and with other countries. 
North/South relations 
1.6.10. The world economy can only grow on a sustained 
and equitable basis if developing countries share in that 
growth. Progress has been made. The industrial countries 
have maintained an open market system despite a deep reces-
sion. They have increased aid flows, especially to poorer 
nations. Some $8 billion will be available from the IDA for 
these nations over the next three years, as we join others in 
fulfilling pledges to its Fifth Replenishment. The IMF has 
made available to developing countries, under its compensa-
tory financing facility nearly an additional $2 billion last year. 
An International Fund for Agricultural Development has 
been created, based on common efforts by the developed 
OPEC, and other developing nations. 
The progress and the spirit of cooperation that have emerged 
can serve as an excellent base for further steps. The next step 
will be the successful conclusion of the Conference on Inter-
national Economic Cooperation and we agreed to do all in 
our power to ·achieve this. 
We shall work: 
(i) to increase the flow of aid and other real resources from 
the industrial to developing countries, particularly to the 800 
million people who now live in absolute poverty; and to im-
prove the effectiveness of aid; 
(ii) to facilitate developing countries' access to sources of 
international finance; 
(iii) to support such multilateral lending institutions as the 
World Bank, whose lending capacity we believe will have to 
be increased in the years ahead to permit its lending to 
increase in real terms and widen in scope; 
(iv) to promote the secure investment needed to foster world 
economic development; 
(v) to secure productive results from ne~otiations about the 
stabilization of commodity prices and the creation of a Common 
Fund for individual buffer stock agreements and to consider 
problems of the stabilization of export earnings of developing 
countries; and 
(vi) to continue to improve access in a non-disruptive way 




It is desirable that these actions by developed and developing 
countries be assessed and concerted in relation to each other 
and to the larger goals that our countries share. We hope that 
the World Bank, together with the IMF, will consult with 
other developed and developing countries in exploring how 
this could best be done. 
The well-being of the developed and developing nations are 
bound up together. The developing countries' growing pros-
perity benefits industrial countries, as the latter's growth ben-
efits developing nations. Both developed and developing 
nations have a mutual interest in maintaining a climate con-
ducive to stable growth worldwide.' 
Official statements on the results 
of the conference 
1.6.11. Several statements were made following 
the conference. Below are the statements made 
in the House of Commons by Mr Callaghan, 
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom and Pres-
ident of the Council, and summaries of state-
ments made by Mr Roy Jenkins, President of the 
Commission, in London and Brussels. 
Mr Cal/aghan 
1.6.12. The Prime Minister's statement was 
made in the House of Commons on 9 May 1977: 
'With permission, Mr Speaker, I would like to make a state-
ment on the Downing Street Summit which was attended by 
the Presidents of France and of the United States, and the 
Prime Ministers of Canada, France, Italy and Japan and the 
Chancellor of the Federal Republic, as well as the Finance 
and Foreign Ministers of the countries represented, and yes-
terday by the President of the European Commission. Nearly 
a year has elapsed since our meeting in Puerto Rico, and 
there was a general wish among the leaders of the major in-
dustrial democracies to consult, to exchange experiences and 
ideas and to harmonize as far as possible our responses to our 
shared problems, recognizing that our well-being is bound up 
together. Our discussion had the purpose of agreeing a com-
mon analysis, and so a common approach. 
We have been able to share our views with the new Amer-
ican Administration, and to review the state of the world's 
economy and examine our present policies as a whole. We 
have reviewed our policies to combat inflation and unemploy-
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ment and discussed the policies that will be needed to reach 
a successful conclusion of the CIEC. We also readily re-
sponded to President Carter's call for a ci&Se examination 
both of the need to conserve energy and of the dangers of 
nuclear proliferation. 
Let me briefly restate seven target areas where we pledged 
ourselves to action. First, we agreed that our most urgent task 
is to create more jobs, including special measures for young 
people, and that hand in hand with the fight against unem-
ployment is the fight against inflation. Inflation destroys jobs, 
corrodes democracy and undermines economies strong and 
weak. 
Secondly, Heads of Government committed themselves to 
maintain their targets for economic growth or for stabilization 
policies. We recognized that growth rates must be maintained 
in the stronger economies, increased in the weaker econo-
mies, and inflation tackled successfully in both, if we are to 
cut unemployment and provide a basis for sustained non-in-
flationary growth. 
If countries concerned seem likely to fall short, they will 
adopt further policies to achieve their targets. This should 
give added stability and confidence. 
Thirdly, we committed ourselves to seek more resources for 
the International Monetary Fund and to support the link be-
tween its loans and the adoption of appropriate stabilization 
policies. Such facilities are essential if countries now in bal-
ance-of-payments deficit are to maintain reasonable levels of 
internal activity and foreign trade so that the world can avoid 
the danger of new trade and payment restrictions. 
The danger of new trade restrictions also prompted our fourth 
pledge: that we would work to expand opportunities for world 
trade by giving a new impetus to the multilateral trade ne-
gotiations originally launched at Tokyo in 1973, whilst no1 
removing the right of individual countries to avoid significan1 
market disruption. 
In view of the increase in demand for energy and oil imporu 
which is placing increasing pressure on finite sources of fuel 
we pledged ourselves to greater energy conservation and 
agreed on the need for greater exchanges of technology, join1 
research and development for the efficient use of energ) 
sources, including the improved production and use of coal. 
This brought us face to face with the nuclear dilemma. Th 
present generation has an awesome responsibility for the fu. 
ture of mankind. We agreed to launch an urgent study, thf 
first stage of which we intend will be completed within tW( 
months, of how to reconcile the world's demand for nuclea 
power with the need to avoid the spread of nuclear weapons 
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Our initial studies will be concerned with the terms of refer-
ence for evaluating the nuclear fuel cycle internationally. 
Our seventh pledge was to the world's poor for whom the im-
pact of the oil crisis and world recession has been devastating. 
The countries attending the Summit agreed to do all in their 
power by means of trade, aid and finance to help the devel-
oping countries towards a just share in the sustained growth 
of the world economy. We should work for a successful con-
clusion of the CIEC in Paris at the end of the month. We 
also invite the Comecon countries to join us in this, the only 
war worth fighting-the war on want. 
We placed on record a welcome for the work being done to 
achieve international agreement to eliminate irregular prac-
tices in international trade, banking and commerce. 
The text of the Downing Street Declaration, together with·the 
fuller appendix issued with it, will be published in the Official 
Report. 
Mr Speaker, all of us recognized the difficulties of raising 
standards or in certain countries even of maintaining them, 
and the problem of overcoming unemployment. But we 
shared a common determination to succeed, and we ended 
our discussions with the confidence that our democratic sys-
tems have the resilience and the inner strength to surmount 
our present difficulties. It is our perception that the world 
economy is one and must be managed increasingly as one. 
This weekend the seven leading industrial democracies 
pledged themselves to a programme aimed not simply at their 
own future prosperity but in working for that prosperity to be 
more fairly shared in a safe and peaceful world.' 
Mr Roy Jenkins 
1.6.13. The statements on the various issues 
made by the President of the Commission after 
the conference have been summarized as follows: 
Commission participation - The President said that although 
the arrangements for his participation were artificial and un-
tidy, the Commission had nevertheless been represented at a 
summit for the first time and this represented a considerable 
advance. It was a pity there had had to be argument about 
it, but no discourtesy had been shown to him on Sunday and 
he had played a full and active part. The arrangements did 
form a basis on which to find a more satisfactorY solution 
which was vezy important both for the cohesion of the Com-
munity and the interests of the five smaller Member States. 
It was not a personal question, but one of principle to which 
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the five in particular attached great importance. He hoped for 
'a clearer position in the future on Community representation. 
Results - President Jenkins said that he had been present for 
the two items on which the most concrete decisions had been 
taken (North-South Dialogue and multilateral trade negotia-
tions) and on which good and significant progress had been 
made. This had made his participation worthwhile. 
North-South Dialogue - Because of the progress made there 
were now good prospects for a common position of the in-
dustrial countries at the CIEC in Paris. Agreement had been 
reached on the principle of a common fund, on a study of an 
international stabex and on immediate aid for the poorest 
countries. The summit had not reached a final position for 
the CIEC but had moved a good way towards one. The ac-
ceptance of the principle of a common fund and of a study 
on a universal stabex scheme marked real progress. 
Trade - Significant progress had been made here in giving 
the required political impetus to the multilateral trade nego-
tiations. The Community would play its full part to this end. 
The participants in the summit had agreed that it was not de-
sirable to set a deadline for the end of the negotiations, since 
speed was not the overriding consideration. It was important 
to react to the threat of protectionism by giving a push to-
wards a successful outcome, and this had been done at the 
summit. 
Energy - The outcome was broadly satisfactozy. On the nuc-
lear study set up by the summit, mentioned in the final dec-
laration, Mr Jenkins hoped that the Commission would par-
ticipate but this was a question for the Community to decide, 
which it would no doubt do through its normal procedures. 
Enlargement - This had not been discussed. 
Statement by the President of the Commission to Parliament 
1.6.14. On 11 May President Jenkins spoke of 
the outcome of the Downing Street Summit in a 
statement to Parliament, of which the following 
is an extract: 
'This was the ftrst time that the Community as such had 
played any part at a Western Summit meeting, and I greatly 
welcome this important innovation. I should add that, at 
those parts of the meeting I attended, the role and responsi-
bilities of the Community were fully recognized by members 
and non-members of the Community alike. 
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I was .happy to contribute to the results of the meeting. At 
the same time I cannot pretend that the arrangements for the 
representation of the Community were either logical or entire-
ly satisfactory. I was able to play a full part in the discussions 
on trade and to an extent that on energy. My staff helped in 
the North-South Dialogue, and to a limited preparation of these 
parts of the declaration and its appendix, and I contributed 
to the discussion of the final text, but I was not present for 
the general economic debate, on which such vital questions 
as growth, inflation and employment, particularly among 
young people, were discussed. The House will recall that 
these were the subject of a statement at the last European 
Council in Rome, when the European Commission was 
charged with certain tasks. Nor was I present at most of the 
discussions on energy, though I recognize that here there was 
overlapping with the wider question of the non-proliferation 
of nuclear weapons. Given the range of the Community's re-
sponsibility, attempts to distinguish between the general and 
specific aspects of our economic problems are inevitably arti-
ficial and difficult. I hope that we shall be able to get a better 
arrangement next time. 
The declaration, with its appendix, speaks for itself, but I 
should like to say a brief word about certain parts of it. I deal 
first with trade. As you will have seen, all those at Downing 
Street endorsed the giving of a new impetus to the Tokyo 
Round of multilateral trade negotiations. In the circumstances 
which prevail, our explicit rejection of protectionism was not 
an automatic and platitudinous reflex. The world has changed 
since the multinational trade negotiations were launched in 
1973, and each of the participating governments is exposed to 
heavy protectionist pressure; but all concerned recognized that 
the return to growth and stability lay in the expansion of 
trade and the strengthening of the open trading system rather 
than through protectionism. Thus, we agreed on certain ob-
jectives in the forthcoming negotiations which we in the, 
Community can only welcome-not just the reduction of ta-
riffs, but tariff harmonization; the reduction of non-tariff bar-
riers; the reduction of counterproductive competition in offi-
cially-supported export credits; and the outlawing of those 
irregular practices and improper conduct which have recently 
disftgured our trading system. 
I emphasize that in working for comprehensive and balanced 
agreements-they must be comprehensive and balanced-we 
shall seek to ensure that special benefits go to the non-indus-
trial countries, and I indeed particularly welcome, beyond 
these trading questions, the progress made in our approach to 
relations with these non-industrial countries in the developing 
world. The participants at the conference agreed to do all in 
their power to achieve the successful conclusion of the Con-
ference on International Economic Cooperation, which culmi-
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nates in Paris at the end of this month. The participants in 
the Summit pledged themselves to increase the flow of aid 
and other real resources, to facilitate the access of non-indus-
trial countries to sources of international finance, to support 
such lending institutions as the World Bank and increase its 
lending capacity, and to secure productive results from nego-
tiations about the stabilization of commodity prices and the 
creation of a common fund for individual buffer-stock agree-
ments. 
I lay particular emphasis on the agreement to consider the 
problems of the stabilization of export earnings, a point to 
which, as you know, the Community and its members attach 
particular importance, based in part on the success of our own 
schemes under the Lome Convention. Commodity prices and 
export earnings stabilization must, I think, be seen as two 
complementary sides of the same coin. 
The weight given to the importance of creating greater sec-
urity for private investment to foster world economic progress 
is also welcome. Last, under this heading of relations with the 
developing world, I draw attention to the invitation to the 
Comecon countries to join us in increasing the flow of aid 
and other real resources to the non-industrial world. 
I also welcome the emphasis in the Declaration and its 
Appendix on the need to conserve energy, to increase and di-
versify its production and to reduce our dependence upon oil. 
In the Appendix, the participants stated explicitly that increa-
sing reliance would have to be placed on nuclear energy to 
satisfy our growing energy requirements. This is of particular 
importance to the Community whose dependence on import-
ed supplies is very great. Here we come up against the fam-
iliar dilemma of how to promote peaceful uses of nuclear en-
ergy, while avoiding the spread of nuclear weapons: There is 
to be a study of these issues, including work on terms of ref-
erence, for an evaluation of the international nuclear-fuel cy-
cle. As I said at the meeting itself, I trust that the Commu-
nity, which has much to contribute to such an evaluation, 
will be able to play its part in it. We greatly welcome the 
Summit's commitment to greater exchanges of technology 
and joint research, a more efficient use of energy, the im-
proved recovery and use of coal and other conventional re-
sources, as well as the development of new sources of energy. 
How we now tackle the energy problem will, indeed, shape 
much of the future of the Community and our people. Not 
only must we expound to them the urgent nature of our 
needs in the nuclear field, but we must also be prepared to 
respond sensitively to their doubts and anxieties. 
Finally, I echo the message of the Summit as set out in the 
last paragraph of the Declaration, the need for a restoration of 
confidence in the continuing strength of our societies and the 
proven democratic principles on which they are based.' 
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Community 
Economic and monetary policy 
Report by Mr Ortoli 
:m the economic situation 
2.1.1. On 11 May, Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of 
the Commission, gave Parliament, meeting in 
Strasbourg, a report on the economic situation in 
the Community. 
After outlining the causes of the present econom-
ic crisis and the consequences-a combination of 
inflation and unemployment-which it had en-
tailed for the Community countries, Mr Ortoli 
said that, although Member States had adopted 
similar strategies, they had achieved unequal re-
sults in their efforts to eliminate inflation and to 
reduce unemployment through a return to 
growth: 
(i) during the period 1974-76, the growth of GDP 
in real terms had been nil in the United King-
dom, 2.5% in Germany, 6% in France and be-
tween 4.5% and 5% in other countries; 
(ii) rates of inflation had again differed widely 
from country to country in 1976, ranging from 
4.5% in Germany to 18% in Italy; 
(iii) external disequilibria had become more 
marked in 1976: the situation had worsened in 
Denmark, Italy and France; the United Kingdom 
had remained in deficit; Germany had main-
tained its position and the Netherlands had in-
:reased its surplus. 
Unemployment has increased throughout the 
Community and some 5.5 million people were 
rtow out of work---0.5% of the working popula-
tion in Luxembourg, approximately 4% in Ger-
many and the Netherlands and still higher per-
::entages in the other countries (reaching about 
10% in Ireland). Mr Ortoli emphasized that the 
fact that this problem was a general one affecting 
111 the countries was just as worrying as the 
phenomenon itself, especially as there was little 
hope of any real improvement in the near future. 
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Nevertheless, the situation, by no means uniform 
throughout the Community, had a number of 
encouraging features which were now becoming 
discernible: real progress had been made towards 
aligning economic policies; the fight against infla-
tion was beginning to show results, as the rate of 
price rises seemed to be slowing down; there 
were signs of an improvement in the balances of 
payments in 1977, with reduced surpluses in 
some Community countries and reduced deficits 
in others; the Community was benefiting from 
growth in major non-member countries, especial-
ly the United States, and from the boost which 
this was giving to world trade in general. 
But the improvement has been slow and limited 
and there remained a serious unemployment 
problem. The Community's GDP would expand 
in real terms only by about 3.5% in 1977, after 
reaching 4.3% in 1976; inflation would probably 
remain at an annual rate of around 10% and 
some 4.8% of the labour force was likely to be 
out of work, as against 4.6% in 1976. There 
should therefore be no relaxation of combined ef-
forts to consolidate the economic upturn and so 
re-establish a growth pattern facilitating the eli-
mination of unemployment, and to reduce the 
discrepancies in trends from country to country, 
which were undermining the cohesion of the 
Community. 
At this point in his report, Mr Ortoli drew the 
following three conclusions as regards policy: 
(a) firstly, all the Member States must close 
ranks and pursue a medium-term strategy which 
would ensure that national short-term economic 
policies were mutually compatible and priority 
must be given to a return to full employment 
without inflation. Domestic demand in the coun-
tries with a surplus on current account would 
therefore need to be boosted to stimulate exports 
in the deficit countries; the deficit countries, for 
their part, would have to conre'ltrate more on ex-
ports by making a special effort to curb rising 
production costs and by giving ptiority to invest-
ments likely to make their products more corn-
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petitive. Germany was at the present time the 
main candidate for the position of growth leader. 
For thiS reason, the Community hoped that the 
German authorities would, if necessary, adopt 
·measures to ensure that the 5% growth target set 
for this country for 1977 was in fact achieved. 
(b) Secondly, if there was to be a successful con-
clusion to this task, there would have to be a 
consensus. The Tripartite Conference on growth, 
stability and employment, que to be held in Lux-
embourg on 27 June, might help to achieve such 
a consensus. This dialogue, which would have to 
be continued in the future, would yield a diagno-
sis of present ills and a common strategy for all 
those parties and interests involved. 
(c) Finally, the solution of the unemployment 
problem would require an active employment pol-
icy as well as a sharper increase in rates of 
growth. Although something had been done 
alone these lines at both national and Commu-
nity level, greater and better planned efforts were 
essential. 
Mr Ortoli then turned to the problem of invest-
ment, an integral part of the growth strategy. In 
recent years government investment had varied 
from country to country, private investment (ex-
cluding housing) had fallen off markedly, and no 
real improvement was in sight. 
This might lead to a long-term weakening of the 
• growth potential in the Community. There was 
therefore an urgent need to encourage invest-
ment if the chances of substantially reducing un-
employment were not to be jeopardized in the 
years ahead. This need was most vital in those 
member countries with structural balance-of-pay-
ments deficit. These countries would have to im-
prove their production structures to ensure a 
steady expansion of productivity. 
In order to meet the objectives of growth and full 
employment set out in the fourth medium-term 
programme, thought must be given to ways and 
means of stimulating directly the creation of cap-
ital, both generally and industry by industry. In 
this context, the European Council had entrusted 
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the Commission with the task of seeing that the 
Community's financial resources were put to bet-
ter use in these fields. Although the Commun-
ity's direct contribution was not large, it played a 
part that was by no means negligible in recom-
mending and encouraging both national and 
Community measures to stimulate investment. 
The Community could help to solve some very 
serious problems and generate more funds than 
those at its immediate disposal. The Commission 
must help to show that there was, at the present 
time, plenty of room for vigorous action at na-
tional level and, where appropriate, at Commun-
ity level, to boost demand in the medium term, 
to reduce certain structural deficits in trade bal-
ances (particularly through investment designed 
to save energy or develop new sources of energy), 
to create employment which would not be ac-
companied by marked inflation, to free log jams 
in production or infrastructure and to facilitate 
industrial conversion. 
The Commission had already taken steps to 
implement these ideas by its action on coordina-
tion, its measures for the steel industry and its 
proposals on regional policy. Although-Mr Orto-
li pointed out-the new or overhauled machinery 
for Community loans was not a panacea for all 
ills, the Community could usefully develop the · 
loan technique, its role to be based on a careful 
analysis of requirements, of the financial re-
sources which could be used and of the fields in 
which the Community could take useful action. 
Finally, after touching on the Community's 
economic and financial responsibilities at world 
level-its contribution to the proces~ of adjust-
ment designed to achieve a more balanced dis-
tribution of surpluses and deficits and its help in 
strengthening the machinery for financing exter-
nal deficits-Mr Ortoli concluded as follows: 
'I shall leave you with these few ideas, Mr Pres-
ident. They may be somewhat bleak but they are 
in keeping with the times. I have attempted only 
to review the situation and point to appropriate 
courses of action. You know as well as I do that 
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such action will require a very vigorous effort 
from our governments and from the Commis-
sion, and a climate inspiring confidence among 
all those engaged in the economic process. 
Although I have not mentioned the problems 
connected with strengthening coordination within 
the Community, apart from saying that I did 
think some progress was being made_ here, I am 
sure that Europe, as such, has a part to play. Our 
interdependence and the strength of our unity, as 
compared with the weakness of a divided conti-
nent, make us a dependable partner in world 
trade. 
But we are more than that-we are a Commu-
nity. The crisis we are going through has high-
lighted the reality of our economic ties, which 
can be seen in each Member State, and the need 
for solidarity. We must be absolutely determined 
to reduce our disparities, strengthen our cohesion 
and make a maximum contribution to healthy 
growth. Only in this way can we overcome the 
crisis, conquer unemployment and banish the 
threat of renascent protectionism, which, as his-
tory teaches, has always ultimately led to reduced 
growth and increased unemployment.' 
-Community loan 
2.1.2. Following negotiations conducted by the 
Commission on instructions from the Council, 1 
the latter decided, on 17 May, 2 to authorize the 
Commission to contract, on behalf of the Com-
munity, a loan of $ 500 million, the funds raised 
to be on-lent to Italy. 
This loan is subject to the economic policy con-
ditions which were agreed by the Council on 
18 April 3 and which were the subject of a formal 
Decision of 17 May. 2 Following this operation 
(which represents the refinancing of the amount, 
repaid in autumn 1976, of the United Kingdom's 
contribution to the medium-term financial assis-
tance granted to Italy), the loans issued to Mem-
ber States through the activation of the Commu-
nity loan machinery 4 now total $1 800 million. 
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The loan contract authorized by the Council De-
cision of 17 May was signed by Mr Ortoli, Vice-
President of the Commission on 26 May. 
The funds were raised by means of international 
bonds denominated in US dollars and issued in 
two tranches: one of $ 200 million for five years 
with an interest rate of 11f2%, the other of 
$300 million for seven years with an interest rate 
of 73/4%. The bonds were- issued at 99% of their 
nominal value, with the interest payable annual-
ly. 
The bonds were underwritten by a syndicate of 
banks lead-managed jointly by the Deutsche 
Bank, the Banque de Paris et des Pays-Bas and 
the Credit Suisse White Weld. There were seven-
teen other banks involved: three German, three 
French, three British, two Dutch, two Belgo-Lux-
embourg, one Italian, one Swiss and two Amer-
ican. This operation, the largest ever carried put 
on the Eurobond market, allowed of a balanced 
representation of the banking interests of the 
Community member countries through the three 
financial markets of Frankfurt, Paris and London. 
Monetary Committee 
2.1.3. The Working Party on Securities Markets 
met in Brussels on 23 and 24 May and, in accor-
dance with its normal practice, reviewed develop-
ments in the first quarter of 1977 on the inter-
national bond markets and on the national capital 
markets. 
Economic Policy Committee 
2.1.4. The Economic Policy Committee held its 
46th meeting in Brussels on 16 May, with Mr 
1 Bull. EC 4-1977, point 2.1.6. 
2 OJ L 132 of 27.5.1977. 
3 Bull. EC 4-1977, point 2.1.5. 
4 OJ L46 of 20.2.1975; Bull. EC 2-1975, point 2201, and 
7/8-1975, point 221L 
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Maldague in the chair. The meeting was devoted 
entirely to preparations for the forthcoming Tri-
partite Conference to be held in Luxembourg on 
27 June. 
The Working Party on Public Finance also met in 
Brussels on 26 May. It continued its work on 
structural budget benchmarks and decided to 
submit an interim report on this subject to the . 
Economic Policy Committee. 
Internal market and 
industrial affairs 
Free movement of goods 
Removal of technical barriers to trade 
Motor vehicles 
2.1.5. On 17 May the Council adopted a Direc-
tive 1 on the approximation of the laws of the 
'Member States relating to towing devices on motor 
vehicles. The Commission's proposal was pres-
ented to the Council on 31 December 1974.2 
The Directive will make it compulsory for every 
motor vehicle to be fitted with a hook to enable 
the vehicle to be towed. The main purpose of the 
measure is to protect the user. 
Industrial structures and problems 
Steel 
Implementation of the crisis measures 
2.1.6. In May the Commission took the follow-
ing implementing measures. 
Minimum prices - In connection with the guide-
lines on steel prices3 already adopted on account 
Bull. EC 5-1977 
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of the difficulties facing this industry, the Com-
mission, acting under Article 61 of the ECSC 
Treaty, fixed minimum prices for certain types of 
reinforcing bars by a Decision dated 4 May. The 
Council was consulted on this matter on 3 May.5 
These prices are basic prices ex basing points. 
They are compulsory for transactions carried out 
as of the third working day following the entry 
into force of the decision and, from that date 
onwards, replace lower list prices until the latter 
are adjusted by undertakings. 
Undertakings whose published list prices are low-
er than the minimum prices must publish new 
list prices aligned on those stipulated in the De-
cision of 4 May within fifteen days following the 
entry into force of the Decision. 
This Decision applies to sales within the Corn- . 
munity and to the following countries: Austria, 
Finland, Norway, Sweden and the European ter-
ritory of Portugal. 
The minimum prices do not preclude alignments 
on more favourable delivered list prices charged 
by other producers in the Community or in the 
above countries. Within the Community, how-
ever, alignments on quotations for concrete rein-
forcing bars from non-member countries are per-
missible only where the prices delivered at des-
tination are not lower than the delivered priceS 
obtained from a more favourable Community 
price list. 
The decision in question entered into force on 
the day of its publication in the Official Journal 
of the European Communities4 and will be appli-
cable until 31 December 1977, unless repealed be-
fore then. The Commission may adjust the level 
of the minimum prices during the period of val-
1 OJ L 145 of 13.6.1977. 
2 OJ C 24 of 1.2.1975. 
3 Bull. EC 3-1977, points 2.l.l5 to 2.l.l9, and 4-1977, point 
2.l.l4. 
4 OJ L ll4 of 5.5.1977. 
5 OJ C 125 of 27.5.1977. 
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idity of the decision if, in its view, developments 
so warrant. 
Guideline prices - In implementation of the 
guidelines previously adopted in order to ease the 
present crisis, the Commission also issued on 
4 May a series of guideline prices for certain iron 
and steel products. 
ECSC-Japan Contact Group 
2.1. 7. In connection with the work of the 
ECSC-Japan Contact Group, a Commission dele-
gation met a Japanese Government Delegation in 
Tokyo on 23 and 24 May.1 The discussions 
mainly concerned the market situation in steel 
products and the measures taken by the Com-
mission to cope with the crisis in the Community 
steel industry. 
Industrial loans 
2.1.8. Pursuant to Article 54 of the ECSC Trea-
ty, the Commission has granted a loan of Lit 
80 000 million (approximately 81 million EUA) to 
Societa Acciaierie di Piombino Spa, Piombino 
(Livorno), to finance the new overall programme 
of modernization and rationalization at the Piom-
bino integrated works. 
This investment programme covers a number of 
projects which will help both to rationalize iron 
production, while improving supplies to the LD 
steel works, and to reduce the imbalance between 
the breakdown rolling stage and the steelmaking 
stage. 
Shipbuilding 
2.1.9. Because of the important place that they 
are bound to assume, support measures formed 
the principle subject of the discussions that took 
place at the OECD in Paris on 3 and 4 May.2 
With some Member States planning to introduce 
such measures, the representative of the Corn-
40 
Customs union 
munity explained why they were necessary and 
also what they will aim at and what criteria will 
govern them at Community level. When the 
Commission has formally expressed its opinion 
on these measures, they will be studied in depth 




2.,1.10. On 17 May ,3 the Council adopted a re-
gulation on the opening, allocation and adminis-
tration of a Community tariff quota for proces-
sing work in respect of certain textile products 
under the Community outward processing ar-
rangements with Switzerland. 
This quota, opened for the period 1 September 
1977 to 31 August 1978, is divided into three. 
categories of processing. The first tranche of 
1 640 000 u.a. is allocated to the original Member 
States of the Community; the second tranche of 
230 000 u.a. will form a Community reserve. The 
Member States which have not received an initial 
allocation may, if the need arises, draw on this 
reserve. 
2.1.11. On 25 May,4 the Council adopted a re-
gulation opening, allocating and providing for the 
administration of a Community tariff quota for 
wines from fresh grapes and grape must ·with fer-
mentation arrested by the addition of alcohol, 
falling within heading No 22.05 of the Common 
Customs Tariff, originating entirely in Greece.5 
1 Point 2.2.57. 
2 Point 2.2.31. 
3 OJ L 142 of 9.6.1977. 
4 OJ L 131 of 26.5.1977. 
5 Point 2.2.35. 
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An initial tranche of 281 000 hectolitres is allo-
cated among the Member States, and a further 
3 220 hectolitres is kept as a reserve. This quota 
is valid until 31 December 1977. 
2.1.12. On 17 May,1 the Council adopted a re-
gulation opening, allocating and providing for the 
administration of a Community tariff quota for 
apricot pulp, originating in Turkey. This quota is 
opened as from 1 July 1977 until 30 June 1978 
for a volume of 90 tonnes. An initial tranche of 
35 tonnes will be allocated among the Member 
States, the remainder forming the Community 
reserve. 
2 .1.13. On the same day, the Council decided 1 
to open a quota of 25 000 tonnes at a duty of 
2.5% for fresh or dried hazelnuts, shelled or 
otherwise, originating in Turkey. This Regulation 
replaces the Regulation of 9 December 1976, 2 
which provided for a quota of 21 700 tonnes of 
the same products. 
Community supervision of imports 
2 .1.14. In order to fulfil the Community obliga-
tions towards the Mashrek countries (Egypt, Jor-
dan, Lebanon and Syria) the Council adopted on 
17 May a Regulation establishing ceilings and 
Community supervision for 1977 for imports of 
certain industrial products originating in these 
countries. 3 
Customs valuation and charges 
equivalent to customs duties 
2.1.15. On 17 May, the Commission adopted 
two regulations concerning the enlarged customs 
territory to be taken into consideration for estab-
lishing the value of goods for customs purposes. 
The first4 specifies, as regards the transport costs 
to be incorporated into the value of goods for 
customs purposes, the place of introduction to be 
Bull. EC 5-1977 
taken into consideration when goods are intro-
duced into the customs territory of the Commu-
nity, and then carried by sea to a destination in 
another part of that territory after passing 
through part of the customs territory of the Com-
munity. The provisions adopted are similar to 
those already taken as regards passage through 
the territory of Austria, Switzerland or the Ger-
man Democratic Republic. 5 
The second regulation6 determines, in percentage 
form, the air transport costs to be included in the 
value for customs purposes by standardizing the 
provisions at present applicable in each of the 
customs territories concerned and henceforward 
including, for all the Community, the transport 
costs relative to flying over the German Democ-
ratic Republic. Changes in the air routes serving 
the Community have also been taken into ac-
count. 
These two Regulations will enter into force on 
1 July. 
Harmonization of customs legislation 
2.1.16. On 27 May7 the Commission transmit-
ted to the Council a proposal for a Regulation 
laying down conditions for the post clearance col-
lection of import duties or export duties which 
have been underpaid on goods entered for a cus-
toms procedure involving the obligation to pay 
such duties. 
1 OJ L 142 of 9.6.1977. 
2 OJ L 350 of 20.12.1976 and Bull. EC 12-1976, point 2103. 
3 OJ L 146 of 13.6.1977. 
OJ L 124 of 18.5.1977. 
OJ L 151 of 12.6.1975 and Bull. EC 6-1975, point 2107. 
6 OJ L 127 of 23.5.1977. 
7 OJ C 138 of 11.6.1972. 
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Customs procedures for the 
movement of goods 
Transit 
2.1.17. On 17 May1 the Council adopted a Re-
gulation concluding the Agreement between the 
EEC, Austria and Switzerland on extending the 
scope of the regula,tion on Community transit. 
The purpose of this Agreement is to reduce to a 
minimum the formalities connected with trans-
port between two points situated in the Commu-
nity and using both Community territory and 
that of Austria and Switzerland. 
The Agreement specifies that the provisions of 
the bilateral agreements concluded on 23 and 
30 November 1972 by the European Economic 
Community with Switzerland and Austria on the 
application of the Regulations relating to Com-
munity transit 2 should be applicable in such 
cases. Since each of the two Agreements is strict-
ly bilateral, no provision was made with regard to 
the transport referred to above. In addition, the 
Agreement lays down that the Regulation rela-
tive to Community transit may be applicable to 
any other transport of goods using both Austrian 
and Swiss territory. 
Bearing in mind that the Agreement must be rat-
ified by the partner countries, it is unlikely to en-
ter into force before the beginning of next year. 
Competition 
Restrictive practices, mergers and 
dominant positions : individual cases 
National Carbonising Company 
and National Coal Board 
2.1.18. The National Carbonising Company Ltd 
(NCC), Nottinghamshire, has withdrawn the ac-
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tion for default against the Commission which it 
brought on 16 October 19753 under Article 35 of 
the ECSC Treaty. NCC accused the Commission 
of not applying Article 66(7) of the ECSC Treaty 
in relation to the National Coal Board's pricing 
policy. Article 66(7) requires the Commission to 
take action whenever a dominant fmn abuses its 
dominance for purposes incompatible with the 
objectives of the Treaty. 
NCC complained that the NCB was exploiting its 
dominance on the markets for coking coal and 
coke in the United Kingdom by selling its output 
at such prices that NCC, an independent produ-
cer buying coal from the NCB for processing into 
coke, could no longer make a profit and survive 
in business. 
Although this case did not come to judgment in 
the Court of Justice it nevertheless gave the 
Commission an opportunity to clarify its policy 
on the obligations of dominant fmns. 
On 29 October 1975,4 working from the Order 
given by the President of the Court of Justice on 
22 October 1975,3 the Commission issued a de-
cision adopting interim measures in favour of 
NCC. 
In its decision the Commission stated that 'an 
undertaking which is in a dominant position as 
regards the production of a raw material (in this 
case coking coal) and therefore able to control its 
price to independent manufacturers of derivatives 
(in this case coke) and which itself produces the 
same derivatives in competition with these man-
ufacturers, may abuse its dominant position if it 
acts in such a way as to eliminate competition 
from these manufacturers in the market for the 
derivatives'. 
This was based on the judgment given by the 
Court of Justice in Joined Cases 6 and 7173 Is-
1 OJ L 142 of 9.6.1977. 
2 OJ L 294 of 29.12.1972. 
Bull. EC 10-1975, points 2105, 2435 and 2449. 
OJ L 35 of 10.2.1976. 





tituto Chemioterapico Italiano and Commercial 
Solvents Corporation v Commission.1 The Com-
mission deduced that a dominant ftrm 'may have 
an obligation to arrange its prices so as to allow 
a reasonably efficient manufacturer of the deriv-
atives a margin sufficient to enable it to survive 
in the long term'. 
However, the Commission considered that the 
fundamental question was whether NCB conduct 
in relation to household coke, this being the sub-
ject of NCC's complaint, might eliminate a coke 
producer that produced primarily industrial coke 
or, in other words, whether this conduct itself was 
such as to affect competition. The Commission 
f'elf that account had to lie taken of all the facts 
in assessing the effects on independent coke 
producers of NCB's prices for household coke. 
Thus it would have been unjust to ignore the 
fact that not one coke producer produced house-
hold coke only. The Commission did not sub-di-
vide the coke market into household coke market 
and an industrial coke market, holding that there 
was a single product for two different uses. It 
considered that NCB's conduct was not in itself 
of such a nature as to eliminate a coke producer 
providing the producer, by means of long-term 
contracts or other arrangements, could sell indus-
trial coke at a profitable price. 
The Commission therefore took no action on 
NCC's complaint, with the exception of the inter-
im measures already mentioned and of certain 





2.1.19. On 18 and 24 May2 the Commission 
decided to initiate the procedure of Article 93(2) 
Bull. EC 5-1977 
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of the EEC Treaty in respect of two Dutch 
schemes of aids-the existing regional aid 
scheme (lnvesteringspremieregeling-IPR) and 
the Investment Account Bill (Wet Investerings-
rekening-WIR). It has informed the govern-
ments of the Netherlands and of the other Mem-
ber States of problems arising as to the compat-
ibility of these two schemes with the common 
market. 
The Investeringspremieregeling 
2.1.20. Until 1975 an investment premium of 
31 % was given in the provinces of Groningen, 
Friesland, Drenthe, Overijssel (North) and Lim-
burg (South) under the Investment Premium Re-
gulations. 
In May and September 1975 the Dutch Govern-
ment decided to extend the IPR scheme to a ser-
ies of development centres (Almelo, Hengelo, 
Enschede, Zwolle, Kampen, Doetichem, Nijme-
gen, Den Bosch, Helmond, Cuyk, Oss, Uden, 
Tilburg, Bergen op Zoom, Venray, Goes, Vlis-
singen-Oost and Terneuzen) and to the Twente 
area. 
The premium is paid to industrial and services 
enterprises, at a total cost of Fl124.9 million (39.5 
million EUA) in 1976 and Fl94.3 million (28.1 
million EUA) in 1974. 
Having considered the scheme the Commission 
concluded that its extension to eighteen develop-
ment centres and one other area was acceptable 
only as regards three of those centres (Goes, Vlis-
singen-Oost and Terneuzen), in the Zeeland Pro-
vince, in view of the degree of socio-economic 
development there. 
The Wet Investeringsrekening 
2.1.21. The Investment Account Bill aims to 
stimulate and orientate investments according to 
1 Bull. EC 3-1974, point 2443. 
2 OJ C 129 of 2.6.1977. 
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certain socio-economic criteria. It makes provi-
sion for six different types of investment prem-
ium: 
(i) a basic premium (11% of building costs and 
7% of plant and machinery costs), initially grant-
ed through the country, but subsequently varying 
in accordance with certain limits depending on its 
job creation capacity; 
(ii) a general regional premium of 12% on 
building investments and 6% on outside plant 
investments. The premium would be granted in 
a part of the country to be determined by gov-
ernment regulation (originally all of the Nether-
lands except the Randstad); 
(iii) a special regional premium of 20% on 
building investments and 10% on outside plant 
investments. This would be granted in selected 
districts on the basis of socio-economic criteria 
(such as acute employment difficulties); 
(iv) a regional development premium of 20% <?f 
building investments and 10% on fixed open rur 
investments; this would be granted in certain dis-
tricts; 
(v) a supplementary premium granted with the 
basic premium throughout the country to the 
frrst Fl200 000 of investment costs but not ex-
ceeding 2% of the total; 
(vi) a general premium for investments worth 
more than Fl15 million, with no geographical 
restriction. This would be in the form of a fiXed 
amount per job created, but the total payable 
would not exceed 4% of the total cost. 
The five latter premiums may be granted in ad-
dition to the first provided that those five do not 
in aggregate amount to more than 50% of the 
cost of fixed investments. 
The cost to the budget of the WIR scheme up to 
1980 inclusive is estimated at Fl13 500 million 
(4680 million EUA). 
When initiating the procedure of Article 93(2) of 
the EEC Treaty, the Commission expressed con-
cern at the geographical coverage of certain of the 
44 
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premiums. Furthermore, the premiums would be 
available for all investments, whether new or re· 
placement; they would thus constitute operatil18 




2.1.22. In March the Commission adopted a de-
cision 1 requiring the Belgian Government to re-
duce the aid which it was planning to give in 
forms of an interest relief grant on certain invest-
ments to be made by a petroleum refming com-
pany that was extending its capacity. The Com-
mission decided that the aid was acceptable only 
in relation to that part of the investment which 
was for anti-pollution purposes and which strictly 
concerned existing refining capacity. 
The Belgian Government has informed the Com-
mission that it will take the necessary measures 






Adoption by the Council of the 
sixth VAT Directive 
2.1.23. On 17 May,2 the Council formally 
adopted the sixth Directive on V AT, the text of 
1 OJ L 80 of 29.3.1977; Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.1.38. 
2 OJ L 145 of 13.5.1977 and points 1.3.1 to 1.3.4. 
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which it had already approved, as a 'joint posi-
tion', on 29 March. I 
* 
2.1.24. On 12 May, Parliament delivered its 
Opinion2 on a Commission proposal to the 
Council for a directive on the harmonization of 
provisions laid down by law, regulation or admin-
istrative action relating to the rules governing 
turnover tax and excise duty applicable in inter-
national travel. 
Employment and social policy 
Employment 
2.1.25. The three outstanding events in May 
concerning employment were the adoption by the 
Commission of the working paper which is its 
contribution to the tripartite conference planned 
for 27 June, the meeting of the Standing Com-
mittee on Employment and the publication of 
statistics showing a reduction of over 100 000 in 
the number of unemployed in the Community 
,according to the latest figures (April 1977). 
I 
!reparation for the tripartite conference .1.26. On 24 May the Commission sent to the Council a paper entitled 'Growth, &tability and mployment: stocktaking and prospects', which it had adopted a few days earlier. This paper is to 
serve as a basis for the work of the tripartite con-
ference which will be held on 27 June in Luxem-
bourg and for preliminary contacts between the 
two sides of industry and the representatives of 
the Member Sates which will take place before 
that. The last tripartite conference was held on 24 
June 1976 in Luxembourg.3 The coming confer-
ence, which the European Council decided to call 
when it met in Rome on 25 and 26 March 1977,4 
Bull. EC 5-1977 
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will have the task of reporting on the progress 
made since June 1976 and assessing the future 
prospects. 
In the document which it adopted and which 
constitutes its contribution to the conference on 
27 June, the Commission states that some pro-
gress has been made since spring 1976, but not 
a lot and rather less than was hoped then. 
As regards the policies to be followed in order to 
deal with the situation the Commission stresses 
that in the fight against unemployment, the 
emphasis should be puf on the restoration of 
healthy economic growth, but, in the meantime, 
various measures to stimulate employment should 
be considered and the 'classical' methods of aid-
ing employment must be continued and 
strengthened if necessary. These include: 
improvement of job placement services and voca-
tional guidance; 
improvement of the transition from school to 
work; 
improvement of vocational training facilities and 
encouragement of retraining; 
promotion of aids to support geographical and 
occupational mobility. 
In the conclusions, the Commission emphasizes 
that above all, governments and the two sides of 
industry must work to create a new environment 
in which all parties are confident that an accep-
tance of change would bring benefits for all. The 
Community, for its part, will work for the main-
tenance of coherence in its internal and external 
policies particularly as concerns the effects on 
employment, and will pursue its efforts to relate 
Community actions to the most pressing needs. 
1 Bull. J;C 3-1977, point 2.1.39. 
2 Point 2.3.20. 
3 Bull. EC 6-1976, points 1101 to 1105. 
4 Bull. EC 3-1977, points 2.1.1 and 2.1.42. 
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Standing Committee on Employment 
2.1.27. The Standing Committee on Employ-
ment met in Brussels on 5 May to discuss em-
ployment prospects until 1980, the revision of the 
European Social Fund and the Commission com-
munication on the coordination of the Commu-
nity's financial instruments. 
As regards the employment situation the Com-
mittee dealt in particular with two types of mea-
sures to combat unemployment-job distribution 
and employment premiums-but unanimous 
agreement could not be reached at this stage in 
the discussions. The employment of young peo-
ple was a central topic in the Committee's debate 
and the need for measures in this field was em-
phasized. 
The Chairman drew the conclusions from the ex-
change of views and announced his intention to 
report on them to the next tripartite conference. 
He considered that the Committee's work would 
be of assistance to the Commission in the task 
which it has to undertake in this field and would 
help governments and workers' and employers' 
associations together to acquire a fuller insight 
into the possibilities and limitations of the many 
different means of tackling the problem of the la-
bour market. 
The Committee congratulated the Commission 
on having presented its proposals for the review 
of the rules concerning the tasks and operation of 
the Social Fund in good time and a useful e:xr 
change of views was held on ways of increasing 
the effectiveness of the Fund before the Council 
takes a final decision. 
The Committee also noted a Commission 
Communication on the coordination of the Com-
munity's financial instruments drafted with a view 
to drawing up an overall policy to cover all the 
instruments for providing structural assistance. 
* 
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study drawn up by its staff on the employment 
situation and prospects in agriculture. 
Vocational training 
2.1.29. The Advisory Committee for Vocational 
Training held its second annual meeting on 23 
and 24 May in Brussels. The main items on the 
agenda were the new guidelines for setting up a 
common vocational training policy •and the re-
sults of the work carried out up to now on align-
ing training levels. The Committee also held an 
initial exchange of views on the question of es-
tablishing personal training records. 
European Social Fund 
ECSC retraining measures 
2 .1.30. Acting under Article 56(2) (b) of the 
ECSC Treaty, the Commission decided in May tc 
contribute towards expenditure on retrainilij 
workers affected by partial or definitive closure! 
of undertakings in the Community coal and stee. 
industries. 
In Germany two payments were made: one o: 
3 317 500 EUA for 2 406 workers affected by the 
closure of a coalmine, the other of 91 250 EUA 
for 345 workers affected by the closure of a steel 
works. Three payments made to assist worker. 
affected by the closure of three small coalminel 
were increased by 3 000 EUA. 
In Belgium two payments totalling 1 016 750 EUt1 
were made to assist PI-52 workers affected by th1 
closure of steel plants. 
In the United Kingdom three payments totallinj 
1 401 500 EUA were made to assist 2 033 worker 
affected by the closure of steel plants. 
* 2.1.28. At its meeting on 25 and 26 May the 
Economic and Social Committee' approved a 1 Point 2.3.75. 
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2.1.31. On 12 May Parliament1 delivered its 
Opinion on the Commission's communication to 
the Council on the review of the rules concerning 
the tasks and operation of the European Social 
Fund. 
Living and working conditions 
Housing 
2.1.32. Under the sixth and seventh programmes 
of financial aid for low-cost housing for workers 
in industries covered by the ECSC Treaty, the 
Commission has decided to grant a loan of some 
FB 40 million to Belgium. 
Industrial relations 
2.1.33. The Joint Committee for the Harmoni-
zation of Working Conditions in the Iron and 
Steel Industry met in Luxembourg on 4 May. 
This meeting was given over to a broad exchange 
of views on the crisis in the iron and steel indus-
try, on its social repercussions and on the mea-
sures to be taken to remedy it. 
. 1.34. A Community Safety Week in Agricul-
re was organized simultaneously in the Mem-
r States from 2 to 8 May. The aim of this cam-
aign, which was organized for the first time in 
974 on the Commission's initiative and in close 
operation between the governments of the 
ember States and the two sides of industry, is 
o back up measures already taken by individual 
untries relating to the safety and health of 
workers in agriculture. The theme of the 1977 in-
formation campaign was the European Commu-
nity for an accident-free agricultural sector. 
Health and safety 
?.1.35. On 25 May the Commission decided to 
~ant financial aid of 1 756 875 EUA to fifteen 
Jull. EC 5-1977 
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research projects relating to its third programme 
on chronic respiratory diseases,2 and aid of 
952 555 EUA to eight research projects coming 
under its third programme on ergonomics and 
readaptation.J These two programmes are part of 
ECSC research work on industrial medicine and 
safety. 
2.1.36. The Commission has invited representa-
tives of the trade union organizations of the nine 
Member States to an initial consultation on the 
practical problems of radiation protection. 
The talks covered the Commission proposal for 
improving the radiation protection of patients and 
the draft of a practical guide to help approved 
doctors when they have to take a decision on 
suitability for work involving exposure to ionizing 
radiation. 
Progress made in recent years in the Member 
States as regards legislation on radiation protec-
tion was mentioned. It was emphasized that the 
Member States' regulations comply with the Eu-
ratom basic standards published in 1959 and par-
tially revised in 1962 and 1966. Member States 
still have twelve months to adapt their national 
legislation to the provisions of the revised stand-
ards published in a Directive on 1 June 1976 . 
The Commission representatives also reported on 
the progress made on the subject of individual 
dosimetry; they pointed out that scientific re-
search and comparative programmes were conti-
nuing to perfect techniques. 
It was unanimously agreed to continue this dia-
logue of mutual consultation, which provides an 
important fund of specialized information at a 
time when nuclear problems are a topical matter. 
1 Point 2.1.14. 
2 Bull. EC 12-1976, point 2224. 




Guidelines proposed by the Commission 
2.1.37. On l June, the Commission approved 
an important communication to the Council con-
cerning Community regional policy guidelines.! 
This communication was accompanied by two 
proposals: one on the renewal of the European 
Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the 
other-a new proposal-on the granting of inter-
est subsidies through the Fund. 
Financing operations 
European Regional Development Fund 
Second allocation for 1977: 91.20 million u.a. 
2.1.38. On 29 April, the Commission approved 
the second allocation of grants for 1977 from the 
European Regional Development Fund, totalling 
91.20 million u.a. The aid has been allocated to 
490 investment projects costing a total of 802.81 
million u.a. In accordance with the Regulation of 
18 March 1975 2 establishing the ERDF, the 
Table l - Grants from the ERDF 
(second 1977 allocation) 
Number of Invest· Number of invest~ ments Member State grant assisted 
decisions ment (million projects u.a.) 
Belgium 4 43 46.94 
Denmark 5 29 12.02 
Germany 36 128 277.25 
Ireland 5 30 79.61 
Italy 4 64 123.52 
United Kingdom 38 196 263.47 














Fund Committee had been consulted. The frrst 
allocation for 1977 was approved by the Commis-
sion in January.3 
Table 1 gives a breakdown of the amounts grant-
ed. 
The 91.20 million u.a. break down as follows: 
(a) 43.42 million u.a. to help finance 331 infra-
structure projects required to develop industrial 
and tourist activities, comprising: 
(i) 39.35 million u.a. to help fmance 327 projects 
costing less than 10 million u.a. each; 
(ii) 4.07 million u.a. to help finance 4 infrastruc· 
ture investment projects costing less than 10 mil· 
lion u.a. each in the areas referred to in the Di· 
rective on mountain and hill farming and farm-
ing in certain less-favoured areas. 
The infrastructure investments assisted from the 
Fund involve a total of 248.98 million u.a 
(b) 47.78 million u.a. to help finance 159 pro-
jects relating to industrial, artisan and service ac· 
tivities, comprising: 
(i) 18.86 million u.a. to help finance 10 pro· 
jects costing more than 10 milhon u.a. each; 
(ii) 28.92 million u.a. to help finance 149 pro· 
jects costing less than 10 million u.a. each. 
The industrial and services investments assisted 
from the Fund involve a total of 553.83 millior 
u.a. 
Conversion 
Financing new activities 
2.1.39. In May a conversion loan of 220 000 u.a 
(£136 000) was paid to Natural Gas Tubes Ltd ir 
the United Kingdom for extension of a weldec 
steel tubes works at Tafarnanbach in southerr 
1 Points l.l.l to 1.1.9. 
2 01 L 73 of 21.3.1975. 
3 Bull. EC 1-1977, point 2.1.32. 
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Wales. The Council gave its assent under Article 
56(2) of the EEC Treaty on 4 October 19761 for 
the Commission to grant a loan to facilitate the 
creation of new activities so as to absorb local un-
employment. 
The new loan is in addition to that paid by the 
Commission to the same company in June 19762 
for the construction of its works, the original loan 
being 1.64 million u.a. (£950 000); the Council's 
assent to this was given on 6 April 1976.3 The 
two loans given by the Commission to Natural 
Gas Tubes Ltd for its tubes works at Tafarnan-




Formal adoption of the 
second action progranune 
2.1.40. On 17 May4 the Council and the repres-
entatives of the Governments of the Member 
States formally adopted the Resolution on the 
continuation and implementation of a European 
Community action programme on the environ-
ment which they had already approved on 9 De-
cember 1976.5 
This is the second environment programme-in-
tended to cover the period 1977-81-the propo-
sals for which were presented by the Commission 
on 24 March 1976.6 It follows on from the ftrst 
action programme on the environment adopted 
on 22 November 1973.7 
Cooperation with Japan on the environment 
2.1.41. The Commission and Japan have agreed 
to initiate cooperation following negotiations con-
Bull. EC 5-1977 
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r W'l 
ducted with the Japanese Government. In an ex-
change of letters, the contents of which were ap-
proved by the Commission on 27 May, the two 
parties undertook to encourage the exchange of 
information on subjects of joint interest and or-
ganize ad hoc meetings between civil servants for 
this purpose. The cooperation procedures contem-
plated in this exchange of letterss are similar to 
those already agreed upon with the United States 
in June 1974, with Canada in November 19759 
and with Switzerland in December 1975.10 
Measures to be taken against the pollution 
of the sea by hydrocarbons 
2.1.42. In April the Commission considered 
what lessons could be learned from the accident 
at the Bravo platform in the Norwegian Ekoftsk 
fteld and instructed Mr Natali, Vice-President, to 
make a statement on this subject to the Coun-
cil; 11 it approved on 4 May the guidelines for the 
measures to be taken in this sector at Commu-
nity level. The following guidelines have been 
drawn up: 
(i) Establishment of a data bank on means of 
action available in the event of accidental dis-
charges of hydrocarbons. The data could be ob-
tained· by periodic surveys in the Member States. 
They would be supplied forthwith in the event of 
an accident, in the form required by the users. 
They would detail the products and equipment 
available for chemical and mechanical treatment 
of hydrocarbons out at sea and offshore, and the 
skilled personnel available to handle them. 
1 OJ C 240 of 13.10.1976 and Bull. EC 10-1976, point 2209. 
2 Bull. EC6-1976, point 2211. 
3 OJ C 91 of 22.4.1976 and Bull. EC 4-1976, point 2211. 
4 OJ C 139 of 13.6.1977. 
5 Bull. EC 12-1976, point 2227. 
6 OJ C 115 of 24.5.1976. 
7 OJ C 112 of 20.12.1973. 
8 Signed in Brussels on 1 June 1977. 
9 Bull. EC 11-1975, point 2223. 
10 Bull. EC 12-1975, point 223/. 
11 Bull. EC4-1977, point 2.1.48. 
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(ii) Development of a research programme on 
techniques for the sweeping and dispersal of hy-
drocarbons at sea. 
(iii) Setting-up of an expert working party on 
the causes, circumstances and effects of recent 
accidents resulting in major discharges of hydro-
carbons at sea, and remedial and preventive mea-
sures. The working party would evaluate· the data 
assembled by the Member States and keep 
abreast of research in this field. It would study 
the feasibility of a Community system of assess-
ment and authorization of dispersants and ap-
propriate technological arrangements for preven-
ting and containing accidental hydrocarbon dis-
charges. It would prepare the establishment of 
Community positions on securing the effective 
implementation of the relevant international con-
ventions. 
(iv) Effective implementation of the internation-
al conventions on this kind of pollution, in par-
ticular the Bonn Agreement of 9 June 1969 on 
cooperation in dealing with pollution of the 
North Sea by oil. 
Also, as soon as fuller particulars are available as 
to the ecological and economic implications of 
the Ekofisk blowout, consideration will have to 
be given to the means of action to be deployed • 
if necessary, on the social side. 
* 
2.1.43. On 13 May Parliament' delivered its 
Opinion on the Commission's proposal to the 
Council2 concerning the quality requirements for 
water to protect shellfish against pollution ('shell-
fish breeding waters'). At its meeting of 25 and 
26 May the Economic and Social Committee3 de-
livered an Opinion on a Commission proposal to 
the Council for a directive on bird protection. 
Consumer protection 
Promotion of consumer interests 
2.1.44. In April the Commission several times 
discussed the promotion-and no longer merely 
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the protection-of consumer interests.4 At the 
beginning of the month the Commission agreed 
in principle to hold a conference on the promo-
tion of consumer interests, though the themes, 
aims, participants and organization have still to 
be fixed. In the light of the conclusions of this 
high-level conference the Commission will exa-
mine the implications of the development of 
such a policy on all the large-scale operations it 
undertakes. 
Marking and display of the 
prices of foodstuffs 
2.1.45. On 26 May the Commission sent to the 
Council a proposal for a Directive on consumer 
protection in the marking and display of the 
prices of foodstuffs, in accordance with the pre-
liminary programme of the European Economic 
Community for a consumer protection and infor-
mation policy adopted on 14 April 1975.5 
By enabling the consumer to make comparisons 
at the point of sale, unit pricing should increase 
market transparency and intensify competition. 
The proposal covers the marking and display of 
the selling price and the unit price of foodstuffs 
intended for the final consumer and the adver-
tising of foodstuffs. Exceptions are permitted for 
various types of foodstuff sold singly or prepack-
aged. 
To allow for any effects the obligation to mark 
and display unit prices might have on retail 
prices, the proposal for a Directive provides for 
flexible forms of price-marking, in particular by 
means of signs, posters and wall display. 
* 
1 Point 2.3.18. 
' Bull. EC 10-1976, point 2220. 
3 Point 2.3. 73. 
Bull. EC 4-1977, pojnt 2.3.44. 
OJ C 92 of 25.4.1975. 
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2.1.46. At its plenary session of 25 and 26 May 
the Economic and Social Committee! gave its 
Opinion on the state of progress of the Commu-
nity action programme on consumer protection 
and information. 
Agriculture and fisheries 
Reform of the common organization 
of the market in hops 
2 .1.4 7. On 17 May2 the Council adopted a Re-
gulation amending the common organization of 
the market in hops. 
On 18 February 1976,3 the Commission present-
ed to the Council a proposal amending the basic 
Council Regulation of 26 July 19714 on the com-
mon organization of the market in this sector. On 
21 September 1976, the Commission amended its 
proposal to take into account the new guidelines 
adopted by the Council in its Resolution of 20 
July 19765 and designed to stabilize the market. 
Parliament and the Economic and Social Com-
mittee gave thei!' Opinions on the adjustment of 
the basic Regulation at the end of 1976 and the 
· discussions in the Council ended with an agree-
ment last April. 
In view of the imbalance which has affected the 
world and Community markets in hops since 
1973, and in order to achieve a stable situation 
which will ensure a fair return to the grower, the 
Council has decided: · 
(i) to promote quality at Community level by 
introducing a certification procedure for hops and 
hop products as a condition of marketing; 
(ii) to rationalize the method of calculating 
growers' earnings on the basis of areas in full 
production; 
(iii) to make it possible to grant aid per hectare, 
not for each variety but for groups of homogene-
ous varieties, depending on their final use and in-
Bull. EC 5-1977 
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trinsic characteristics, so that production is direct-
ed along more appropriate lines; 
(iv) to increase the powers and responsibilities 
of growers' associations in matters relating to 
production and supply management; with this in 
mind the Regulation provides that, in EEC re-
gions where recognized producer groups are in a 
position to organize supply rationally, Commun-
ity aid per hectare will be granted only to such 
groups; to be recognized, such groups must mar-
ket the entire production of their members or su-
pervise the marketing; 
(v) to make it possible, in case of a structural 
surplus, to take restrictive measures as regards 
the granting of aid per hectare; 
(vi) to make it possible for the Council, in cases 
where there is likely to be a surplus, to take ap-
propriate measures on a proposal from the Com-
mission; 
(vii) to freeze any extension of the Community 
area under hops for a two-year period; 
(viii) to continue granting aid for varietal con-
version for a further two years, provided that the 
restructured area is reduced by at least 40%, giv-
en the need to reduce the present areas under 
hops in the Community. 
Producer groups and unions 
2.1.48. On 31 May,6 the Commission presented 
to the Council a new proposal for a Regulation 
concerning agricultural producer groups and 
unions of such groups. 
This proposal replaces that presented in February 
1967 and amended in 1970 and 1971;7 it takes ac-
count of the substantial differences in the supply 
of agricultural products in the Community: in 
1 Point 2.3. 72. 
2 OJ L 137 of 3.6.1977. 
3 OJ C 51 of 5.3.1976 and Bull. EC 6-1976, point 2240. 
4 OJ L175 of4.8.1971. 
5 Bull. EC 7/8-1976, point 2250. 
6 OJ C 145 of 22.6.1977. 
7 OJ C 52 of 27.5.1971 and Bull. EC 7-1971, First Part, 
Chapter IV. 
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some regions there is scarcely any need for im-
provement, whereas in others it is essential. Con-
sequently, the Commission is now proposing that 
the measure should apply only to the latter re-
gions. 
Fixing of agricultural prices for 1977178 
2 .1.49. On 17 May ,1 the Council formally 
adopted the regulations concerning prices for the 
next marketing year, that is, prices and aid mea-
sures, changes in the common organ'izations of 
the market and various related measures. The 
Commission has adopted a number of implemen-
ting regulations. 
Measures connected with the 
monetary situation 
2.1.50. On the basis of a Commission proposal 
dated 13 May concerning the price level to be 
taken into consideration when calculating mone-
tary compensatory amounts, the Council on 17 
May held an initial exchange of views on certain 
factors which might lessen the distortions of 
competition arising from the particularly high 
level of monetary compensatory amounts in 
some sectors. 
ln this discussion, the Council also touched on 
some wider aspects of agri-monetary problems 
md noted the Commision's intention of making 
:ertain adjustments, before 1 October 1977, to its 
proposal (presented in November 1976 2) for a 
Regulation on the gradual reduction of monetary 
;ompensatory amounts. 
2 .1.51. The Commission postponed the applica-
tionJ of the new monetary compensatory 
amounts to certain products not listed in Annex 
ll, to 4 July, instead of 23 May, and laid down 
transitional measures4 to prevent speculative 
movements (and hence deflections of trade), 
IVhich might result from transactions carried out 
to take advantage of the new amounts. 
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Common organization of markets 
2.1.52. In May, the Council adopted decisions 
and held discussions on the sugar, wine and beef 
and veal sectors. The Commission adopted regu-
lations on milk products. 
2.1.53. After noting the Commission's report 
concerning negotiations with the African, Carib-
bean and Pacific States on guaranteed prices for 
sugars for 1977/78 (1 July 1977 to 30 June 1978), 
on 17 May the Council endorsed the outcome of 
the negotiations carried out from 28 April to 13 
May. 
2.1.54. As regards wine the Council Regulation 
of 17 May6 enables the grubbing of vines to con-
tinue until 15 June 19777 and maintains the con-
version premiums for the 1977/78 and 1978/79 
wine-growing years at the same level as for the 
present year, that is, without the proposed reduc-
tions of 100 and 200 u.a. per hectare. 
2.1.55. In the milk and milk products sector, the 
Commission laid down the rulesB for the transfer 
of the second instalment of butter to the Italian 
intervention agency pursuant to the Council Re-
gulation of 5 October 1976;9 5 000 tonnes of but-
ter will be transferred from the French and Lux-
embourg agencies. 
On 25 May 10 the Commission adopted, as part of 
the implementing regulations on prices and relat-
ed measures for the 1977/78 marketing year, 
rules to govern special aid (5.50 u.a./100 kg) for 
1 OJ L 125 of 19.5.1977, L 129 of 25.5.1977, L 131 of 
26.5.1977, L 134 of 28.5.1977, L 136 of 2.6.1977 and L 137 of 
3.6.1977. 
2 Bull. EC 11-1976, point 2239. 
OJ L 125 of 19.5.1977 and Bull. EC 4-1977, point 2.1.61. 
OJ L 134 of 28.5.1977. 
5 Point 2.2.46. 
6 OJ L 128 of 24.5.1977. 
7 Bull. EC 10-1976, point 2238. 
8 OJ L 121 of 14.5.1977. 
9 OJ L 279 of 9.10.1976, Bull. EC 10-1976, point 2236 and 
Bull. EC 1-1977, point 2.1.43. 
10 OJ L 106 of 29.4.1977 and L 131 of 26.5.1977. 
Bull. EC 5-1977 
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skimmed milk to be used as feed for animals 
other than young calves. 
2.1.56. On 17 May,t the Council adopted a Re-
gulation defining how products purchased by an 
intervention agency in a Member State could be 
stored and disposed of outside its territory. 
The Regulation provides that: 
(i) Community authorization arrangements will 
be introduced for storage in a Member State 
other than that in which intervention took place 
and, as an exception, for storage in non-member 
countries, after consultation with the Member 
States on the storage space available in the Com-
munity; 
(ii) when the products are being transported, no 
customs duties will be collected and no other 
amounts levied or granted under the common 
agricultural policy; 
(ill) measures will be taken to ensure that the 
products are disposed of at the prices and subject 
to the conditions obtaining in the place of sto-
rage. 
This Regulation, in particular the last point, will 
be first applied in the beef and veal sector. 
Fisheries2 
12.1.57. On 16 May the Commission presented 
I 
to the Council a Communication on the future 
fisheries policy for the purpose of advancing dis-
' cussions in the Council on still unsettled prob-
lems of mlijor concern. 
In preparing this Communication, which follows 
on from its proposals of September 1976,3 the 
Commission took into account discussions that 
had taken place meantime on the internal aspects 
of the Community fisheries policy, in particular 
the ad hoc measu~ to deal with certain urgent 
problems, and the negotiations with non-member 
countries. 
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2.1.58. Following the unilateral measures adopt-
ed by the Irish Government on 15 February4 and 
put into effect on 10 April, the Commission dec-
ided on 2 May, to initiate against Ireland the in-
fringement procedure of Article 169 of the EEC 
Treaty. The Commission considers these mea-
sures-ban on fishing by vessels of over 33 m or 
1100 hp within a zone of about 50 miles around 
Ireland-are discriminatory and in breach of the 
Treaty. 
On 22 May, the Court of Justices deferred for 
one month its decision on the Commission's re-
quest that Ireland's unilateral measures should be 
suspended, so that an alternative to these mea-
sures could be found. 
2.1.59. On 17 May,1 the Council decided to 
continue6 the ban on herring fishing in the North 
Sea for the month of June, with the exception of 
a special 1 500 tonne quota for the Netherlands. 
The ban on herring fishing would also apply dur-
ing June to waters off the west coast of Scotland. 
Structural policy 
2.1.60. Acting on the Commission proposal 
presented on 28 March last,7 the Council ex-
tended 8 until 31 December 1977 the period dur-
ing which transitional investment aid may be 
granted towards certain holdings under the 
Council Directive of 17 April 19729 on the mod-
. ernization of farms. Pursuant to the latter Direc-
tive, in May the Commission alsr issued an 
1 OJ L 128 of 24.5.1977. 
2 External aspects of fisheries are dealt with under 'Other 
countries'. 
3 Bull. EC 9-1976, points 1201 to 1210. 
4 Bull. EC 2-1977, point 1.2.10. 
5 OJ C 142 of 16.6.1977. 
6 Bull. EC4-1977, point 2.1.66. 
7 Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.1.76. 
8 OJ L 145 of 13.6.1977. 
9 OJ L 96 of 23.4.1972. 
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opinion on the implementing provisions notified 
by Denmark. 
Conditions of competition 
2.1.61. In the action brought by the Commis-
sion against the United Kingdom Government 
on the matter of subsidies to pigmeat producers, t 
before giving judgment on the substance of the 
case, the Court of Justice2 ordered on 21 May 
that the United Kingdom should immediately 
cease to grant the subsidy in question. On 24 
May the United Kingdom stated that it would 
terminate the aid scheme on 11 June. 
2 .1. 62. On 17 May ,3 the Commission initiated 
the examination procedure under Article 93(2) of 
the EEC Treaty regarding the French Minister of 
Agriculture's Decision of 6 December 1976 on 
the grant of loans to the equalization funds re-
sponsible for regulating the pigmeat market. 
In taking this decision, the Council took account 
of the fact that France operates a permanent sys-
tem of support through the equalization funds. 
This is regarded as incompatible with the com-
mon market. 
Further, noting that the French decision had not 
been communicated in good time pursuant to 
Article 93(3) of the Treaty, the Commission 
initiated against the French Government the 
procedure of Article 169 of the EEC Treaty. 
2 .1. 63. On 25 May, the Commission proposed 
to the Member States, under Article 93(1) of the 
EEC Treaty, that national investment aid for the 
processing and marketing of milk and milk prod-
ucts should be suspended and limited. The Com-
mission considers that, given the present critical 
market situation in this sector, such aid is likely 
to distort competition in the common market by 
favouring and encouraging recipient enterprises 
to the detriment of those that do not receive aid. 
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It is proposed that all investment aid for the pro-
duction and marketing of butter and milk pow-
der, including the pre-processing of milk in 
dairies, be suspended. An exception is made in the 
case of enterprises producing less than 50 tonnes 
of butter per year, provided that any capacity 
created does not exceed the capacity eliminated. 
For the other milk products, the Commission 
proposes that all investment aid with the effect of 
increasing milk utilization capacity should be 
suspended. Where aid has not been suspended, 
the Commission proposes that provisionally the 
rates and other conditions for the granting of aid 
be maintained, subject to eventual harmonization 
of all aid in the stock-farming sector. 
This proposal gives specific form to one of the 
measures in the action programme to stabilize 
the milk market. 4 
Harmonization of legislation 
2.1.64. The swine fever situation in the 
Netherlands having improved, the Commission 
was able to take a Decision on 11 May5 relaxing 
further the measures relating to live pigs and 
completely lifting all restrictions on exports of 
fresh pigmeat. As no new cases were reported 
during May, all restrictive measures were lifted 
by the end of the month. 
* 
2.1.65. At its part-session from 9 to 13 May, 
Parliament 6 delivered its Opinion on two propo-
sals for directives, one concerning the moderniza-
tion of agricultural exports and the other con-
cerning the supervision by Member States of 
1 Bull. EC 1-1977, point 2.1.47 and 2-1977, point 2.1.46. 
2 OJ C 142 of 16.6.1977 and point 2.3.71. 
3 OJ C 129 of 2.6.1977. 
4 Supplement 10/76 - Bull. EC; Bull. EC 7/8-1976, point 
2240 and 4-1977, point 2.1.56. 
s OJ L 123 of 11.5.1977 and Bull. EC4-1977, point 2.1.71. 
6 Points 2.3.16, 2.3.17 and 2.3.31. 
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operations included in the EAGGF financing sys-
tem. A resolution was also adopted on the cam-
paign against fraud and irregularities under the 
common agricultural policy. At its meeting on 25 
and 26 May, the Economic and Social Committee 1 
adopted a study prepared by its staff on the em-
ployment situation and prospects in the agricul-
tural sector. 
Transport policy 
Organization of the markets 
2.1.66. On 6 May,2 The Commission decided 
to send recommendations to the Governments of 
four Member States-Fmnce, Germany, Luxem-
bourg and the Netherlands---on their proposed 
measures for implementing the two Council Di-
rectives of 12 November 1974,3 on af/mission to 
the occupations of road haulage operator and road 
passenger transport operator in national and inter-
national transport operations. The German Gov-
e111ment proposal relates to road passenger trans.-
port operators, that of the Dutch Government to 
road haulage operators, and the French and Lux-
embourg proposals cover both. 
In these four recommendations, the Commission 
regrets that the Governments concerned did not 
I 
inform it of the proposed implementation mea-
sures in good time. As to the substance of each 
, of these proposals, it notes that not one of them 
i is in full conformity with the provisions of the 
I Community Directives. The Commission there-
fore expresses reservations on the various propo-
sals, as to the interpretation of certain concepts in 
the two Directives; the methods of applying the 
three criteria for admission to these occupations 
(good repute, appropriate financial standing and 
professional competence), the provisions regard-
ing the transitional period and those regarding 
the withdrawal of authorizations and channels of 
appeal. 
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Harmonization of structures 
2.1.67. On 16 May, the Commission presented 
to the Council its fifth report on the implemen-
tation in the Member States in 1974 of the Re-
gulation on the harmonization of certain social 
prqvisions relating to road transport. 
The information supplied by Member States for 
this report is not sufficiently detailed to allow the 
Commission to draw any concrete conclusions. 
Nevertheless, the report notes that too few in-
spections were made in some Member States and 
that in others, where the Regulation was being 
applied for the first time, the necessary imple-
menting measures had still not been taken. 
2.1.68. On 3 May, the Commission published 
an Opinion on the Provisions which, in the view 
of the Italian Government, would serve to imple-
ment the Council Decision· of 20 May 19754 on 
the improvement of the situation of railway un-
dertakings and the harmonization of rules gov-
erning financial relations between such undertak-
ings and States. 
The Commission found that the existing provi-
sions were not sufficient to meet the obligations 
deriving from the Decision of May 1975; it sent 
the Italian Government several observations on 
the matter and asked it to draw up suitable mea-
sures as soon as possible. 
Infrastructures 
2.1.69. The group of government experts in-
structed to work out common technical require-
ments for inland waterway vessels met on 16 
May. It approved the fmal list of maritime ship-
ping lanes in accordance with Article 3 of the 
1 Point 2.3.75. 
2 OJ L 123 of 17.5.1977. 
3 OJ L308 of 19.11.1974. 
4 OJ L 152 of 12.6.1975. 
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Council Directive of 20 January 19761 on reci-
procal recognition of navigability licences for 
inland waterway vessels. 
2.1. 70. The committee coordinating the forward 
study on goods transport requirements2 in the 
Community (and Spain) met on 4 May. The com-
mittee examined all the data assembled on the 
flows of goods traffic and on the preliminary 
stages of the preparation of alternative assump-
tions and strategies for 1985-2000. The Commis-
sion's proposals were accepted and the committee 
will hold bilateral meetings with each Member 
State over the next few months to agree on de-
tailed forecasts. 
Advisory Committee on Transport 
2 .1. 71. At its plenary meeting on 5 and 6 May 
in Brussels, the Advisory Committee on Trans-
port adopted an Opinion on the implementation 
of a structural policy for the carriage of goods by 
road. The Committee also discussed the second 
series of measures to be put before the Council 
by the Commission as a continuation of Com-
munity action to implement the operation of the 
markets in the carriage of goods between Mem-
ber States. 
Energy policy 
Preparation and implementation 
of a Community energy policy 
2.1.72. In May, the Commission adopted sever-
al energy policy proposals which are to be dis-





Development and protection of 
energy investment 
2.1.73. On 26 May, the Commission adopted a 
Communication on the development and the 
protection of energy investment in the Commu-
nity. 
To attain its objective of reducing its dependence 
on imported energy, the Community will have to 
make a capital outlay of some 260 000 million 
EUA by 1985. 
If such a high level of investment is to be 
achieved, the Commission thinks that the exist-
ing support granted by the Community's institu-
tions for energy investment should be stepped 
up. At present this represents 2% to 3% of the 
total requirements for finance for energy invest-
ment forecast by the Member States for the 
period 1976-85. 
Community support for energy investment could 
be strengthened in three ways: 
Additional lending and loan guarantees - By bor-
rowing on the international capital market for re-
lending, the Community's institutions could 
make more loan fmance available for investment 
on attractive terms. The Commission considers 
that a system of loans and loan guarantees in-
cluded in the general budget (EEC and Euratom) 
could be a way of supplementing and encourag-
ing what is already being done under EIB or 
ECSC auspices. 
Risk sharing in appropriate cases - Up until now 
the risk of loss to Community institutions on 
loans in the energy sector has been minimal be- 1 
cause thay have been coverecrby guarantees given 
by Member States' governments or by first class 
security. But in future, energy investment could 
involve an element of risk for the investor. In or-
der to limit such risk a Community guarantee 
1 OJ L 21 of 29.1.1976; Bull. EC 12-1975, point 2283 and 
1-1976, point 2249. 
2 Bull. EC6-1975, point 2290, 12-1975, point 2290, 1-1976 
point 2251 and 12-1976, point 2289. ' 
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secured on the Community budget could permit 
the lender (EIB, ECSC or private sector bank) to 
accept less rigorous guarantees than are required 
at present. 
The role of an energy pricing policy - Progress 
towards an energy pricing policy for the Commu-
nity would provide an element of stability, there-
by reducing uncertainties for investors. Long-
term contracts could also help to reduce these 
risks in cases where it is possible to agree that, 
over a given number of years, a specified mini-
mum quantity of fuel will be made available, and 
will be bought, at a minimum purchase price. 
The Commission feels it should be possible to ftx 
a guaranteed minimum purchase price, which 
would be below expected world market prices but 
sufficiently high to give security to the investor. 
To create a more attractive guarantee for this 
type of long-term contract, which undertakings 
would enter into freely, the Commission proposes 
that the following principles be adopted: 
• The Council should recognize that the adop-
tion of a minimum safeguard price for oil would 
limit possible losses and facilitate long-term con-
tracts; 
• Member States able to export energy should 
give a clear idea of the volumes and types of en-
ergy they could envisage providing on a long-
~erm basis; 
The exporting Member States should under-
e to produce for delivery during the contract 
riod at least the contracted minimum volume; 
The Community should support such long-
erm contracts by offering loans and loan guaran-
with an element of risk-sharing and by mak-
ing loan finance available on preferential terms. 
fhe Commission feels that these proposals 
;hould be directed in the immediate future to the 
rollowing three sectors: nuclear power, energy 
:ransportation and energy saving. The Council is 
nvited to agree that total Community support for 
he energy sector should be increased in an or-
ierly and progressive fashion in accordance with 
ts proposals. 
~ull. EC 5-1977 
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Energy policy 
2.1. 74. On 27 May, the Commission sent to the 
Council a further set of proposals for firm action 
on energy saving in an attempt to reduce energy 
consumption by 15% compared with the pre-cri-
sis forecasts. 
They are: 
• A proposal for a Council Directive on the per-
formance, maintenance and regulation of heat-
generating plant and the insulation of the distri-
bution system in new buildings; 
• A draft Council Recommendation on the re-
gulating of space heating, the production of dom-
estic hot water and the metering of heat in new 
buildings; 
• A draft Council Recommendation on the ra-
tional utilization of energy in industrial undertak-
ings; 
• A draft Council Recommendation on the crea-
tion in the Member States of advisory bodies on 
combined heat and power production in the in-
dustrial sector and for district heating. 
Financial aids to certain projects 
2.1.75. On 31 May, the Commission sent to the 
~ouncil a propo~ for a Regulation on the grant-
Ing of financial ruds to demonstration projects in 
the field of energy saving.• 
This new proposal flows from the Commission's 
Communication to the Council of 25 February 
1977 on an intensification of the Community's 
programme for energy saving.2 
The demonstration projects are intended to re-
duce unce1tainty about the commercial and eco-
nomic viability of energy-saving techniques and 
to promote marketability; they form a natural 
1 OJ C 138 of 11.6.1977. 
2 Bull. EC 2-1977, points 1.5.1 to 1.5.3. 
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complement to research and development pro-
grammes in this field. The Commission proposes 
to provide financial assistance, to be covered by 
the general budget. The Community would thus 
be able each year to support a minority share of 
the costs of schemes for district heating and the 
combined production of heat and power in indus-
try, and a number of industrial projects. 
This Community scheme is designed to comple-
ment and not replace financial assistance by the 
Member States. It must be managed in close con-
junction with national and Community research 
and development programmes. 
2.1.76. On the same day,1 the Commission also 
sent to the Council a proposal for a Regulation 
on the granting of fmancial support for projects to 
exploit alternative energy sources. 
This proposal is part of the overall scheme to re-
duce the Community's dependence on imported 
energy by developing the resources available on 
its own territory. This endeavour requires specific 
action by the Community, particularly in the case 
of the application on an industrial or semi-indus-
trial scale of new technologies and processes 
which are scientifically sound but whose techni-
cal and economic viability has not yet been de-
monstrated. 
Community financial involvement provides a 
means of: 
(a) encouraging and expediting projects entailing 
fmancial, technical and/or technological risks; 
(b) promoting swifter dissemination of tested 
techniques. 
This Commission proposal relates to all alterna-
tive sources, but places particular emphasis on 
projects for the working of geothermal fields and 
on coal liquefaction. 
Modernization of existing buildings 
2 .1. 77. On 31 May, 1 the Commission sent to the 




ings from the modernization of existing buildings 
in the Community. 
This paper contains a proposal for a Directive 
which would require the Member States to adopt 
appropriate national programmes, with special 
emphasis on better insulation of walls and roofs1 
double glazing, the improvement of heating sys-
tems, and the fitting of thermostats and heat me-
ters. It would be up to the Member States to 
make all the necessary arrangements to finance 
and encourage these measures, which would 
have a substantial labour content and could re-
sult in the creation of some 700 000 jobs. In ad· 
dition, the Member States would have to inform 
the Commission periodically of the progress 
made in carrying out their programmes. 
Energy Committee 
2.1. 78. The energy Committee met on 16 Ma~ 
with the Member of the Commission for energy. 
Mr Brunner, in the Chair. A French proposal Oil 
the ceiling for oil imports was discussed, and i1 
was decided that this came under the more gen· 
eral heading of energy saving. The Committee 
also examined two Commission papers, one Oil 
alternative energy sources, the other on coal 
liquefaction and gasification and geothermal pow· 
er. The Committee also examined the probletru 
of managing mandatory oil stocks. It chose 




2.1.79. On 6 May, the Commission sent to th~ 
Council two proposals for Directives concernilli 
the Member States' obligation to maintain stock! 
1 OJ C 138 of 11.6.1977. 
Bull. EC 5-197' 
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of crude oil and petroleum products correspond-
ing to 90 days' average daily consumption. 
The first Directive is based on the finding that, 
despite agreements on the establishment of 
stocks in the territory of other Member States, 
additional measures are needed in order to make 
the most of the existing facilities. 
The Commission's proposal specifies that firms 
wishing to make storage facilities available to 
firms in other Member States must ask permis-
sion from the competent national authorities. 
Firms in another Member State wishing to make 
use of these facilities in order to satisfy their stor-
age obligation need not apply for permission for 
quantities of crude oil and petroleum products up 
to 20% of the stock level which they are obliged 
to maintain. Permission will be required above 
this limit. 
The second Directive concerns the financing of 
these storage facilities, which are now a consid-
erable financial burden, particularly for small- and 
medium-sized firms. In order to take some of the 
load off their shoulders, the Commission pro-
poses that the Member States authorize firms to 
set up storage organizations to perform part of the 
work arising from the obligation. These non-profit-
making organizations will be fmanced through 
fees and granted legal personality and financial 
autonomy. The fees and the method of calculat-




?.1.80. At its sitting on 10 May, the European 
Parliament 1 delivered its opinion on a Commis-
iion proposal on Community financial measures 
:o promote the use of coal for electricity gener-
ltion. 
3ull. EC 5-1977 
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Nuclear energy 
Supply Agency: 1976 Report 
2.1.81. In its Annual Report for 1976, which 
was published recently, the Euratom Supply 
Agency emphasizes that intervention or decisions 
by the governments or administrations of certain 
countries have delays which have sometimes pro-
duced bottlenecks because of their effect on de-
livery times. 
For example, US-ERDA deliveries to the Com-
munity were gravely disturbed during the year, 
causing substantial delays in deliveries. Often, 
customers in the Community were unable to 
take delivery of the enriched uranium at the 
agreed date because the export licence was not 
granted in time. It will be necessary to wait for 
the new Administration to define a policy on ex-
ports of highly-enriched uranium.2 
Research and development, 
science and education 
International situation in the nuclear field 
2.1.82. On 16 May the Commission sent the 
Council a Communication reviewing the prob-
lems to be faced by the Community in forthcom-
ing international nuclear discussions arising from 
new United States initiatives. 
In view of the importance of nuclear energy to 
the Community the Commission feels that the 
Community itself and the Member States must 
be fully prepared for the international talks and 
should work out common or at least coordinated 
positions on the various issues. 
1 Point 2.3.9. 
2 This has in fact happened, meanwhile, sin~ the United 
States has decided to resume its deliveries of highly-enriched 
uranium to the Community : point 2.2.55. 
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The Commission will therefore be submitting 
more detailed proposals or communications on is-
sues that are likely to be of particular interest for 
the Community. 
Scientific and Technical 
Research Committee (CRESTI 
2.1.83. Meeting on 2 and 3 May, CREST held 
a detailed discussion on a draft proposal from the 
Commission for a multiannual research pro-
gramme in the field of raw materials. 
The medium- and long-term aim of the pro-
gramme is to ease the problems concerning the 
Community's supplies of basic raw materials by 
increasing its own production potential and pro-
moting new technologies for prospection, the pro-
cessing of low-grade, complex ores and the ex-
ploitation of deep mines. 
After stressing the scientific and technical value 
of a programme of this kind for the development 
of an overall Community policy on raw materials, 
CREST recommended that the Commission pres-
ent proposals to the Council as soon as possible. 
The Committee then moved on to a preliminary 
examination of the second plan of action envi-
saged by the Commission in the field of scientific 
and technical information and documentation. 
Although it recognized the scientific and techni-
cal merits of these proposals and the urgent need 
to make the Euronet network operational, 
CREST nevertheless felt that some aspects of the 
plan of action ought to be clarified, notably re-
garding possible duplication between the various 
data bases, questions of machine translation and 
management of the actual programme. 
Lastly, CREST held a wide-ranging discussion on 
the conclusions that can be drawn from the first 
phase (1974-76) in the development of the com-
mon research and development policy. Some 
delegations laid special emphasis on the need for 
clear defmition of the objectives of this policy 
and the importance of a sectoral approach to 
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scientific and technical questions, this being con-
sidered more pragmatic than a global view. 
It recommended that the Commission take ac-
count of past experience acquired and results 
when drawing up policy guidelines for the second 
phase (1977 -1980). 
This discussion is to be continued in July on the 
basis of a paper on this topic which the Commis· 
sion will shortly put before the Council. 
Technological problems of nuclear safety 
2.1.84. On 21 May, the Commission approved a 
report-to be sent to the Council and Parlia· 
ment-on its activities in connection with tech· 
nological problems of nuclear safety during the 
period July 1975-December 1976. 
The report deals with the progress of the wor• 
and the conclusions reached by existing Commu· 
nity working parties concerned with the harmon· 
ization of safety regulations, codes, criteria and 
standards and the coordination of safety researc~ 
programmes. These activities relate to light-wateJ 
reactors, fast breeder reactors and fuel cycle in· 
stallations. The document also touches on th~ 
work in prqgress on the disposal of radioactive 
waste from the plutonium recycling process anc 
the transport of radioactive materials. 
The report was prepared in accordance with the 
Resolution on the technological problems of nu· 
clear safety approved by the Council on 22 Jul) 
1975.1 
Storage of radioactive waste 
in geological formations 
2.1.85. In association with the OECD Nuclea 
Energy Agency (NEA), the Commission organ 
ized a meeting at lspra on 23-27 May 1977 whicl 
was attended by some fifty specialists in th1 
1 OJ C 185 of 14.8.1975 and Bull. EC 7/8-197~. point 226~ 
Bull. EC 5-19'J 
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analysis of risks and the design of models repres-
enting the transfer to the biosphere of radioactive 
waste stored in geological formations. The Com-
mission's work in this area takes the form of di-
rect and indirect action projects carried out in the 
context of Community programmes for the man-
agement and storage of radioactive waste. The 
Joint Research Centre (JRC) devotes a consider-
able amount of work to questions of risk analy-
sis. 
The meeting afforded an opportunity to review 
tQ.e progress of studies being carried out in the 
various laboratories engaged in this research, and 
to compare the methods employed. A consensus 
was obtained in favour of encouraging contacts 
between the laboratories and facilitating their ac-
cess to basic experimental data. Consideration 
was given to the establishment of an information 
exchange system and the principle of holding 
periodical meetings. The talks also clarified the 
aims to be achieved in the evaluation of risks 
and the preparation of theoretical models simu-
lating the mechanisms involved. 
i\dvisory Committees on 
Programme Management (ACPMs) 
?.1.86. The ACPM responsible for the direct ac-
tion project on reference standards and substances 
md the indirect action project on reference ma-
terials and methods (Community Bureau of Refer-
~nces) met in Brussels on 2 and 3 May. 
I 
~fter considering a report on the progress of the 
research undertaken in connection with the indi-
:ect action projects, the Committee approved the 
:ertification of the first ten CBR reference mate-
ials, namely four samples of coke, three of zinc 
>re concentrates and two of lead, and one sample 
>f copper. These certified reference materials can 
1ow be used for checking and calibrating the 
nethods and instruments used in the Cotrimun-
ty for purposes of chemical analysis. 
lbe Committee also approved the inclusion of 
.en new projects in four research sectors of the 
lull. EC 5-1977 
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indirect action programme; these relate to fer-
rous, non-ferrous and inorganic materials, and to 
physical and technological properties. 
Scientific and technical 
information and 
information management 
European Congress on Information 
Systems and Networks 
2.1.87. From 3 to 6 May, the Commission held 
the Third Congress on Information Systems and 
Networks in Luxembourg, the theme being 
'Overcoming the language barrier'. 
During the four days of the Congress, nearly 
forty internationally renowned specialists from 
Community countries and elsewhere (including 
the United States, Canada, the Soviet Union and 
Yugoslavia) gave comprehensive accounts of the 
present state of development of the various tools 
and methods designed to overcome the problems 
of multilingualism or presented papers on recent 
achievements in this field. Nearly 600 people at-
tended the Congress. Supporting events included 
an exhibition of dictionaries and works on mul-
tilingualism, and a permanent demonstration of 
the operation of terminology data banks and au-
tomatic translation systems, for which purpose 
computer terminals were specially installed in the 
Congress building and connected to central units 
located; in some cases, several hundred kilome-
ters away. 
After an interruption of some ten years, research 
on automatic translation -has now been resumed, 
since technological progress has permitted the de-
velopment of very large central computer mem-
ories. The prospects are now highly promising. 
The Congress thus prompted experts, informa-
tion users, and politicians to take a closer look at 
the possible new ways of solving the difficult and 
costly problems of multilingualism. 
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Accession negotiations : Greece 
2.2.1. The fifth session of the accession nego-
tiations between Greece and the Community at 
deputy (Ambassador) level took place in Brussels 
on 4 May. The Community delegation made a 
statement concerning the problems of Greece's 
accession to the ECSC. The Greek Delegation 
stated its position on social affairs (free move-
ment of workers, social security, Social Fund). 
2.2.2. During May the Commission and the 
Greek delegation also continued their examina-
tion of Community secondary legislation. The 
points covered were the harmonization of legisla-
tion on dangerous substances, solvents, deter-
gents, textiles and fertilizers, the abolition of 
checks on the green card, the Community Patent 
Convention and public contracts, and the agricul-
tural sector, fresh and processed fruit and vege-
tables, live plants and floricultural products. 
2.2.3. Mr Natali, Commission Vice-President 
with responsibility for enlargement, paid an offi-
cial visit to Greece from 12 to 18 May. He was 
received in Athens by the Prime Minister, Mr 
Karamanlis, and had talks with Mr Papaligouras, 
Minister for Coordination (in charge of the acces-
sion negotiations), and with other personalities. 
The main subject for discussion was the current 
accession negotiations. Mr Natali then went to 
Mitilini to represent the Commission at the 
meeting of the EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentary 
Committee.1 
Political cooperation 
Conference on Security and 
Cooperation in Europe 
2.2.4. At its 11 May sitting Parliament passed 
a Resolution 2 on the preparatory meeting re-
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ferred to in the Final Act of the ;felsinki Con-
ference on Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(CSCE)3 to be held in Belgrade on 15 June. 
Multilateral approaches 
Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation 
End of the Conference 
2.2.5. The Conference on International Eco· 
nomic Cooperation (CIEC) ended in Paris with 11 
meeting at Ministerial level lasting from 30 Ma) 
till 2 June.4 To round off its work, the Confer· 
ence adopted a report stating, in the main, th~ 
points on which the participants agreed or dis· 
agreed. 
Implementation of the 
UNCTAD IV programme 
Preparatory meetings under the 
integrated programme for commodities 
Copper 
2.2.6. From 16 to 20 May the second prepa!'a· 
tory meeting on the possible negotiation of an in· 
ternational copper agreement-along the lines o: 
the Resolution on the integrated programme 
adopted by UNCTAD in Nairobi in MaJ 
1976--took place in Geneva, with 48 countriel 
participating; the Community was represented. 
At the meeting, Peru, backed by eleven delega 
tions, requested that a negotiating conference b1 
Point 2.2.34. 
Point 2.3.22. 
Bull. EC 7/8-1975, points 1201 to 1204. 
Points 1.2.1 to 1.2.12. 
Bull. EC 5-197 
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, 
held during tlle second half of 1978 to conclude 
an international copper agreement: a draft agree-
ment would have to be drawn up in the meanQ 
time by a group of experts. The copper consum-
ing and importing countries-notably the Com-
munity, Japan and the United States-felt that 
the time was by no means ripe for considering 
such a possibility. 
In the end, the Peruvian proposal was rejected by 
the preparatory meeting which underscored the 
need for more thorough preliminary studies 
to identify the possible economic provisions 
of an international agreement. The UNCT AD 
Secretariat was requested to prepare, in collabor-
ation with experts, a study on the possibility, 
cost, advantages and financial effects of several 
formulas: an agreement based solely on the ex-
istence of a buffer stock, an agreement based on 
supply measures, or a combination of these two 
solutions. The Community suggested, as it had 
already done, that there should be exchanges of 
information between producers and consumers 
md that possibly a consultative body should be 
~et up for producers and consumers. The need to 
::onsider this idea was included in the recommen-
iations adopted by the preparatory meeting. No 
further meeting is planned before January 1978. 
Trppica/ wood 
~ 2. 7. The~ preparatory meeting on tropical ~ood, held in Geneva from 23 to 27 May, did 
not.. produce any practical results. There were a 
number of reasons for this, the main one being 
:hat tropical wood is not one of the commodities 
:hat has been in the forefront of international 
iiscussion. 
fhe representatives of the producing countries 
md of the consumer countries alike emphasized 
he fact that not enough information was avail-
tble on market structure and trends, the produc-
lull. EC 5-1977 
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tion potential of the tropical forest, prices and 
marketing problems. 
The producing countries also stressed the diffi-
culties they encountered in a number of fields: 
local processing of tropical wood, access to the 
market, Q.igh freight charges, and so on. As far 
as the consumer countries were concerned, espe-
cially the United States, the most important thing 
was the need to become better acquainted with 
the market and its problems before proposing a 
practical international action programme. The 
statement made at the meeting by the Commu-
nity representative was a reflection of the views 
of most of the consumer countries. 
At the end of the meeting the participants adopt-
ed a work programme based on a text prepared 
by the producing countries. The next session at 
government expert level is planned for Novem-
ber. 
Law of the Sea 
Sixth session of the Conference 
2.2.8. The sixth session of the third United Na-
tions Conference on the Law of the Sea opened 
in New York on 23 May. It will continue until 
mid-July. 
* 
2.2.9. On 13 May Parliament 1 adopted a Reso-
lution on the Conference on the Law of the Sea 
as it affects the European Community. 




Development cooperation policy 
Cooperation with non-governmental 
organizations 
2.2.10. By the end of May, of the 58 projects 
submitted since the beginning of the year by 24 
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) special-
izing in development aid, 31, involving a total of 
1067 222 u.a., had been approved under the 
Commission's cofinancing programme. 
2.2.11. The second meeting between the NGO 
Liaison Committee 1 and Commission staff took 
place on 5 May. The items discussed included 
cofinancing, the role of the NGOs in the Com-
munity's food aid programme and the preparation 
of a seminar on ways and means of making the 
public aware of general development issues. 
Food aid and emergency aid 
Skimmed-milk powder and butteroll programme 
for 1977: Commission proposals 
2.2.12. On 6 May, the Commission presented 
to the Council a Communication 2 on the 
skimmed-milk powder and butteroil food aid pro-
grammes for 1977. 
These programmes involve: 
(i) 45 000 tonnes of butteroil; 
(ii) 105 000 tonnes of skimmed-milk powder; 
(iii) direct aid of 49 310 tonnes of skimmed-milk 
powder and 19 990 tonnes of butteroil; the poor-
est countries and those facing special difficulties 
will receive the bulk of this aid; 
(iv) indirect aid, i.e. aid channelled through in-
ternational organizations, of 41 000 tonnes of 
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skimmed-milk powder and 22 000 tonnes of but· 
teroil. 
A reserve of 14 690 tonnes of skimmed-~ 
powder and 3 010 tonnes of butteroil will be con· 
stituted for emergencies. 
This Communication is a follow-up to the ce~ 
food aid programme proposed in October 1976· 
and adopted by the Council on 8 February 1977. ~ 
Ednergency moeasures 
2.2.13. On 3 May, the Commission approved 
emergency food aid measures involving 5 OOC 
tonnes of cereals for the Democratic Republic oi 
Madagascar. These measures will cost arounc 
600000 u.a. 
Food aid 
2.2.14. On 26 May, the Commission presentee 
to the Council a food aid programme fo1 
Chile-through the Catholic Relief Service 
(CRS}-involving 3 000 tonnes or skimmed-mm 
powder and 2 000 tonnes of butteroil. This oper· 
ation will cost around 3.41 million u.a. 
* 
2.2.15. At its meeting of 25 and 26 May, the 
Economic and Social Committee adopted a stud) 
drawn up by its staff on the Community's policJ 
on relations between industrialized and develop· 
ing countries. 
Bull. EC 2-1977, point 2.2.13. 
OJ C 123 of 25.5.1977. 
3 Bull. EC 10-1976, point 2315. 
4 Bull. EC 2-1977, point 2.2.14. 
Bull. EC 5-197 




2.2.16. The Conference for the negotiation of a 
new international sugar agreement, which opened 
in Geneva under the auspices of UNCTAD on 
18 April/ adjourned on 27 May without any fi-
nal decision being taken as to the form or con-
tent of the agreement. 
It was agreed that in July the Chairman of the 
Conference, the Executive Director of the Inter-
national Sugar Council, would call a meeting in 
London to consult the representatives of the 
main countries concerned and decide whether a 
second session of the Conference should be con-
vened before the end of the year. 
There was a broad consensus among countries as 
diverse as Cuba, Brazil, Australia and the United 
States and the EEC in favour of an international 
commodity agreement to encourage the stabiliza-
tion of prices on the world market around the 
middle of the price bracket negotiated in the 
agreement. 
There were differences of opinion on the 
methods of stabilizing prices, for the United 
States and the Community insisted on the need 
to build up substantial stocks in accordance with 
suitable arrangements whereas the other coun-
tries preferred to do no more than establish ex-
port quotas. 
While the positions of the United States and the 
Community are very similar as regards the con-
cept of a commodity agreement, the price bracket 
and the volume of stocks, they differ on other 
points: the United States recommends the use of 
~xport quotas to defend the minimum price (ex-
port quotas are not covered by the Community's 
negotiating mandate) and advocates the creation 
lull. EC 5-1977 
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of a special fund under the agreement to finance 
stocks (the Community could not go beyond a 
declaration relating to the need for consideration 
of the specific interests of the exporting develop-
ing countries). 
The United States and the Community will have 
spent the six weeks of the Conference pressing 
upon their partners the need for the sort of in-
ternational agreement which is truly capable of 
helping to stabilize prices. This implies participa-
tion in the storage costs borne by importing 
countries such as Canada and Japan, whereas the 
exporting and the importing countries went no 
further than the concession made in the short-
lived agreement of 1968, which was based on ex-
~rt quotas, even though the allocation and oper-
ation of quotas create difficulties chiefly in those 
countries promoting them. 
The Community has had to admit that it has no 
hope of imposing an agreement on its partners 
based exclusively on a price and stock mechan-
ism. 
In any case the exporting developing countries 
are interested in the idea of stocks only if they 
can obtain financial facilities to lighten the bur-
den of constituting and maintaining them. 
The Commission-which is acting for the Com-
munity in these negotiations-will assess the 
outcome of this initial session in the light of the 
brief given by the Council and will then make 
the requisite proposals concerning subsequent 
stages. 




Formulating and implementing the 
common commercial policy 
Import arrangements 
Relaxation of restrictions 
2.2.17. Under the Council Decision of 27 
March 1975 on unilateral import arrangements in 
respect of State-trading countries 1 the Commis-
sion took the following decisions in May to relax 
existing import restrictions: 
Italy and Romania: Opening of an exceptional 
quota for tractor engines;2 
Italy and Hungary: Opening of an exceptional 
supplementary quota for imports of photographic 
paper;2 
Italy and North Korea: Opening of an exceptional 
quota for electrolytic zinc. 2 
~afeguard measures 
2.2.18. On 3 May the Council adopted a Regu-
lation3 extending for three months the provision-
al anti-dumping duty which, on 4 February,4 the 
Commission imposed on ball bearings, tapered 
roller bearings and parts thereof, originating in 
Japan. The Commission had presented a propo-
sal for this Regulation on 6 April 5 so as to have 
more time to examine the facts of the case. 
2.2.19. On 27 May the Commission decided to 
subject to authorization imports into Germany of 
certain yarn and twine of hemp, of flax and of ra-
mie originating in Yugos/avia.6 No more than 80 
tonnes may be imported between the beginning 
of June and the end of December 1977. Imports 
have increased sharply in the last few years and 
the products are offered for sale at prices 17 to 
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21% lower than those charged by Community 
producers; this has resulted in market disruption. 
to which the Commission has therefore reacted 
with these quotas. 




2.2.20. The sharp increase in imports into the 
Benelux countries of jute yarn from Thailand and 
the resulting substantial injury to Benelux pro· 
ducers were the subject of consultations between 
the Community and Thailand, in accordance 
with the agreement concluded by exchange ot 
letters when Community generalized tariff prefer· 
ences became applicable to Thailand's exports o1 
jute products. 
Since no satisfactory solution was found, the 
Commission adopted safeguard measures 7 limit· 
ing imports of Thai jute yarn into the Benelu> 
countries to 4 030 tonnes for 1977. But these are 
only interim measures, and there will be furtheJ 
consultations between the two parties. 
Macao 
2.2.21. Under the Agreement between Macac 
and the Community on trade in textile pm 
ducts,8 consultations were held on the trend o 
imports into the Community, particularly th€ 
1 OJ L 99 of 21.4.1975. 
2 OJ C 137 of 10.6.1977. 
3 OJ L 112 of 4.5.1977. 
4 OJ L 34 of 5.2.1977 and Bull. EC 2-1977, point 2.2.20. 
5 Bull. EC 4-1977, point 2.2.30. 
6 OJ L 135 of 1.6.1977. 
OJ L 115 of 6.5.1977. 
Bull. EC 9-1975, point 2304 and 1-1977, point 2.2.22. 
Bull. EC 5-197 
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United Kingdom, of certain articles of clothing 
originating in Macao. 
During these consultations it was agreed that im-
ports of these products should be reduced. The 
Macao authorities expressed their willingness to 
introduce voluntary restraint for exports of the 
relevant products (men's jackets and blazers and 
women's blouses and shirt-blouses) into the 
United Kingdom. On 31 May the Commission 
adopted a Regulation 1 implementing the agreed 
measures. 
Korea 
2.2.22. On 25 May the Commission adopted a 
Regulation on the administration of quantitative 
limits on imports of certain textile products origi-
nating in the Republic of Korea;2 the Regulation 
allocates among the Member States the Commu-
nity quantitative limits set under the Agreement 
between the Community and Korea on trade in 
textile products.3 
Hungary 
2.2.23. On 31 May the Commission decided to 
recommend the Council to authorize it to open 
negotiations with Hungary for the conclusion of 
1 an Agreement on trade in textile products. Hun-
1~ gary is a party to the Multifibre Arrangement and the negotiations would be held on the basis of 
1 
that Arrangement, particularly Article 4. 
A similar Recommendation has been made for 
the opening of negotiations with Poland.4 An 
Agreement with Romania on trade in textile pro-
ducts5 has been in force since November 1976. 




Economic Commission for Latin America 
2.2.24. The Community was present as an ob-
server at the meeting held by the United Nations 
Economic Commission for Latin America in Ciu-
dad de Guatemala from 25 April to 5 May. 
The main item on the agenda was the regional 
evaluation of the international development 
strategy and the establishment of the new inter-
national economic order. The Latin-American 
countries had already worked together on prepar-
ation for this evaluation and for the resulting 
programme of action at a meeting of high-level 
government experts held in San Domingo in 
March. The 'Guatemala Evaluation' will be 
transmitted to the United Nations Economic and 
Social Council. 
The developed countries in ECLA nevertheless 
took part in the elaboration of resolutions, eight 
of which were adopted unanimously. One resolu-
tion concerns the value for Latin America and 
for the European Communities of strengthening 
mutual relations through a more effective dia-
logue at a higher level. 
Mr Enrique lnglesias, Executive Secretary of 
ECLA, would like to see ECLA promoting closer 
relations between Latin American countries and 
a group of developed countries including the Eu-
ropean Community. 
1 OJ L 137 of 3.6.1977. 
2 OJ L 131 of 26.5.1977. 
3 Bull. EC 11-1975, point 2309 and 12-1~76, point 2313. 
Bull. EC 12-1976, point 2315. 
Bull. EC 11-1976, point 2309. 
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United Nations Conference 
on Trade and Development 
Committee on Economic Cooperation 
among Developing Countries 
2.2.25. The new Committee on Economic Co-
operation among developing Countries, which 
was set up in accordance with two of the reso-
lutions adopted by UNCTAD in Nairobi in May 
1976,1 met in Geneva from 2 to 6 May. 
The main achievement of this meeting was to 
establish a programme of studies on economic 
cooperation among developing countries to be 
implemented by UNCTAD. These studies will 
cover a wide range of subjects, in particular the 
establishment of trade preferences among devel-
oping countries or groups of developing coun-
tries, including the possible setting-up of an over-
all system of preferences among developing 
countries. The next meeting of the Committee 
will take place in autumn 1978. 
Food and Agricultural Organization 
Committee on Commodity Problems 
2.2.26. The Community participated in the an-
nual session of the FAO Committee on Com-
modity Problems, held in Rome from 2 to 6 May. 
The Committee examined the world market situ-
ation for a number of products. The discus-
sions-on beef and veal and oleaginous products 
in particular-were sometimes lively and the 
Community representative intervened to clear up 
some misunderstandings. In a document distri-
buted at the opening of the meeting the develop-
ing countries stated their common opinion on the 
various items on the agenda, an unusual action 




World Food Council 
2.2.27. A meeting to prepare for the second 
session of the World Food Council-which is to 
take place from 20 to 24 June in Manila-was 
held from 9 to 14 May in Rome with the Com-
munity taking part. 
Documents prepared by the Secretariat of the 
World Council and dealing with various sub-
jects-trade in food products, food aid, nutrition, 
etc.-were discussed in detail. These documents 
contained some draft resolutions to be submitted 
to the Council. The Group of 77 had also pre-
pared its own draft resolutions. With all these 
alternative versions before them the participants 
in the end were unable to reach agreement on 
the formulation of the resolutions to be presented 
to the Council. 
Committee on Food Aid Policies 
and Programmes 
2.2.28. The Community also took part in a 
meeting of the Committee on Food Aid Policies 
and Programmes which was held in Rome from 
16 to 27 May. In order to enable a minimum ob-
jective to be laid down for food aid in the form 
of both cereals and other products, the Commit-
tee asked the Secretariat to prepare, in consulta-
tion with recipient countries and with United Na-
tions specialized agencies, a systematic method 
for estimating food requirements. 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
GATT Council 
2.2.29. At the GATT Council of Representa-
tives meeting held on 23 May, the Japanese rep-
resentative-supported, among others, by the 
1 Bull. EC 5-1976, points 1201 to 1211. 
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Community representative-reported on the seri-
ous concern in his country over the New York 
Customs Court's decision in the action brought 
against the US Treasury Department by Zenith 
Corporation; since th~s decision appeared to con-
tradict the rules and practices of international 
trade. 
In its ruling the New York Customs Court took 
the view that exemption or repayment upon ex-
port of taxes on certain electronic products re-
garded as indirect within the meaning of the Ja-
panese Commodity Tax Law constituted the 
granting of a •net bounty or grant' under US law 
on countervailing duties. The decision of the 
Court is, however, in contradiction with the pro-
visions of Articles VI(4) and XVI of the General 
Agreement and may have a major and serious 
impact on international trade, given that the 
United States itself and all its trade partners ap-
ply indirect taxes of the same kind as those 
which the Customs Court considered as being li-
able for application of countervailing duties. If 
this measure were not revoked promptly, there 
was a risk that it might be rapidly extended to 
other products, thus threatening by degrees all 
international trade. 
The Council therefore set up a working party to 
examine the compatibility of the US decision 
with the relevant provisions of the General 
Agreement; this group should begin its work in 
the very near future. 
1
At the same meeting the four reports by the pan-
els set up to assess the US DISC tax arrange-
ments and certain tax practices in Belgium, 
France and the Netherlands were referred to the 
Council for the third time. Once again the EEC 
spokesman stressed that the four cases should 
each be dealt with separately and he remarked in 
this connection that the panel's opinion on the 
DISC system was tantamount to unequivocal 
condemnation. This point of view was supported 
by a number of other delegations (Canada, Japan 
Switzerland), which pressed for the DISC syste~ 
to be brought to an end soon. However, in the 
light of the differences of opinion which still exist 
Bull. EC 5-1977 
the Chairman of the GATT Council referred ex-
amination of the four cases to a later meeting. 
Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development 
Executive Committee 
2.2.30. The Commission participated in the spe-
cial session of the Executive Committee of the 
OECD which was held in Paris on 10 May. At 
the meeting the Committee, in the wake of the 
Downing Street Summit 1 and before the CIEC 
Ministerial Conference! took stock of the state 
of economic relations between the member coun-
tries of OECD in the light of the medium term 
strategy adopted in 19763. and the trend and fu-
ture p~ospects of relations with the developing 
countnes. 
Noting the interdependence of economies and 
economic policies, the Committee saw the con-
clusions of the London meeting as confirmation 
of the approach followed by the medium-term 
strategy. In this context the Committee gave its 
a~tention to the uncertainties regarding the finan-
cmg of balance of payments disequilibria. With 
regard to trade matters it found that there was a 
fairly wide convergence of views in favour of re-
,newing the 1974 Trade Pledge4 for a further 
year; the Community for its part wanted the 
Trade Pledge to be renewed without any textual 
changes. ' 
In spite of the difficulties still existing in the 
CIEC negotiations the f~ling prevailed that this 
Conference could end successfully, for the indus-
trialized countries had expressed their political 
determination to see that it ended well, since the 
success of the Conference-which would be re-
flected by an improvement in 'North-South rela-
1 Points 1.6.1 to 1.6.14. 
2 Points 1.2.1 to 1.2.12. 
3 Bull. EC 6-1976, point 2325. 
4 Bull. EC 5-1974, point 2307. 
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tions-was in the interests of both parties. It also 
considered that an in-depth appraisal of the fu-
ture of those relations and their place in the in-
ternational economic context might be begun af-
ter the CIEC when the member countries of the 
OECD should endeavour to define an overall 
view of their objectives. 
Working Party on Shipbuilding 
2.2.31. The OECD Working Party on Ship-
building met again in Paris on 3 and 4 May. The 
Community representative gave an account of 
the support measures which certain Member 
States were considering taking to cope with the 
difficulties currently· facing their shipyards.1 
Council of Europe 
European Conference of Local 
and Regional Authorities 
2.2.32. The European Conference of Local and 
Regional Authorities in Europe met in plenary 
session from 24 to 26 May. 
In an address delivered at the opening meeting 
Mr Giolitti, the member of the Commission with 
special responsibility for regional policy and the 
coordination of the Community's financial instru-
ments, reviewed the activities of the European 
Regional Development Fund since 1975: a 945 
million u.a. contribution had been made to the fi-
nancing of some 3 300 projects, which enabled 
60 000 jobs to be created or maintained in 1975 
and 55 000 in 1976. He stressed that the ERDF, 
although a vital instrument, was not, however, 
enough to correct the Community's imbalances. 
Mr Giolitti then sketched the broad outline of 
Community regional policy which the Commis-
sion intended to propose to the Council. 2 He 
concluded by emphasizing that the regional pol-
icy was one of the pillars of the European con-
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struction. If what people wanted was a Commu-
nity of free and equal peoples and not merely a 
market controlled by summit-level diplomatic 
agreements, the Community must be built on 
solid and balanced foundations. 
Mediterranean countries 
Greece 
2.2.33. The EEC-Greece Association Council 
met in Brussels on 4 May. It studied the draft 
annual report which the Association Council has 
to submit to the Joint Parliamentary Commit-
tee.3 
2.2.34. The EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentary 
Committee met in Mitilini from 16 to 18 May, 
Mr Papaligouras, the Greek Minister for Coordin-
ation and President of the Association Council, 
Mr Tomlinson, the UK Under-Secretary of State, 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office and· President 
of the Council of the Communities, and Mr Na-
tali, Vice-President of the Commission, also at-
tended this meeting. 
The Joint Committee's discussions centred on 
the development of the EEC-Greece Association 
·and in particular on matters relating to the har-
monization of agricultural policies and the rapid 
implementation of the second Financial Protocol. 
Among the other topics discussed were questions 
relating to Greece's accession negotiations and, 
more generally, the possible enlargement of the 
Community to include other countries. Lastly, 
the Committee examined the international politi-
cal situation and in particular in the eastern Med-
iterranean region. 
After these discussions, the Parliamentary 
Committee adopted recommendations-on the 
1 Point 2.1.9. 
2 Points 1.1.1 to 1.1.9. 
3 Point 2.2.34. 
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themes of association and accession-which it 
sent to the Association Council and the other 
competent bodies. 
2.2.35. On 25 May, the Council of the Commu-
nities adopted a regulation 1 laying down arrange-
ments to apply to imports of Greek wine into the 
Community as from 29 April 1977? A Commu-
nity quota of 284 220 hectolitres was opened until 
31 December 1977, with a tariff reduction of 
85%. 
Turkey 
2.2.36. The third Financial Protocol with Tur-
key, concluded on 3 February 1977,3 was signed 
in Brussels on 12 May. It provides for 310 million 
EUA to be committed by 31 October 1981, 220 
million EUA from budgetary appropriations and 
90 million EUA in EIB loans; it will enter into 
force as soon as the Member States of the Com-
munity and Turkey have deposited their instru-
ments of ratification. 
Cyprus 
2.2.37. On 16 and 27 May, negotiations took 
place in Brussels between the Community and 
Cyprus in order to define the trade relations be-
tween the two parties beyond 1 July 1977. 
The aim of these negotiations is to conclude an 
Additional Protocol extending the first stage of 
the Association Agreement, which expires on 30 




?.2.38. At its sitting on 12 May, Parliament4 
ielivered its opinion on a Commission proposal 
:o the Council for the Conclusion of an Addi-
:ional Protocol to the Agreement between the 
Bull. EC 5-1977 
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Community and Israel and the Protocol relating 
to Financial cooperation. 
Mashrek 
2.2:39. On 17 May, the Council adopted three 
regulations5 officially concluding the interim 
agreements with Egypt, Jordan and Syria, signed 
in Brussels on 18 January 1977.6 
* 
2.2.40. At its sitting on 13 May, Parliament7 
delivered its opinion on the conclusion of cooper-
ation agreements between the European Com-
munity and Egypt, Jordan and Syria. 
Lebanon 
2.2 .41. The cooperation agreement between the 
Community and Lebanon~ was signed in Brus-
sels on 3 May.9 An interim agreement for the 
advanced implementation of the trade provisioru 
was also signed.10 This will enter into force on 1 
July. -
Spain 
2.2.42. Negotiations between the Community 
and Spain, with a view to adapting the Trade 
Agreement of 1970, took place in Brussels on 6 
and 27 May. They will continue during June. 
1 OJ L 131 of 26.5.1977. 
2 Bull. EC 4-1977, point 2.2.54. 
3 Bull. EC 2-1977, point 2.2.33. 
4 Point 2.3.26. 
5 OJ L 126 of 23.5.1977. 
6 Bull. EC 1-1977, points 1.3.1 to 1.3.9. 
7 Point 2.3.27. 
8 Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.2.45. 
9 Points 1.5.1 to 1.5.4. 
10
- OJ L 133 of 27.5.1977. 
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Yugoslavia 
2.2.43. The new EEC-Yugoslavia Subcommit-
tee, created by the Joint Committee on 29 March 
1977 ,I met for the frrst time on 26 May in Brus-
sels. There was an exchange of views on eco-
nomic and monetary problems, which enabled 
both sides to describe their balance of payments 
situation, their medium-term economic policy 
programme and for Yugoslavia to describe the 
difficulties it encounters in gaining access to the 
capital markets. 
In accordance with the task assigned to it, the 
Joint Subcommittee also tried to identify the pri-
ority sectors for developing and strengthening 
cooperation in the fields of transport, environ-
ment and tourism. 
ACP States and the OCT 
Lome Convention 
Visit of the President of the 
Ivory Coast to the Commission 
2.2.44. Mr Houphouet-Boigny, the President of 
the Ivory Coast, paid an official visit to the Com-
mission on 6 May. He attended a working meet-
ing of the Commission and took the opportunity 
to underline the need to find a solution to the 
debt problem of the developing countries and to 
establish stable and profitable prices for cocoa. 
The Commission and the President of the Ivory 
Coast found that they shared much the same 
views on these two questions and on the other 
subjects dealt with during the conversations. 
Export earnings from commodities 
Stabex 
2.2.45. On 16 May, the frrst batch of transfer 
agreements for 1976, under the scheme for the 
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stabilization of export earnings (Stabex) set up 
under the Lome Convention were signed. The 
Commission took its decisions on these agree-
ments on 4 April.2 A number of changes were 
made following the decisions of the EEC-ACP 
Council in Fiji;3 finally the frrst batch contains 
_nine transfers (instead of eleven) involving seven 
countries (instead of nine) and eight products. 
Sugar 
2.2.46. Negotiations on the guaranteed price for 
ACP sugar, which began on 28 April4 ended on 
13 May. 
The compromise, which will be adopted by the 
usual procedure of an exchange of letters be-
tween the Community and the ACP States con-
cerned, is as follows: 
(i) For the period from 1 May 1977 to 30 June 
1978, the guaranteed prices referred to in Arti-
cle 5(4) of the Protocol on sugar annexed to the 
Lome Convention have been fixed as follows: for 
unrefined sugar, 27.25 EUA per 100 kg and for 
white sugar, 33.83 EUA per 100 kg. 
These prices are for unpacked sugar, cif European 
ports in the Community, of the quality defined 
by Community regulations. 
(ii) In view of the changes in the definition of 
the Community's intervention prices and other 
important factors, the Community hopes that the 
guaranteed price for unrefined ACP sugar and 
the adoption of the proposed special arrange-
ments for self-balancing of contributions and re-
funding of storage costs for preferential sugar will 
enable the ACP States to obtain a price of not 
less than 28.20 u.a. per 100 kg on the Commu-
nity market during the 1977178 delivery period. 
1 Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.2.48. 
2 Bull. EC 4-1977, point 2.2.62. 
3 Bull. EC4-1977, point 2.2.61. 
4 Bull. EC4-1977, point 2.2.63. 
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(iii) The Community hopes that the guaranteed 
price for ACP white sugar will result in a market 
price of 35.60 u.a. per 100 kg. 
At its meeting of 16 and 17 May, the Council 
endorsed the outcome of the negotiations on the 
guaranteed prices for sugar for 1977/78. 
Industrial cooperation 
2.2.47. The ACP-EEC Industrial Cooperation 
Committee, which met in Brussels on 18 May, 
adopted the 1977 working programme and annual 
budget of the Centre for Industrial Development. 
Financial and technical cooperation 
2.2.48. An indicative programme of financial 
and technical cooperation, within the framework 
of the Lome Convention, was signed in Brussels 
on 3 May following talks between a delegation of 
the Federal Republic of Nigeria, headed by Mr 
Aboubakar Alhadji, Secretary-General of the Fed-
eral Ministry of Trade, and a Commission dele-
gation. 
European Development Fund 
New financing decisions 
2.2.49. Following the favourable op1mon de-
livered by the EDF Committee, the Commission 
took new financing decisions in May, bringing 
the total commitments under the fourth EDF to 
677 234 000 EUA; the new decisions concern the 
following projects: 
Malawi - Nkula Falls 11 hydro-electric project: 
8 500 000 EUA. 
Kenya - Upper Tana reservoir scheme: 
28 750 000 EUA. 
ACP States and the OCl 
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Upper Volta - Improvement of sanitation in the 
town of Ouagadougou (development of the 
Moro-Naba backwater): 5 200 000 EUA. 
Grenada - Extensions to St George's General 
Hospital: 200000 EUA. 
Guinea-Bissau- Development of cotton produc· 
tion: 6 000 000 EUA; Multiannual training 
programme for the period 1976-80: 980 000 EUA 
Senegal - First annual microproject programme 
1976-80: 340 000 EUA. 
Lesotho - Basic agricultural services programme: 
(BASP): 3 000 000 EUA. 
Malawi - Upgrading of the Karonga-Chiweu 
road pavement: 2 475 000 EUA. 
Liberia - Multiannual training programme fo1 
the period 1976-80: 1100 000 EUA. 
Ghana - Multiannual training programme fo1 
the period 1976-80: 2 250 000 EUA. 
Ethiopia - Water-engineering system: 12 800 ()()( 
EUA. 
Congo - Water supply for the towns of Nkay1 
and lmpfondo: 3 650 000 EUA. 
Gambia - First annual rnicroproject programme: 
370000 EUA. 
Botswana Ranch management centre: 
1 045 000 EUA. 
Central African Empire - Repairing the Bangui-
Damara road (65 km): 3 290 000 EUA. 
Liberia - Construction of the Tartule-Karloke 
road: 4 800 000 EUA. 
Comoros - Exceptional aid: 1 297 000 EUA. 




Negotiations in progress 
2.2.50. Negotiations between the Community 
and Spain continued in Brussels on 18 May with 
a view to concluding a long-term framework 
agreement on fisheries. 
2.2.51. On 17 and 18 May a new round of con-
sultations took place in Brussels between the 
Community and Norway as regards granting catch 
quotas to Community fishermen in Norwegian 
waters. 
Interim measures 
2.2.52. On 16 May/ the Council adopted a 
Regulation laying down certain interim measures 
for the conservation and management of fishery 
resources applicable to vessels flying the flag of 
five non-member countries in the 200-mile zone 
off the coast of the French department of Gui-
ana. The non-member countries concerned are 
Brazil, Korea, the United States, Japan and Suri-
nam. 
Fisheries Commission 
2.2.53. On 16 May, the Commission sent the 
Council a Communication concerning multilater-
al cooperation on fishing. This paper sets out the 
position to be taken by the Community at the 
meetings of the International Commission for 
the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries (ICNAF) from 
31 May to 14 June in Ottawa, and the North-
East Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC) 




2.2.54. At its 13 May sitting, Parliament3 de-
livered its Opinion on a proposal from the Com-
mission to the Council on the conclusion of an 
agreement between the Community and the 
United States concerning fishing off the coast of 
the United States. 
Industrialized countries 
United States 
2.2.55. On 6 May, the American State Depart-
ment informed the Community's Washington 
Delegation that exports of highly enriched urani-
um to the Community would be resumed. Mr 
Brunner, Member of the Commission responsible 
for Energy, expressed his satisfaction at this an-
nouncement and said that he saw this move as 
a good omen for the outcome of the Commun-
ity's talks. 
EFT A countries 
2.2.56. Following the Conference of Members oj 
the Governments of the EFTA countries held in 
Vienna on 13 May, Mr Haferkamp, Vice-Presi-
dent of the Commission with special responsibil-
ity for external relations, made a statement to the 
press in which he emphasized that the meeting 
was an important step in the efforts to overcome 
current world economic problems. 
He also recalled that the final tariff barriers be-
tween the Community and the EFT A States 
would be removed on 1 July for most industrial 
products. After a transitional period of four and 
a half years, Western Europe would in practice 
have an internal trading area with a population of 
over 300 million, the successful culmination of a 
1 The internal aspects of fisheries are dealt with under • Ag-
riculture and fisheries'. 
2 OJ L 123 of 17.5.1977. 
3 Point 2.3.24. 
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variety of efforts that date back to the fifties and 
sixties. 
Lastly, Mr Haferkamp remarked that the free 
trade agreements which the Community had 
concluded with each of the EFT A States after 
enlargement had functioned well; free trade must 
now be further extended and secured. 
Japan 
Official visit by Mr Hajerkamp to Japan 
2.2.57. Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the 
Commission, paid an official visit to Japan from 
18 to 21 May. He was received in audience by 
Emperor Hirohito and had talks with the Prime 
Minister, Mr Fukuda, the Foreign Minister, Mr 
Hatoyana, and Mr Tanaka, Minister of Interna-
tional Trade .and Industry. 
In addition to the conversations with the Gov-
ernment, talks were held with Mr Doto, Presi-
dent of the Federation of Japanese Industries and 
with trade union leaders. 
The main areas covered during this visit were the 
general economic situation, particularly in the 
i Community and Japan, multilateral questions of 
mutual interest (North-South Dialogue and mul-
tilateral trade negotiations) and bilateral trade 
•problems. 
louring his official visit, Mr Haferkamp took part 
in the work of the tenth round of high-level con-
sultations between the Community and Japan. 1 
High-level consultations 
2.2.58. The tenth round of regular high-level 
consultations took place in Tokyo on 19 and 
20 May. The consultations were opened on a 
ministerial level by the Japanese Foreign Minis-
ter, Mr Hatoyana, and Mr Haferkamp, Vice-Pres-
ident of the Commission. 
Bull. EC 5-1977 
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Both sides agreed that close cooperation was ne-
cessary to cope with the problem of the Commu-
nity's increasing trade balance deficit with Japan. 
The Community delegation emphasized that 
further rapid progress is required in removing 
Japanese barriers impeding Community exports 
to Japan. It was agreed to continue speedily the 
sector-by-sector examination in order to facilitate 
the Community's export possibilities in fields 
such as processed agricultural products, chemi-
cals, pharmaceuticals, diesel engines, etc. 
The previous high-level meeting took place on 15 
and 16 November 1976.2 
ECSC-Japan Contact Group 
2.2.59. In the framework of the ECSC-Japan 
Contact Group, delegations from the Commis-
sion and the Japanese Government met in Tokyo 
on 23 and 24 May. 
Discussions covered the general economic situa-
tion and the special situation of the steel markets 
of both countries. The Community delegation ex-
plained in some detail to the Japanese authorities 
the programme of crisis measures which the 
Commission was implementing, while emphasiz-
ing in this context the special nature of imports 
of steel products from non-member countries. 
Lastly, information was exchanged on the evolu-
tion of investments in the iron and steel industry 




2.2.60. At the invitation of the Indian Govern-
ment, Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the 
Point 2.2.58. 




' ' . 
Commission responsible for external relations, 
visited India from 14 to 17 May. 
Mr Haferkamp was received by the Prime Min-
ister, Mr Morarji Desai. He also had talks with 
Mr Atal Bihari Vajpayee, Minister of External 
Affairs, Mr H.M. Patel, Minister of Finance, Mr 
Mohan Dharia, Minister of Commerce, Mr 
Georges Fernandes, Minister of Communications 
and Mr Biju Patnaik, Minister of Steel and 
Mines. 
The most important subject discussed was the-
North-South Dialogue and the conversation 
helped the two sides to understand each other's 
position and to obtain a clearer view of the con-
ditions in which a successful outcome could be 
reached. 
As far as bilateral relations between India and the 
Community were concerned, Mr Haferkamp 
stressed during his talks with his Indian hosts 
that closer bilaterial cooperation should be 
reached ~n the framework of the Commercial 
Cooperation Agreement (which came into force 
on 1 April 1977) by identifying sectors where 
such cooperation could be established between 
European and Indian ftrms via closer contacts or 
joint ventures. 
Latin America 
2.2.61. At the Commission's invitation, Mr 
Jaime Moncayo, Permanent Secretary of SELA 
(Latin American Economic System), visited Mr 
Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission 
responsible for external relations, and Mr Cheys-
son, Member of the Commission responsible for 
development policy, on 26 May. Mr Moncayo, 
who was accompanied by Mr Maldonado and Mr 
Bermudez, directors of SELA administrative 
units for coordination and consultation and for 
programmes and projects, took part with Com-
mission staff in a working session. 
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This was the ftrst official contact between the 
Permanent Secretariat of SELA and the Commis-
sion in order to explore the practical possibilities 
of cooperation on the SELA work programme. In 
this context, a study will also be made of new 
forms of cooperation between the Community 
and SELA in its capacity as a coordinating body 
grouping together all the Latin-American coun-
tries. 
Commission and Permanent Secretariat represen-
tatives will meet to examine jointly the possibil-
ities of the Community cooperating in the execu-
tion of the frrst speciftc regional projects fmalized 
by SELA under its work programme. These pro-
jects relate in particular to the food and agricul-
ture, fertilizer and craft sectors. 
At the same time, with the aim of improving the 
overall dialogue between the EEC and Latin Am-
erica, contacts between the Commission and the 
Permanent Secretariat of SELA will be geared to 
seeking proposals for each of the two parties to 
submit to their respective Councils. 
In this connection, the Commission mentioned 
the Community's policy of cooperation with non-
associated developing countries, one of the guid-




2.2.62. On 3 May, the Council agreed that hu-
manitarian aid amounting to 100 000 u.a. should 
be granted to the victims of the earthquake 
which occurred in Romania on 4 March. 
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European policy 
Informal meeting of Foreign Ministers 
2.3.1. The Foreign Ministers of the Nine held 
an informal meeting at Leeds Castle on 21 and 
22 May. Mr Roy Jenkins, President of the Com-
mission, attended. The meeting was chaired by 
Dr David Owen, President of the Council. The 
main theme was the complex of problems raised 
by the prospect of further enlargement of the 
Community, and notably the functioning of its 
institutions. 
The position of the Commission remains: 
(i) Political acceptance of the likelihood that 
new members will be joining; 
(ii) Recognition of the existence of real and se-
rious problems, which must be examined but 
which need not prevent enlargement; 
(ill) Allowance for the different situations of the 
applicant countries. 
With Greece, negotiations are already under way. 
They must be continued in good faith with the 
firm objective of reaching a successful conclu-
sion. As regards Portugal, the Commission must 
give its Opinion by the end of the year. Spain has 
not made an application for membership but may 
do so. While making allowance for the different 
situations of the applicant countries the Commu-
nity must clearly consider the effects of enlarge-
ment as a whole. 
Meeting of the Ministers 
of the Interior 
2.3.2. The Ministers of the Interior of the nine 
Member States held an informal meeting in Lon-
·don on 31 May, The main item of discussion was 
the fight against terrorism. 
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The following press release was issued after the 
meeting: 
At their meeting in Luxembourg in June 1976 
Ministers of the Interior, and Ministers of Justice 
having similar responsibilities, of the Member 
States of the European Community agreed on a 
programme of work to be carried out by officials 
to strengthen cooperation on matters arising in 
the field of their responsibilities, in particular 
with regard to law and order. Ministers held a 
second meeting in London on 31 May in order to 
review progress and commission further work. 
Ministers noted with satisfaction that existing 
cooperation between Member States had been 
greatly strengthened through the activities of the . 
working groups of experts that had been set up 
to implement the programme agreed at Luxem-
bourg. They endorsed proposals by officials for 
developing practical and effective measures to 
cope with problems which transcend national 
boundaries, taking due account of the activities 
of other international bodies. 
The Ministers reached the following conclusions 
on the areas under consideration by Officials: 
1. The MinisterS reaft"trmed that terrorism is a 
crime, from whatever motive it is practised, and 
should be treated as such: but they recognized 
that it posed special problems for law enforce-
ment and security agencies. They welcomed ar-
rangements proposed to strengthen and develop 
the exchange of information about terrorist activ-
ities and techniques for handling mlijor terrorist 
incidents. The Ministers stressed the importance 
of the closest possible cooperation between the 
relevant agencies in each country in the exchange 
of information about activities of terrorist and 
subversive groups. The Ministers agreed that in 
the event of an imminent threat of terrorist ac-
tion, the authorities in the countries concerned 
should take immediate cooperative action as ne-
cessary. 
2. Ministers agreed that representatives of 
Member States should continue to discuss mat-
ters of common concern in combating interna-
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tional terrorism (a number of which, such as traf-
_f~ in ~~. were specifically identified during 
the course of the meeting) and to evaluate the 
experience gained by Member States in handling 
previous terrorist incidents. 
3. The Ministers welcomed arrangements for 
establishing working groups of experts in the 
technical field and agreed that arrangements 
should be put in hand for the exchange of police 
personnel and for the convening of a conference 
of experts to consider aspects of police training. 
4. They agreed on arrangements proposed for 
developing cooperation between Member States 
in the field of civil aviation security. 
5. They agreed that a working group of experts 
should be set up to provide for the exchange of 
views, information and experience on all aspects 
of measures against fire and other related tasks. 
6. They instructed senior officials to put in 
hand arrangements to implement these conclu-
sions and to report back to a further meeting of 
Ministers. 
* 
2.3.3. At its 11 May sitting, Parliament also 
adopted a Resolutiont on the Community's in-
formation policy with particular reference to the 
Commission information programme in prepara-
tion for direct elections to Parliament2 and a Res-
olution on the protection and defence of human 
rights.J 
Institutions and organs 
of the Communities 
Parliament 
Part-session in Strasbourg 
from 9 to 13 May 
2.3.4. The May sittings in Parliament4 were 
dominated by a thorough debate on the funda-
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mental problems of energy and the environment. 
For the first time Parliament, in an exhaustive 
debate, looked at the whole nexus of problems 
connected with the violation of human rights in 
both East and West. The plans for mutual and 
balanced force reductions (MBFR) were also de-
bated. 
The remaining items on the agenda concerned 
the reform of the Social Fund, the information 
programme for the direct elections, the economic 
situation in the Community, further develop-
ments in the farm price discussions, the Euro-
pean Export Bank, the Multifibre Arrangement, 
the Court of Auditors, simplifying international 
travel and cooperation with Israel. 
Parliament paid tribute to one of its members, 
Hermann Spillecke (S/D) who died suddenly. Mr 
Spillecke, who took his seat in the House at the 
beginning of the year, was a member of the 
Committee on the Environment, Public Health 
and Consumer Protection, the Committee on En-
ergy and Research and the Committee on the 
Rules of Procedure and Petitions. 
Parliament also paid tribute to the former Minis-
ter of Economic Affairs and Federal Chancellor, 
Ludwig Erhard who died recently. When in of-
fice as President of the Council, he had frequent-
ly· taken part in Parliament's debates. The Pres-
ident, Mr Colombo spoke in praise of Mr Er-
hard's dedicated work and the economic rise of 
the Federal Republic of Germany. 
1 Point 2.3.11. 
2 Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.3.3. 
3 Point 2.3.10. 
4 This report was prepared from 'Information' published by 
Parliament's Secretariat. 
The complete texts of the Resolutions passed by Parliament 
are reproduced in OJ C 133 fo 6.6.1977 and the report of pro-
ceedings is contained in OJ Annex No. 217. 
The political group and nationality of members are indicated 
in brackets by the following abbreviations: C-D = Christian 
Democrats, S = Socialists, L = Liberals and Democrats, C 
= European Conservatives, EPD = European Progressive 
Democrats, COM = Communists and Allies; B = Belgium, 
DK = Denmark, D = Federal Republic of Germany, F = 
France, IRL = Ireland, I = Italy, L = Luxembourg, NL = 
Netherlands, UK = United Kingdom. 
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Energy and the environment: 
debate on the fundamentals 
(10 May) 
2.3.5. The so far unexplained disappearance of 
200 tonnes of natural uranium and the accident 
at the North Sea oil-rig 'Bravo' served as a top-
ical lead-in to the general debate on energy. 
For the Commission, Mr Brunner explained how 
the uranium, placed under the control of the Eu-
ratom authorities, had disappeared en route be-
tween Rotterdam and Genoa in 1968. Vice-Pres-
ident Natali spoke about the North Sea oil disas-
ter. The general debate revolved on five oral 
questions concerning. the problems ~f energy ~ro­
duction and the environment, uraniUm supphes, 
common energy policy and a report by the Com-
mittee on Energy and Research on financial mea-
sures to promote the use of coal for electricity 
generation. 
2.3.6. Mr Brunner, Member of the Commis-
sion answered a question from the Socialist 
, , 1 Group to the effect that Euratom s contro sys-
tem had operated efficiently in the still unsolved 
case of the missing 200 tonnes of uranium. The 
Commission departments had been quick to no-
tice the loss and call in the responsible security 
authorities of the Member States concerned, who 
had made further investigations. At all events, 
said Mr Brunner, this affair, which dated back to 
1968 and 1969, should not be judged by the 
standards of 1977. At that time, before the Non-
proliferation Treaty was concluded, uranium was 
not specially controlled and protected. 
Meanwhile, we had learnt from experience. The 
transporters and intermediaries were covered by 
Euratom safeguards; all movements must now 
be notified in advance. Mr Brunner was pleased 
to be able to tell the House that it had been pos-
sible to stop a further delivery to one of the firms 
involved in the uranium scandal. 
2.3. 7. During the general debate, many Group 
spokesmen and individual speakers spoke of the 
risk factors of present-day energy policy. 
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Mr Flamig (D) summed up the viewpoint ~f t~e 
Socialists when he called for more economies m 
using energy, the development of . alte~ative 
sources and acceptance of the principle safety 
before profit'. He found that the energy dilemma 
centred on the need to consider all possible tech-
nical implications of policy decisions, the ques-
tion of conflicting expert opinion, the problem of 
correlating economic growth and energy supply 
and the task of reducing dependence on imports. 
The Chairman of the Committee on Energy and 
Research and the spokesman for the Christian 
Democrat Group, Mrs W alz (D), said that it was 
imperative to reach an international consensus on 
the storage and use of nuclear fuels. It was un-
acceptable that within the Atlantic Communi~y, 
one side should have a monopoly of supply while 
the other found its economic development 
hindered. Mr W a1z also referred to the conse-
quences for energy supply and jobs, if building 
was halted on nuclear power stations. 
2.3.8. Mr Zeyer (C-D/D) expanded the points 
made concerning the plans to promote the use of 
coal for electricity generation. He endorsed the 
views of the rapporteur, Lord Bessborough 
(C/UK), who had spoken to the Commission's 
proposals on financial measures to promote the 
use of coal in generating electricity. 1 
2.3.9. In the debate, Mr Brunner and Mr Natali 
called on the responsible politicians to give their 
electorates a clear picture of the exigenci~s Qf en-
ergy policy and of how securi~y of ~~PP I¥, eco-
nomic growth and consequently stability m em-
ployment were all interrelated. Only by dive~ify­
ing its energy supply could Europe free Itself 
from energy dependency. 
At the end of the debate, Parliament, with one 
abstention, unanimously adopted Lord Bessbo-
rough's report on Community fmancial measures 
to promote the use of coal for electricity gener-
ation. 





2.3.10. Deeply concerned that force, persecution 
and disregard of the most fundamental human 
rights were more widespread than ever, Parlia-
ment expressed its solidarity with all men and 
women throughout the world whose freedoms 
were violated. The debate was prompted by the 
renewed outbreak and escalation of violations of 
human rights throughout the world. It was based 
on two questions (one by Mr Fellermaier for the 
Socialist Group, the other by Mr Bertrand for the 
Christian Democrats) on the protection of human 
rights in Europe and the world and a report from 
the Political Affairs Committee presented by Mr 
Johnston (L/UK). 
The Resolution at the end of the debate, passed 
by a ·majority, called for a joint position at the 
preparatory meeting in Belgrade in 1977 (follow-
ing on Helsinki) on the part of the Community 
institutions and the Member States' Foreign Min-
isters acting in the context of political coopera-
tion. They should also 'obtain recognition of the 
link between the pursuit of a policy of detente 
and willingness to respect fundamental rights and 
freedoms'. Throughout the world-and particu-
larly within the United Nations Organization and 
its Human Rights Commission, whose role 
should be strengthened-they should work for 
the application of more effective resources in 
combating all violations of human dignity and be 
ready to make joint representations. The House 
undertook, in its own external relations and in-
terparliamentary contacts, to bear in mind the 
question of human rights and fundamental free-
dams. 
Mr Bertrand (C-D/B) spoke of the distressing re-
ports from Amnesty International on the torture 
of political prisoners, the detention of political 
opponents without any form of court decision 
and the disappearance without trace of witnesses 
and detainees, which were daily occurrences in 
many countries of the World-all of this only 
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Rights was signed in Paris in 1948 and during 
the Year of the Political Prisoner (1977). In the 
face of this menacing development, it was the 
Community's duty to help to ensure stricter re-
spect of human rights-the common basis of Eu-
ropean culture-both inside and outside the 
Community. Protection of human rights must 
come before the principle of non-intervention. Mr 
Bertrand asked the Commission, the Council and 
the nine Foreign Ministers to say what measures, 
in which international bodies and by means of 
what sanctions the Community was going to act. 
For the Socialist Group, Mr Sieglerschmidt (D) 
said that we ourselves were not really a shining 
example by which to judge other countries. There 
were nevertheless qualitative differences which 
should be emphasized. The crusade against vio-
lations of human rights should not be misused as 
a political weapon. Then again there were no 
ready-made solutions for coming to the aid of op-
pressed people. The Final Act of the CSCE had 
become a charter for citizens' rights movements 
in Eastern Europe. Was it really possible, regard-
less of the bloc to which they belonged, to act 
against countries in which human rights were vi-
olated? Even the President of the United States; 
Mr Carter, had had to concede that security con-
siderations might have to take precedence over 
the protection of human rights. But, said Mr 
Sieglerschmidt, he held no brief for cynical 
Machiavellianism; we must simply recognize our 
limitations. 
Speaking as the rapporteur of the Political Affairs 
Committee, Mr Johnston (LIUK) said that the 
old days of the double standard, when each side 
had eyes only for violations of human rights in 
the opposite political camp, were now over. For 
democratic politicians, ideals were indivisible and 
justice must prevail for all, no matter what their 
political colour. He therefore called upon the 
Communist Group to rally behind the resolution 
motion supported by all the other Groups. 
The Council and the Commission both supported 
the demands in Parliament's Resolution. Mr Haf-
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erkamp, Vice-President of the Commission de-
clared that they were all united in their concern 
over the violations of human rights in the world, 
in condemnin_g them and in believing that there 
was no panacea. Lofty declarations and resolu-
tions were of no further help. Human rights de-
manded concrete action wherever possible, and 
the more the Nine could appear and act together 
the more successful they would be. One concrete 
possibility open to the Community could be to 
make its agreements conditional upon partner 
countries being signatories to the United Nations 
Declaration of Human Rights. The Community 
could provide a general human rights clause for 
future agreements. Autonomous measures, like 
food aid or financial assistance, which were not 
bound by agreements, could be made to depend 
on the protection of human rights. 
Mr Tomlinson, President of the Council and the 
Chairman of the Foreign Ministers' Conference 
on political cooperation, recalled that, in 1973 the 
Community had recognized the protection of hu-
man rights as a basic feature of the European id-
entity. Action to safeguard human rights must 
nevertheless be carefully measured to protect the 
interests of those concerned. Discreet pressure 
through diplomatic channels was often the most 
successful way. The aim of the Nine was to 
create an international climate of opinion in 
which violations of human rights were no longer 
tolerated. Mr Tomlinson regretted that the ap-
pointment of a high commissioner for human 
rights had not gained the approval of a majority 
in the UN. 
Mr Ajello (S/1) held that detente and protection 
of human rights were not incompatible. He firm-
ly believed that the Federal Republic's detente 
policy under Mr Brandt had made Helsinki and 
the whole debate on human rights possible. 
The Berlin Christian-Democrat member, Mr 
Kunz (D), spoke of the human problem in the 
now divided former capital city. Berlin was a par-
ticularly conspicuous reminder to politicians to 
stand up for human rights, especially the right to 
freedom of movement. 
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Before the final vote, Mr Galuzzi (I) of the Com-
munist and Allied Group had urged that the 
whole process initiated at Helsinki be advanced. 
He described it as 'unproductive' to consider 
human rights out of this context. With numer-
ous amendments, which did not secure the ne-
cessary majority, he attempted to incorporate his 
conceptions into the Resolution motion. Another 
amendment to be rejected was one tabled by the 
Socialists to make it clear that the 'joint repres-
entations' called for in the Resolution were not 
to mean action but a joint political stance. 
More active information campaign 
for the direct elections 
(11 May) 
2.3.11. Mr Schuijt (C-D/NL) described the 
Commission's information programme for the di-
rect elections as altogether inadequate.1 Consid-
ering the size of the electorate, some 180 million 
voters, the resources in the 1977 Community 
budget were meagre. In the Resolution, the 
House called for a comprehensive programme for 
the second half of 1977, and the period up to the 
elections in 1978, which should be presented by 
31 July 1977, so that it could still be considered 
in the draft budget for 1978. The House approved 
the release of the one million u.a. entered into 
the 1977 budget for information purposes.' A 
liaison group consist~g of ~presentatives of Parlia-
ment and the Commission was to coordinate the 




2.3.12. Acting for the President of the Council 
and UK Foreign Secretary, Dr Owen, who owing 
to his Nato engagements could not be in Stras-
1 Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.3.3. 
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bourg, the Under-Secretary of State, Mr Tomlin-
son, reported on the results of the London Sum-
mit.l 
He summarized the seven areas of action on 
which the Heads of Government had agreed in 
their joint declaration.2 
The President of the Commission, Mr Jenkins, 
confirmed the points made by the Council Pres-
ident in respect of the matters on which he had 
collaborated on behalf of the Community as a 
fully recognized participant in the summit confer-
ence. These were trade matters, the North-South 
Dialogue and, to some extent, the energy policy 
issues. He had not been allowed to join in the 
general economic discussion. 
Mr Jenkins endorsed the message contained in 
the last point of the Summit declaration, namely 
the need to restore confidence in the continuing 
strength of our societies and the proven demo-
cratic principles on which they were based. No 
debate followed the statements of the two Pres-
idents. Parliament's Committees will work on 
each of the questions brought up in London. 
M r Ortoli on the economic situation 
(11 May) 
2.3.13. In his statement on the economic situ-
- ation in the Community ,3 Vice-President Ortoli 
painted a soberly optimistic picture. He backed 
up his conclusions with comprehensive statistics 
on the rate of inflation and the numbers of un-
employed. He maintained that a positive picture 
was emerging on three fronts: the upward price 
movement appeared to be easing, the balance of 
payments disparities were narrowing and there 
were initial signs of the favourable effects of the 
upswing in the United States. 
The psychological effect of the London Summit 
should not be underestimated either. Mr Ortoli 
called for a continuation of the effort on the eco-
nomic policy front, and hoped for something pos-
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itive from the Tripartite Conference scheduled for 
June. 
Social affairs 
Reform of the Social Fund 
(12 May) 
2.3.14. On the basis of a report by Mr Adams 
(S/D), Parliament reviewed the tasks and work-
ing methods of the European Social Fund. 4 
The rapporteur pointed out that the first priority 
was to reduce unemployment in the Community 
by means of an employment policy which, in the 
medium term, would take into account structural 
change in the European economies. But the prob-
lems today could no longer be tackled with the 
traditional instruments of economic and social 
policy. The Social Fund would not succeed in 
making an effective contribution to employment 
policy unless it was expanded into a comprehen-
sive instrument and its operations were more 
closely coordinated with those of the Regional 
Fund, the EAGGF and the European Investment 
Bank. 
If we failed to counter the present trend, Europe 
would be unable in the long run to escape the 
decline of its economy. But the social policy was 
in no way to be regarded as a kind of emergency 
repair service, always on hand to str~ighten out 
distortions caused by Member States' inappropri-
ate economic measures. In this sense, the Social 
Fund could be considered as a step, however 
modest, in the right direction. 
Mr Lange (S/D), who spoke for the Committee 
on Budgets, referred to the difficulties which 
could arise from what he called the 'cross-border 
traffic' between the various Funds. Mr Kavanagh 
(S/IRL) and Mr Van der Gun (C-D/NL) said that 
the necessary resources simply must be made 
1 Points 1.6.1 to 1.6.14. 
2 Points 1.6.4 to 1.6.10. 
3 Point 2.1.1. 
4 Bull. EC 3-1977, points 1.3.1 to 1.3.6. 





available for the Fund to extend its work. Like 
Mr Cifarelli (L/I) and Mrs Kellett-Bowman 
(C/UK), they wanted to see the Fund's opera-
tions more sharply focused on the neediest re-
gions. 
Mr Bouquerel (EPDIF) warned against assigning 
too many new tasks to the Social Fund, because 
of the additional expenditure this would entail. 
For Mr Pistillo (COM /1), the right to work was 
one of the fundamental rights of mankind. Mr 
Pisoni (C-D/1) pointed to the problems as more 
and more migrant workers returned to their 
homeland. 
In the Resolution, which received the support of 
the entire House except for the Communist 
Group which abstained, it was stressed that if the 
Council departed from Parliament's Opinion, it 
would be necessary to initiate a conciliation 
procedure. 
Agriculture 
Latest developments in farm prices 
(12 May) 
2.3.15. Vice-President Vredeling gave a brief 
account of developments on the farm price front 
since the last debate in the House in April. Apart 
from two slight changes, the Council of Ministers 
Jf Agriculture had endorsed the Commission's 
~mpromise proposal in Luxembourg on 25 and 
26 April. While the Council had raised the butter 
mbsidy for the United Kingdom to 33 u.a./100 
<g until 31 March 1978, and the Irish butter sub-
;idies had also been slightly increased, it had, 
towever, been tacitly agreed that should the but-
.er subsidies continue beyond that date, they 
nust be degressive so that they could finally be 
>hased out. 
'::ombating irregularities in the 
'Jeef and veal sector 
.12 May) 
'.3.16. The Chairman of the Committee on 
~udgets, Mr Lange (SID), deputizing for the Rap-
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porteur, Mr Cointat, emphasized that in future 
precautions must be taken to ensure that there 
was no possibility at all of irregularities and 
frauds. Without further debate, Parliament ap-
proved a report of its Committee on Budgets on 
combating fraud and irregularities relating to the 
common agricultural policy' with reference to the 
third report by the Special Committee of Enquiry 
on beef and veal.' 
The House reitemted its recommendations on 
combating fraud: a coordinated data-processing 
system for the management and control of the 
common agricultural policy; the payment of aid 
as far as possible direct to producers; more effi-
cient allocation of management and control tasks 
between the Commission and national adminis-
trations; a quality control policy. 
Modernizing farms 
(12 May) 
2.3.17. Parliament approved the Commission's 
proposal for a Directive to allow Member States 
to continue until 31 December to pay grants in 
connection with the modernization of farms.2 
Wine, shellfish, eels 
(13 May) 
2.3.18. Other Opinions concerned the granting 
of a conversion premium in the wine sector, 
quality requirements for waters favoumble to 
shellfish growth and the opening of tariff quotas 
for eels and for hazelnuts from Turkey. 
1 Bull. EC 7/8-1976, point 2479. 




Lifting Italian controls qf currency in 
cash form as the holiday season begins 
(12 May) 
2.3.19. With the holiday· season just beginning, 
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Af-
fairs brought up the question of controls on cur-
rency in cash form at the Italian frontier. He 
asked the Commission about the results of the 
investigations which, in June last year the Ital-
ian authorities had undertaken to m~ke. Two 
German members, Mr Zeyer (C-D) and Mr 
Lange (S) pressed the Commission to get the 
Italian authorities to accept some practical im-
provements before the holiday rush started. 
Increased tax exemptions applicable 
in intra-Community travel 
(12 May) 
2.3.20. Parliament supported a proposal for a 
Directive' aimed at eliminating the difficulties 
resulting from the present rules governing tax ex-
emptions for private individuals in intra-Commu-
nity travel: such difficulties include the whittling-
a~ay of tax-free allowances by constantly rising 
pnces, the effects of the monetary situation the 
risk of double taxation and actual discrimination. 
Purchasing power should be maintained by in-
creasing the allowances. The House also ap-
proved the replacement of the unit of account 
based on gold parities by the European unit of 
account (EUA), since this would achieve virtual 
parity between the exempted amounts as ex-
pressed in national currencies. 
The tax-free allowances should also be adjusted 
annually in line with a Community index. 
Promoting indirect research in countries 
with low revenue from granting licences 
(10 May) 
2.3.21. The Community's mounting balance of 
payments deficit in the international patent and 
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licence market prompted the resolution motion 
tabled by Mrs Walz (C-D/D), Chairman of the 
Committee on Energy and Research. Parliament 
felt that the Community must take special steps 
to promote Community research in those areas in 
which substantial licence fees have to be paid to 
non-member countries with strong currencies. 
The Commission was urged to work out propo-
sals for measures for those areas concerned with 
development and innovation, the promotion of 
which at the moment still entails substantial li-
cence payments to non-member countries with 
surplus revenu~ from the granting of licences. 
The House also felt that the Community should 
be enabled, by means of appropriate promotion 
!Deas~res, to earn additional revenue from grant-




2.3.22. Parliament considered the conclusions 
of the Helsinki conference and discussed the list 
of requirements to be put ~o the governments ot 
the Member States and the Commission for the 
meeting in June to prepare for the follow-up to 
the CSCE. Deputizing for Mr Radoux (S /B), the 
Rapporteur, Mr Bertrand (C-D/B) strongly urged 
the Nine and the Commission to do what the~ 
could to ensure that all the ten principles in the 
Helsinki Final Act were respected by the signa· 
tory States. It must be constantly borne in mind 
that the principles of respect for human rights 
and of detente were inextricably linked. Belgrade 
offered an opportunity to take stock, but it mus1 
also be the starting point for a real exchange o1 
ideas. 
The Resolution was adopted unanimously. 
1 Bull. EC 12-1976, point 2140. 




2.3.23. In a Resolution on the negotiations 
which have been running in Vienna since 1973 
on the mutual reduction of forces and arma-
ments (MBFR), Parliament noted that little prog-
ress had been made so far and that it was time 
constructive and positive results were achieved 
on the basis of reciprocity and equilibrium. Dep-
utizing for the Rapporteur, Mt Radoux (SIB), Mr 
Bertrand (C-D/B) maintained that a reduction of 
forces and armaments in Central Europe must 
not be prejudicial to the security of any of the 
parties to the negotiations or to other European 
countries. Any reduction in forces must be made 
subject to effective international control. 
Fisheries Agreement with the United States 
(13 May) 
2.3.24. Parliament considered that the new 
Agreement signed on 15 February between the 
Community and the United States in respect of 
fishing off the American coasts was in no cir-
cumstances to be regarded as a model for future 
agreements on fishing concluded between the 
Community and non-member countries.! Parlia-
ment approved the Agreement proposed by the 
Commission but expressed 'deepest concern at 
the manner in which the United States Congress 
seeks to impose a pre-established agreement 
upon the Community without consideration to 
the Community's special interest and its contri-
bution to the improvement of fishing resources'. 
The House felt that the Agreement 'should in no 
way prejudice the Community's position at the 
United Nations Law of the Sea Conference'. A 
multilateral treaty resulting from the Conference 
would automatically entail a review of bilateral 
agreements. 
Bull. EC 5-1977 
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International Conference on the 
Law of the Sea 
(13 May) 
2.3.25. The Third International Conference on 
the Law of the Sea as it affects the Community 
was the background of a debate on questions of 
marine law. The Rapporteur, Mr Bangemann 
(LID) surveyed the prospects for the Conference 
and in particular for the next session scheduled 
to begin on 15 July in New York. Parliament ex-
amined the legal problems in connection with 
Community participation, the 200-mile economic 
zones, the planned International Seabed Author-
ity, the settlement of disputes, on all of which it 
prepared a detailed Opinion. 
Parliament repeated that it was essential for the 
Community and the Member States to act to-
gether on all outstanding issues with the Com-
munity as such playing an even larger part. 
Israel 
(12 May) 
2.3.26. Parliament approved the conclusion of 
an Additional Protocol and a Financial Protocol 
to the Agreement signed in May 1975 between 
the Community and Israel. 2 
As the Rapporteur, Mr Martinelli (C-D/1), indi-
cated, the Cooperation Council established under 
the Additional Protocol was first and foremost to 
concern itself with examining investment oppor-
tunities in Israel. The House unequivocally op-
posed any boycott against firms having business 
contacts with Israel and welcomed Israel's re-
quest that the Commission establish a permanent 
delegation there. · 
1 Bull. EC 2-1977, point 1.2.5. 





2.3.27. The Cooperation Agreements concluded 
on 18 January with Egypt, Jordan, and Syria 1 
marked a further stage in the establishment of 
the Community's policy of cooperation with the 
southern Mediterranean countries. On a recom-
mendation by Mr Bangemann (LID), deputizing 
for Mr Cointat (EPDIF), Parliament approved 
these Agreements, which marked the beginning 
of economic, technical, financial and trade co-
operation and also created an institutional frame-
work with Cooperation Councils made up of rep-
resentatives of the Community, its Member 
States and the partner countries. The house also 
welcomed the recently signed Cooperation Agree-





2.3.28. In the opinion of Mr Couste (EPDIF), 
the Multifibre Arrangement had not come up to 
expectations. In a question to the Council, he 
complained that since it came into force, the 
Community market had been inundated with 
products from non-member countries. 
Mr Tomlinson pointed out that the Community 
had already stated that it was in favour of the 
renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement, which is 
due to expire at the end of the year. While 
agreement had already been reached on most of 
the negotiating directives, it had not yet been 
possible to arrive at a common position on the 
problem of 'cumulative market disturbances'. 
But it was reasonable to expect that a solution 
acceptable to all Member States would soon be 
found. 
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2.3.29. Two questions dominated the debate on 
the Commission's proposal for a European Ex-
port Bank (EEB). 2 Was such a bank, modelled on 
the American Exim Bank, really necessary or 
worthwhile? Could it facilitate the harmonization 
still lacking in the common commercial policy, 
especially in the field of external trade financing 
and insurance or was it likelier to be one more 
obstacle in the way? 
As the Rapporteur, Mr Nyborg (EPDIDK), point-
ed out, opinions on the need for an Export Bank 
differed not only among experts and business cir-
cles but also within the Parliamentary Commit-
tees, and, added Lord Brimelow (S /UK) later in 
the debate, even within the Groups. Parliament 
did not yet have enough information to be able 
to say that such a bank was necessary. The Com-
mission should therefore substantially revise its 
proposal and come up with new and concrete 
proposals, as Mr Spicer (C/UK) and Mr MUller-
Hermann (C-D/D) in~isted, by 31 December 
1977. 
Mr Leonardi (COMII) and Mr Martinelli (C-D/I) 
both supported the idea of an Export Bank. Mr 
Baas (L/NL) pointed out that certain risks had to 
be taken, if we wanted a healthy export industry. 
But the Bank should on no account be there to 
finance transactions which others were not inter-
ested in. 
Mr Cointat (EPDIF) also saw the Bank as some-
thing of an unknown quantity, since many ques-
tions especially concerning the cost to the Com-
munity were still unanswered. All the same, it 
would undeniably serve a useful purpose in 
covering exporters against exchange rate losses 
and other risks. Mr Dalyell (S/UK) contended 
that the operations of the EEB would definitely 
have to be incorporated into the Community 
budget. Like the Committee on Budgets, which 
1 Bull. EC 1-1977, point 2.2.34. 
2 Bull. EC 2-1976, point 2308. 
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was in favour of an Export Bank, he urged that 
Its starting capital should be regarded as non-
compulsory expenditure. 
Mr Guldberg (L/DK) said that personally he was 
in favour of the EEB, even though his Commit-
tee (Economic and Monetary Affairs) was not 
convinced of the need for it. 
For the Commission, Mr Tugendhat again point-
ed out that Community exporters ought to be in 
the same favourable situation as exporters else-
where. This was the essence of the Commission's 
proposal. 
The efforts towards harmonizing commercial pol-
icy would in no way be impaired, as some speak-
ers had feared, by setting up a European Export 
Bank. 
In view of the outstanding basic objections, Par-
liament unanimously urged the Commission to 
present concrete and comprehensive proposals by 
the end of the year. 
Budget 
Community budget for 1978: 
initial guidelines 
(10 May) 
2.3.30. In a Resolution, Parliament set out its 
views on Community budgetary and financial 
policy for 1978. For budgetary policy, it feels that 
~he draft budget for 1978 should represent a real 
turning point in the developme.nt of the Commu-
nities. The budget should be more closely geared 
to the needs and aims of the Community rather 
than, as in the past, to the trend in GNP, nation-
ll budgets, etc. Mr Shaw (C/UK), the budget rap-
porteur for 1978, defined the specific budget pri-
Jrities for agriculture, industry and energy, social 
:>olicy, regional policy and development aid, with 
;pecial reference to structural policy in agricul-
:ure, special measures to support small- and me-
Hum-sized businesses, efforts to reduce energy 
iependence, measures to counter the divergent 






development of the Member States and the trans-
fer of technology to the developing countries. 
For the Council, Mr Barnett, the President, re-
ported on the results of the joint meeting of the 
Foreign and Finance Ministers, which held pre-
liminary discussions on the budget on 5 April. 1 
Mr Barnett assured the House that this would 
not affect the Commission's right of initiative or 
Parliament's budgetary powers. The Council's 
main concern for 1978 remained unemployment, 
especially among the young. An effort would be 
made to coordinate structural measures more ef-
fectively. The second talking point had been ag-
riculture where the Council had not seen entirely 
eye to eye with the Commission as to the pos-
sibilities for reducing costs. They had also con-
sidered the use of budgetary funds to reduce de-
pendence on imported energy. As Mr Barnett 
pointed out, the institutional issues deserved par-
ticular attention, since the 1978 budget was the 
first to which the rules concerning Community 
own resources would apply in full. 
From the comments of the former budget rappor-
teurs, Lord Bruce (S/UK) and Mr Aigner (C-
D/D), it became clear in the course of the debate 
that Parliament would make use of its budgetary 
powers to greatest effect in the final stage of the 
budget procedure. Mr Aigner warned against any 
intention the Council might have of limiting the 
increase in budget expenditure to 10% without 
any discussion of the policy aspects. 
EAGGF 
(9 May) 
2.3.31. Parliament unanimously approved the 
Commission's proposal for a Directive on inspec-
tions by Member States in connection with the 
EAGGF. 2 
The proposal concerns the closer participation of 
the Member States in the systematic monitoring 
1 Bull. EC 4-1977, point 2.3.79. 
2 OJ C 200 of 26.8.1976. 
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of allocation and use of EAGGF resources. It is 
intended, in particular, that the business docu-
ments of undertakings whose revenue or disbur-
sals under the EAGGF exceed 100 000 u.a. a 
year should be examined at least once every two 
years. 
Mr Lange (S/D) had some reservations concern-
ing the 'flexible application' of the inspection 
system recommended by Mr Cointat (EPDIF). 
He felt that it ought to be applied stringently and 
systematically. Like Mr Martens (C-D/B), he was 
hoping for more transparency in the EAGGF. In 
conclusion Mr Cointat insisted that the Directive 
should be fully in force by 1980 instead of by 
1983 as the Commission intended. The necessary 
staff could be trained by then. 
European Court of Auditors 
(9 May) 
2.3 .32. In a Resolution moved by Mr Coin tat 
(EPDIF), Parliament unanimously agreed on the 
principle that the Staff Regulations of Officials of 
the European Communities should also apply to 
the staff of the Court of Auditors to be esta-
blished in Luxembourg. As Mr Tugendhat said, 
This was a further step towards establishing the 
Court. Now it only remained for the Presidents 
of Ireland and Italy to sign for the Court to be-
come a reality. The Representatives of the Gov-
ernments of the Member States decided on 
5 April that the provisional seat of the Court will 
be Luxembourg.l 
Question Time 
(10 and 11 May) 
VAT problems 
2.3.33. A question by Mr Seefeld (S/D) raised 
the problem of double payment of VAT, i.e. in 
both the home country and the host country, 
when motor vehicles were repaired abroad. The 
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Council President, Mr Tomlinson, replied that 
this problem would be covered by the provisions 
of the sixth VAT Directive, since Article 14(1XO 
provided exemption for such cases. The detailed 
rules defining the scope and procedures for apply-
ing the exemptions were still to be drawn up. 
The Council was awaiting proposals from the 
Commission. 
African policy and arms supplies 
2.3.34. Answering a question by Mr Hamilton 
(S/UK)·on the Community's African policies, the 
Council President, Mr Tomlinson said that this 
matter fell within the province of political coopem-
tion. Asked about the supply of arms to South 
Africa, he pointed out that the Community had 
repeatedly condemned apartheid. He could nQt go 
into detail in respect of the other States, but he 
could assure the House that Britain took its un-
dertakings in respect of the United Nations arms 
embargo very seriously indeed. 
Preparation for direct elections 
2.3.35. Mr Leonardi (COM/1) wanted to know 
from the Council what progress was being made 
in ratifying the Convention on direct elections to 
the European Parliament. Mr Tomlinson ex· 
plained that all the Member States were now en· 
gaged in preparing electoral legislation. At this 
stage, there was no reason to fear that the dates 
in question would not be adhered to, even 
though only two countries had so far completed 
their preparations. 
Association Treaty with Cyprus 
2.3.36. In reply to a question from Mr Price 
(S/UK), Mr Tomlinson stated that on 3 May the 
Council gave the Commission directives for ne· 
1 Bull. EC 4-1976, point 2.3.6. 
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gotiations with Cyprus, indicating that care 
should be taken to ensure that the future Agree-
ment would in fact benefit the whole population 
of Cyprus. Understandably, it was not possible at 
this moment to reveal details, in advance of the 
negotiations, of what the Community would of-
fer Cyprus. Answering a question by Mr Spicer 
(C/UK) about the interim arrangements in re-
spect of the first stage of the Association Agree-
ment with Cyprus which was due to end on 
30 June, Vice-President Haferkamp of the Com-
mission explained that should it prove impossible 
for the second stage to take effect on 1 July, the 
Commission had taken the precaution of suggest-
ing to the Council that, in the interests of Cy-
prus's economy, the first phase be extended be-
yond 30 June. 
Conscientious objectors in Greece 
2.3.37. In a question to the Council, Mr 
Broeksz (S/NL) drew attention to the problem of 
conscientious objectors in Greece. Here was an 
instance of blatant violation of human rights. Not 
only were conscientious objectors imprisoned, but 
they were still required to do military service af-
ter serving their sentence. If they refused again, 
they returned to prison. Some had thus spent up 
to ten years in prison. Since Greece's membership 
of the Community was conditional upon the res-
toration of democracy, Mr Broeksz wished to 
know from the Council whether it intended to 
tell the Greek Government that such a situation 
would be a bar to accession. 
fhe Council President, Mr Tomlinson, said that 
this question did not fall within the Council's 
;ompetence, but now that it had been broached 
n Parliament, it would no doubt receive due 
xmsideration. 
rvfu/tiannual research programme 
?.3.38. Answering a question from Mr Veronesi 
:eo M /1) as to how far the multiannual research 
lull. EC 5-1977 
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programme had advanced in respect of the most 
important raw materials, particularly metals, Mr 
Brunner explained that the Commission would 
present proposals before the summer recess. 
Monetary cooperation 
2.3.39 .. Asked by Mr Couste (EPDIF), whether 
the time had come to revitalize monetary cooper-
ation, since the monetary situation of the Nine 
now seemed to be stabilizing, Vice-President Haf· 
erkamp replied for the Commission that even the 
weakest currencies in the Community had stab-
ilized in relation to the dollar, but that rates of 
inflation varied widely between the Nine. How-
ever, the Member States had decided to consult 
each other more extensively over their economic 
and financial policies, in order to secure greater 
economic convergence. 
Twenty years of the Rome Treaty 
2.3.40. Mr Leonardi (COM/1) enquired wheth-
er, twenty years after the signing of the Rome 
Treaties, the Commission intended to make a cri-
tical assessment of the results achieved. The 
President of the Commission, Mr Jenkins, said 
~ felt that anniversaries were always a good oc-
casion for taking stock, but that it was scarcely 
worth assigning three or four Community offi-
cials to do this. At all events, the Commission 
could provide facts and figures, and had already 
done so, after which everyone must make the 
critical analysis for himself 
Council 
2.3 .41. In May the Council held two meetings 
on foreign affairs and agriculture. 
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452nd meeting - Foreign affairs 
(Brussels, 3 May) 
2.3.42. President: Mr Owen, United Kingdom 
Secretary of State for Foreign and Common-
wealth Affairs. 
From the Commission: Mr Jenkins, President, Mr 
Haferkamp, Mr Gundelach and Mr Natali, Vice-
Presidents, Mr Cheysson, Mr Brunner, Mr Burke 
and Mr Davignon, Members. 
CIEC: The Council worked out the Community 
position for the final phase of the Conference on 
International Economic Cooperation.1 
CMEA: The Council noted the letter from the 
Chairman of the CMEA Executive Committee to 
the President of the Council. The Community 
will examine the CMEA message carefully and a 
reply will then be sent. 
Fisheries: The Council reviewed the progress 
achieved in relations with various non-member 
countries in connection with fisheries. Further, 
after a brief discussion of recent incidents involv-
ing Dutch vessels fishing off the Irish coast and 
the current legal developments, the Council 
stressed the urgent need for defmitive arrange-
ments for fishing in Community waters.2 
Steel: The Council was consulted by the Com-
mission on the introduction of minimum prices 
for concrete reinforcing bars within the common 
market. 3 
United Nations Conference on Sugar: The Council 
noted a Commission report on the progress of 
the negotiations, and confirmed the Commis-
sion's negotiating brief. 4 , 
Multifibre Arrangement: The Council re-exam-
ined the problems arising from the negotiations 
for the renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement. 
Cyprus: With the first stage of the EEC-Cyprus 
Association Agreement about to end, the Council 
gave the Commission a negotiating brief to deter-
mine the future trade arrangements between Cy-
prus and the Community and the substance of 
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the economic and financial cooperation to be 
added to the areas covered by the original Agree-
ment.5 
453rd meeting - Agriculture 
(Brussels, 16 and 17 May) 
2.3.43. President: Mr Silkin, United Kingdom 
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. 
From the Commission: Mr Gundelach, Vice-Pres-
ident, and Mr Tugendhat, Member. 
Herring fisheries: The Council discussed in depth 
problems arising in connection with herring fish-
ing, particular the level of North Sea herring 
stocks and the measures necessary for their con-
servation and restoration. 6 
ACP sugar: After noting the Commission's re-
port, the Council endorsed the result of the ne-
gotiations with the African, Caribbean and Pacific 
States on the guaranteed prices for sugar fm 
1977/78 (1 July 1977 to 30 June 1978). 7 
Wine market: The Council held an extensive dis-
cussion on the situation in the wine market and 
in particular on the recent amendments proposed 
by the Commission to the additional provisioru 
for the common organization of the wine mar-
ket. 
Agri-monetary questions: On the basis of a Com-
mission proposal regarding the price level to be 
taken into account in calculating monetary com-
pensatory amounts, the Council held an initial 
discussion on some factors which might lessen 
the distortions of competition arising from the 
Points 1.2. 7 to 1.2.9. 
Point 2.1.18. 
3 Point 2.1.6. 
4 Point 2.2.16. 
5 Point 2.2.37. 
Point 2.1.59. 
Point 2.2.46. 
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particularly high level of monetary compensatory 
amounts in some sectors.! 
Budgetary and financial aspects of farm prices: the 
Council held an exchange of views with Mr Tu-
gendhat concerning his statements on the agri-
cultural prices.2 In a speech to the European 
Movement in Brussels on 2 May, Mr Tugendhat 
had focused on the considerable extra cost en-
tailed by the Council's Decision on the farm 
prices for 1977178, as compared with the Com-
mission's original proposal. He wondered whether 
the cause lay in the nature of the decision-mak-
ing process in agricultural matters. Mr Tugendhat 
had regretted that non-farming interest had been 
inadequately represented when the prices were 
fixed. He had hoped to see not only the farmer's 
interests, but other major interests, especially 
those of the consumer and the taxpayer, con-
sidered in the decisions on the farm prices. Re-
plying to criticisms from certain members of the 
Council Mr Tugendhat said that he was in no 
way casting doubts on the integrity of the Min-
isters of Agriculture and had no intention of of-
fending anyone whatsoever. He pointed out that 
his remarks did not seek to question the validity 
of the common agricultural policy but on the 
cdntrary to defend it vis-a-vis all sectors of publfc 
opinion by criticizing certain facets of the deci-
sion-making process. 
Pure-bred bovines - Standing Committee on Zoo-
fechnics: The Council agreed in principle-the 
Netherlands Delegation reserving its opinion-on 
the Directive on pure-bred breeding animals of 
the bovine species and on the Decision setting up 
a Standing Committee on Zootechnics. 
Sales on board ship: The Council examined the 
last questions outstanding in connection with the 
proposal for a Regulation on measures to prevent 
abuses resulting from the sale of agricultural pro-
:lucts on board ships. 
r;torage and marketing of intervention produce: 
The Council formally adopted a Regulation lay-
ng down the conditions under which procedure 
)rought in by an intervention agency in one 
lull. EC 5-1977 
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Member State may be stored and marketed out-
side its territory .J 
Sixth VAT Directive: The Council finally adopted 
the sixth Directive on a uniform assessment basis 
for VAT.4 
Community loan for Italy: The Council adopted a 
Decision authorizing a $500 million Community 
loan to be raised for Italy. s 
Commission 
2.3 .44. The Commission held four meetings in 
May. The main items on its agenda were the 
preliminary draft budget for 1978, renewal of the 
ERDF, preparation for the Tripartite Conference6 
and fishery problems. 
Preliminary draft budget for 1978: The Commis-
sion devoted most of its meeting on 25 and 26 
May to preparing the preliminary draft of the 
1978 budget. 7 
Steel: Acting under the ECSC Treaty, the Com-
mission adopted a decision laying down mini-
mum prices for concrete reinforcing bars. The de-
cision comes under the overall plan which the 
Commission is putting into effect for the re-
covery of the steel industry. 
For the other steel products, voluntary undertak-
ings on the part of the producers enabled the 
Commission to use less onerous and less restric-
tive mechanisms (voluntary production cuts, ad-
herence to guide prices notified by the Commis-
sion). a 
Point 2.1.50. 
Bull. EC 4-1977, points 2.1.53 to 2.1.58. 
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They are supplemented by longer-term measures 
which should modernize and reorganize the steel 
industry to make it internationally competitive. 
The social measures planned by the Commission 
should counter or contain the adverse effects of 
the present situation on steelworkers. 
Energy policy: The Commission adopted a num-
ber of proposals to the Council concerning energy 
policy. 1 
Fishing arrangements in Irish waters: The Com-
mission held a special meeting on 2 May as a re-
sult of the difficulties which arose in Irish waters 
during the previous weekend when a Dutch 
trawler was arrested because· it did not comply 
with requirements unilaterally imposed by the 
Irish Government. 
While acknowledging that Ireland herself was not 
to blame for the lack of agreement within the 
Council on conservation measures (which pro-
volred this unilateral action), the Commission 
considered that the steps taken by the Irish Gov-
ernment (a ban on trawlers over a certain size) 
were in fact discriminatory and thus in breach of 
the Treaties. 
Infringement proceedings were immediately in-
itiated. The Commission subsequently asked the 
Court of Justice to decide whether the unilateral 
measures applied by Ireland were in breach of the 
Treaty.2 
Fisheries policy: The Commission adopted a 
Communication to the Council on the future 
common fisheries policy.3 This paper was in-
tended as a progress report on work on the initial 
Commission proposals presented in September 
1976.4 
European Regional Development Fund: The Com-
mission continued its deliberations on renewal of 
the ERDF. 5 
Loan for ttaly: As authorized by the Council,6 
the Commission decided to contract a $500 mil-
lion loan with a syndicate of banks. The 
proceeds will be on-lent to Italy. 7 
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Food aid: The Commission adopted its 1977 pro-
gramme for Community food aid in the form of 
skimmed-milk powder and butteroil. 8 
The aid is to go either to the poorest developing 
countries (i.e. those with a per capita income of 
less than $ 300) or to those experiencing critical 
food shortages or financial difficulties. 
Lome Convention: The Commission granted cer-
tain ACP countries assistance under Stabex for 
1976.9 
Downing Street Summit: The Community partici-
pation in the Western Economic Summit in Lon-
don was, for the Commission, a big irnprovemen1 
on the situation at Puerto Rico and Rambouillet. 
A Community presence was now accepted in 
principle and agreed to in practice for subjects 
strictly within the Community's competence. The 
Commission would have preferred to see the de· 
cisions taken at the European Council meeting in 
Rome interpreted more liberally and, to its mind 
more closely in line with Community reality. 11 
has made its views in the matter clear to the 
President of the Council and to the Membe1 
States' governments.10 
Relations with workers' and 
employers' organizations 
2.3.45. Several subjects were broached durint 
May in the prior consultations with the tracb 
unions. 
The European Trade Union Confederati01 
(ETUC) held a meeting to prepare for the nex 
Tripartite Conference; it also dealt with the ques 
1 Points 2.1. 72 to 2. I. 77. 
2 Point 2.1.58. 
3 Point 2.1.57. 
4 Bull. EC 9-1976, points 1201 to 1210. 
5 Points 1.1.1 to 1.1. 9. 
6 Point 2.3.43. 
Point 2.1.2. 
Point 2.2.12. 
9 Point 2.2.45. 
10 Points 1.6.1 to 1.6.14. 
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tion of collective agreements and working condi-
tions. Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Com-
mission, spoke at the meeting held by ETUC's 
group of female union leaders to prepare its ac-
tion programme. 
The European Committee of Food, Tobacco and 
Hotel Industry Trade Unions studied the situa-
tion in the dairy sector. 
In the course of consultations, ETUC informed 
the Commission of its position on the new guide-
lines which the Community is intending to give 
to its regional policy. 
Court of Justice 1 
New cases 
Case 31177 R- Commission v United Kingdom 
Case 53 I 77 R - United Kingdom v Commis-
sion 
2.3.46. in the context of the action by the 
Commission2 under Article 93(3) of the EEC 
Treaty to establish that the United Kingdom had 
failed to comply with the Commission Decision 
of 17 February 19773 concerning an aid in the 
pigmeat sector in the United Kingdom, and of 
the action by the United Kingdom under Article 
173 of the EEC Treaty4 to have that Decision 
annulled, the Commission, for the first time in 
the history of the CQmmunity, brought interloc-
utory proceedings before the Court of Justice on 
12 May, requesting that interim measures be tak-
en. It requested the Court to issue an injunction 
against the United Kingdom Government prohib-
iting it from infringing the Commission Decision 
until the main actions had been settled defin-
itively. 
Case 56 I 77 - Agence europeenne d'interims SA 
(AEI), Brussels v Commissions 
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2.3.47. A Belgian firm specializing in supplying 
temporary staff brought an action before the 
Court of Justice on 3 May to annul the Commis-
sion Decision of 1 March 1977 whereby the latter 
had, without giving its reasons in writing, reject-
ed the applicant's tender following a restricted in-
vitation to tender for the supply of temporary 
staff. This action includes a claim for damages. 
Case 57 I 77 - Commission official v Commis-
sions 
2.3.48. A Commission official brought an ac-
tion before the Court of Justice on 4 May to an-
nul the implied Decision by the Commission dis-
missing his complaint of 27 September 1976 re-
lating to his transfer. 
Case 58177- Ireland v French Republics 
2.3.49. After bringing before the Commission 
pursuant to Article 170 of the EEC Treaty an 
alleged infringement by France of obligations 
arising under that Treaty and the Act of Acces-
sion in imposing temporary restrictions on im-
ports of sheepmeat from the new Member States 
and failing to reduce the duty known as 'transfer 
duty' on such imports, Ireland brought an action 
before the Court of Justice on 10 May to esta-
blish that this infringement had taken place. 
This is the first time that a Member State has 
brought an action before the Court against an-
other Member State alleging failure to fulfil obli-
gations arising under the Treaty. 
1 For further information, see the reports published by the 
Court of Justice in the Official Journal and in the European 
Court Reports. 
2 Case 31/77, Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.3.49. 
l OJ L 54 of 26.2.1977. 
Case 53/77, Bull. EC 4-1977, point 2.3.54. 
OJ C 142 of 16.6.1977. 
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Ca3e 59 I 77 - Ets A. De Bloos SPRL, Leuze v 
SCA Bouyer, Tomblainei 
2.3.50. In an action between a Belgian firm and 
a French undertaking relating to the unilateral 
breach of a sole agency agreement, in respect of 
which the Court of Justice had already been re-
quested to give a preliminary ruling on the Juris-
diction ration loci of the court before which the 
action had been brought (Judgment 14176),2 this 
jurisdiction being governed by the Convention on 
Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments 
in Civil and Commercial Matters, the Mons Cour 
d'appel submitted a further series of questions for 
a preliminary ruling on substantative matters to 
the Court of Justice on 11 May. 
The defendant undertaking had called into ques-
tion a letter from the Commission dated 28 April 
1969 in which the latter stated its intention of 
taking no action, pursuant to Regulation 67/67 3 
on the application of Article 85(3) of the Treaty 
to certain categories of exclusive dealing agree-
ments, in regard to the notification of the distri-
bution agreement, in view of the fact that it did 
not provide for absolute territorial protection. The 
Mons Cour d'appel therefore requested the Court 
of Justice to give a ruling firstly on whether it 
was possible to contest the validity of a Commis-
sion decision using the procedure in subpara-
graph (b) of the first paragraph of Article 177 of 
the EEC Treaty, even though the party contest-
ing its validity was precluded from doing so un-
der Article 173 of the EEC Treaty, and secondly 
on whether such a decision was in accordance 
with Community law, and whether the declara-
tion that Article 85(1) of the EEC Treaty was in-
applicable remained effective after 31 December 
1972, the fmal date laid down under Regulation 
67/67. 
Ca3e 60177- Fritz Fuss KG, Elektrotechnische 
Fabrik, Albstadt-Ebingen v Oberflnanzdirektion 
Miinchen1 
2.3.51. The Bundesfmanzhof requested the 
Court of Justice on 12 May to give a preliminary 
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ruling relating to the tariff classification in respect 
of electrical components which, when assembled, 
make up audible or visual electric warning sys-
tems. 
Ca3e 61177 and 61177 R -Commission v Ire-
land1 
2.3.52. Following the introduction by the Irish 
Government of unilateral measures for the con-
servation of fish stocks, the Commission brought 
an action before the Court of Justice on 13 May 
to establish that, by taking these measures, Ire-
land has failed to fulfil its obligations under the 
EEC Treaty. In this case also the Commission re-
quested that interim measures be ordered, i.e. the 
total or partial formal suspension of the measures 
in question. 
Ca3e 62177- Carlsen Verlag, GmbH, Reinbek v 
Oberflnanzdirektion KOln 1 
2.3.53. The Bundesfinanzhof requested the 
Court of Justice on 17 May to give a preliminary 
ruling on the tariff classification in respect of 
childrens' books. 
Ca3e 63 I 77 - Firma Ludwig Poppe, W edel bei 
Hamburg v Oberflnanzdirektion KOln 1 
2.3.54. The Bundesfinanzhof requested the 
Court of Justice on 17 May to give a preliminary 
ruling on the tariff classification of stencils (flimsy 
paper and carbon paper bound together). 
Ca3e 64177- Mr M. Torri, Flemalle-Grande v 
Office national des pensions pour travailleurs sa-
laries, Brussels 
2.3.55. In an action relating to the calculation 
of a migrant worker's old age pension, the Tri-
1 OJ C 142 of 16.6.1977. 
2 Bull. EC 10-1976, point 2460. 
3 OJ 57 of 25.3.1967. 
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bunal du travail of Liege requested the Court of 
Justice on 26 May to give a preliminary ruling on 
the interpretation of the term' minimum benefit' 
used in Article 50 of Regulation 1408171' (social 
security) where the laws of a State do not lay 
down a minimum pension of a Fixed amount be-
cause benefits are calculated on the basis of the 
wage earned and the length of the insurance 
period. 
Case 65 I 77 - Mr Rezanatsimba 
2.3.56. On 6 January, in Case 3177,2 the Con-
seil de l'Ordre des avocats du barreau de Lille 
asked the Court of Justice to interpret Article 62 
of the Lome Conventionl as regards the freedom 
of a national of an ACP State to seek establish-
ment in the territory of a Member State and ex-
ercise the profession of advocate there. 
The reference was contested before the Douai 
Court of appeal by the Procureur General on the 
ground that, as the Conseil de l'Ordre was acting 
in an administrative rather than a judicial capac-
ity, it could not refer a question to the Court of 
Justice for a preliminary ruling. On 27 May the 
Court of Appeal referred the same questions to 
the Court of Justice. 
Case 66177 - Mr Petrus Kuyken, Hasselt v 
Rijksdienst voor Arbeidsvoorziening, Brussels 
2.3.57. The Arbeidsrechtbank of Hasselt, in an 
action relating to the right to unemployment ben-
efit of a Belgian student who had pursued his 
studies in the Netherlands and who did not 
therefore meet the time-limit requirements laid 
down in Article 124 of the Belgian Royal Decree 
of 20 December 19634 relating to employment 
and unemployment, asked the Court of Justice 
on 31 May whether the provisions of that Article 
were compatible with Community law. 
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Case 67177 - Commission official v Commis-
sion 
2.3.58. In addition to three other actions 
(126175, 34/76 and 92/76)5 still pending before 
the Court of Justice, a Commission official 
brought a fourth action, on this occasion to annul 
the implied Commission decision dismissing his 
complaint relating to his reappointment following 
leave on personal grounds. 
Judgments 
Case 52174 - Council official v Council6 
2.3.59. A Council official brought an action be-
fore the Court of Justice on 18 July 1974 to an-
nul the decision by the Secretary-General of the 
Council revoking the applicant's appointment as 
a probationary official. 
This case was removed from the Court register 
by Order of 18 May. 
Case 31176 - Official of the European Parlia-
ment v European Parliament6 
2.3.60. An official of the European Parliament 
brought an action before the Court of Justice for 
annulment of the periodical report on the appli-
cant for 1973174.1 
In its judgment of 12 May, the Court rejected 
this action on the ground that it was not well 
founded. 
1 OJ L 149 of 5.7.1971. 
2 Bull. EC 1-1977, point 2.3.24. 
J OJ L 25 of 30.l.l976. 
4 Moniteur beige 506 of 18.l.l964. 
s Bull. EC 12-1975, point 2430, 4-1976, point 2432 and 
9-1976, point 2435. 
6 OJ C 142 of 16.6.1977. 
7 Bull. EC 3-1976, point 2438. 
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Case 77/76 - Ditta F.lli Cucchi v SpA Avez 
Case 105176 -SpA Interzuccheri, Milan v Ditta 
Rezzano e Cavassa, Sori 
2.3.61. The Court of Justice was requested on 
28 July 1976 by the Pretura d'Abbiategrasso' and 
on 28 October 1976 by the Pretura di Recco 2 to 
give a number of preliminary rulings on the 'sov-
raPrezzo' on sugar. a tax levied by an Italian pub-
lic body the revenues of which benefited exclu-
sively the national sugar industry and sugarbeet 
producers. The courts wished to know, inter alia, 
whether this surcharge constituted a tax having 
an effect equivalent to a customs duty, and 
whether it infringed the second subparagraph of 
Article 40(3) of the EEC Treaty. 
In its Judgments of 25 May, the Court held that 
a tax constituting part of the general system of 
internal taxes and levied on both national and 
imported products according to the same criteria 
constituted a tax having an effect equivalent to 
customs duties on imports only if it was used ex-
clusively to finance activities specifically benefit-
ing the taxed national product, if the product 
taxed and the national product benefiting from 
the tax were identical, and if the amounts levied 
on the national product were completely compen-
sated for. 
On the question of the power to adopt specific 
measures affecting the mechanism determining 
the level of prices, the Court held that, except in 
the case of derogations, only the Community had 
that power. 
Case 96176 BASF Aktiengesellschaft, 
Ludwigshafen v Commission 3 
2.3.62. By its Decision of 26 July 1976 relating 
to a procedure in application of Article 85 of the 
EEC Treaty (IV 28.996 - Reuter/BASF),4 the 
Commission found that certain terms of the con-
tract of sale of a group of undertakings concluded 
between Mr Reuter and BASF under· which the 
seller undertook not to compete constituted an 
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infringement of the said Article. On 7 October 
1976, BASF brought an action before the Court 
of Justice to annul the abovementioned Deci-
sion.5 
In view of the fact that the applicant company 
had withdrawn its action, the Court, by Order of 
4 May, ordered the case to be removed from the 
register. 
Joint Cases 99 and 100176- (1) NV Roomboter-
fabriek 'De Beste Boter', Best, and (2) Firma J. 
Hoche, Butterschmelzwerk, Speikern v Bundes-
anstalt fUr landwirtschaftliche Marktordnung6 
2.3. 63. In hearing two cases concerning the re-
fusal of the competent German body to release 
the processing deposit for butter purchased at a 
reduced price, the Frankfurt Administrative 
Court asked the Court of Justice on 18 October 
1976 for a ruling on whether the first purchaser, 
who had observed the condition laid down in Re-
gulation (EEC) 1259172 on the disposal of butter 
at a reduced price to certain Community process-
ing undertakings 7 before re-selling the butter to 
other processing undertakings, could be refused 
repayment of the processing deposit on the 
ground that one of these processing undertakings 
had utilized the product in question otherwise 
than for the purpose prescribed. 8 
In its Judgment of 11 May, the Court held that 
the Regulation in question must be interpreted as 
meaning that, even where the purchaser did not 
himself process the products in question, the pro-
cessing deposit could be released only if it were 
established that those products met the condi-
1 Bull. EC 7/8-1976, point 2463. 
2 Bull. EC 10-1976, point 2454. 
3 OJ C 142 of 16.6.1977. 
4 OJ L 254 of 17.9.1976. 
5 Bull. EC 10-1976, point 2446. 
6 OJ C 129 of 2.6.1977. 
OJ L 139 of 17 .6.1972. 
Bull. EC 10-1976, point 2449. 
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tions laid down in Article 6(1Xc) of that Regula-
tion and that they had been processed within the 
period laid down in that provision. 
Case 101176- Koninklijke Scholten-Honig· NV, 
Amsterdam v (1) Council and (2) Commission1 
2.3.64. On 21 October 1976, a Dutch company 
specializing in the manufacture of glucose from 
starch brought an action before the Court of Jus-
tice to annul Regulation (EEC) No 1862/76 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 2742/75 on pro-
duction refunds in the cereals and rice sectors 2 
and Regulation (EEC) No 2158/76 3 laying down 
rules for the application of that Regulation with 
regard to production refunds for glucose with a 
high fructose content. The applicant relied on the 
fact that the basic agricultural regulations did not 
enable a distinction to be made between the var-
ious products derived from starch.4 
In its Judgment of 5 May, the Court held that 
the action was not admissible. It should be noted 
that the decisions under which the Netherlands 
authorities applied the Regulations in question to 
the applicant were challenged by the latter before 
a Netherlands court. 
Case 102176 - Mr H.O.A.G.M. Perenboom, 
Nijmegen v Inspecteur der Directe Belastingen, 
Nijmegen 1 
2.3.65. In hearing a case concerning the pay-
ment of the compulsory social security contribu-
tion by a Dutch national who had lived for the 
whole of 1972 in the Netherlands but who had 
worked for part of that year in Germany, where 
tax and social security contributions had been de-
ducted from his wages, the Hoge Raad der Ne-
derlanden asked the Court of Justice on 21 Oc-
tober 1976 for an interpretation of Article 12 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 3 5 on social security for mi-
grant workers and of Article 13 of Regulation 
(EEC) No 1408/716 on the application of social 
security schemes to employed persons and their 
families moving within the Community with re-
Bull. EC 5-1977 
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gard to taking wages received in Germany into 
account in calculating the contribution in the 
Netherlands. 7 · · • ~·-
In its Judgment of 5 May, the Court held that 
both Article 12 of Regulation 3 and Article 13 of 
Regulation 1408/71 prohibited the State of resi-
dence from making deductions under its social 
security laws from wages received by a worker in 
consideration for work carried out in another 
Member State which therefore fell within the 
scope of the social security laws of that State. 
Case 104176 - Mrs G. Jansen nee Jansen, Bo-
choltz v Landesversicherungsanstalt Rheinpro-
vinz Dlisseldorf 8 
2.3.66. In hearing an action concerning the reim-
bursement by the German social security authorities 
of certain pension contributions paid by a German 
national habitually resident in the Netherlands, the 
Landessozialgericht of North-Rhine-Westphalia 
asked the Court of Justice on 27 October 1976 for a 
number of preliminary rulings on the applicability of 
Community Regulations on social security to the 
right to reimbursement of old-age pension contribu-
tions.9 
In its Judgment of 5 May, the Court concluded 
that the reimbursement of contributions was a 
benefit within the meaning of Regulation 3, and 
that that Regulation did not prohibit such reim-
bursement providing the conditions laid down 
under the applicable national law were fulfilled, 
simply because, following the transfer of her 
place of residence to another Member State, the 
1 OJ C 129 of 2.6.1977. 
OJ L206 of 31.7.1976. 
OJ L 241 of 2.9.1976. 
4 Bull. EC 10-1976, point 2450. 
s OJ 30 of 16.12.1958. 
OJ L 149 of 5.7.1971. 
Bull. EC 10-1976, point 2451. 
8 OJ C 142 of 16.6.1977. 
9 Bull. EC 10-1976, point 2453. 
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party concerned fell within the scope of another 
social insurance system. 
Case 107176 - Hoffmann-La Roche AG, Gren-
zach-Wyhlen v Centrafarm Vertriebsgesellschaft 
pharmazeutischer Erzeugnisse GmbH, Bentheim 1 
2.3.67. On 17 November 1976 the Karlsruhe 
Oberlandesgericht asked the Court of Justice for 
preliminary rulings on a number of questions 
arising in a case concerning an alleged infringe-
ment of trademark rights in connection with par-
allel sales of pharmaceutical products. 
Apart from asking for an interpretation of Article 
177 of the EEC Treaty as regards the obligation 
for a national court to refer a matter to the Court 
of Justice in the course of interlocutory proceed-
ings, the German court asked whether it was 
compatible with Article 36 of the EEC Treaty for 
the proprietor of a trademark right in two Mem-
ber States to rely on that right in order to prevent 
a parallel importer from buying his products in one 
State, altering the volume contained in individual 
packagings, and selling them in the other Mem-
ber State under the same trademark, or whether 
this amounted to an abuse of a dominant posi-
tion, contrary to Article 86 of the EEC Treaty, 
where the proprietor of the trademark objected to 
the change in packaging in order to preserve the 
price differential between the two countries. 2 
In its Judgment of 24 May, the Court restricted 
itself to stating that the third paragraph of Article 
177 of the EEC Treaty should be interpreted as 
meaning that a national court was not required to 
submit a request for an interpretation or ruling 
on validity to the Court of Justice where the 
matter was raised in interlocutory proceedings, 
even if no appeal lay against the decision reached 
in those proceedings, providing that each of the 
parties could open substantive proceedings or re-
quire such proceedings to be opened, during 
which the matter settled temporarily under the 
summary proceedings could be re-examined and 
be submitted to the Court under Article 177. 
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Case 108176 - Klackner-Ferromatik GmbH, 
Castrop-Rauxel v Oberfmanzdirektion Miinchen 
2.3.68. On 22 November 1976, the Bundesfi-
nanzhof asked the Court of Justice for an inter-
pretation of headings 73.21 and 84.23 of the 
Common Customs Tariff in connection with a 
case concerning a dispute as to duties payable on 
a machine used for pit support.3 
In its Judgment of 26 May, the Court held that 
the term 'structure' used under heading 73.21 
should not be interpreted as including an article 
intended to secure mine roadways and in parti-
cular so designed as to be capable itself, together 
with cutting devices mounted on one of its ele-
ments, of being gradually advanced by means of 
hydraulic cylinders and a power pack. If such 
machines were integral with winning machines 
designed to cut the earth, they fell under heading 
84.23. If not, they should be classified under 
heading 84.59 E. 
Case 110176 - Criminal proceedings against a 
person or persons unknown 1 
2.3.69. On 23 November 1976, in the course of 
criminal proceedings against a person or persons 
unknown for customs fraud in connection with 
the importation of frozen meat into Italy, the 
Pretura di Cento asked the Court of Justice for 
a preliminary ruling on whether, in the light of 
Council Decision 70/2434 on the replacement of 
financial contributions from the Member States 
by the Communities' own resources, the person 
to be regarded as having sustained loss by reason 
of the offence was the Community alone, or the 
Community jointly with the Member State which 
was responsible for collecting customs duties for 
the Community, and whether the national judge 
1 OJ C 142 of 16.6.1977. 
2 Bull. EC 11-1976, point 2442. 
3 Bull. EC 11-1976, point 2443. 
4 OJ L 94 of 28.4.1970. 
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had to inform the Community that proceedings 
were being commenced so that it could proceed 
for recovery of unpaid customs duties.l 
In its Judgment of 5 May, the Court held that at 
the present stage of development of Community 
law, only the Member States and their institu-
tions were entitled to bring actions before nation-
al courts for payment of Community revenues 
constituting the Communities' own resources. 
Case Ill I 76 - Officier van Justitie in hef Ar-
rondissement Haarlem v Mr B. van den Hazel, 
Putten2 
2.3. 70. On 24 November 1976, the Amsterdam 
Gerechtshof asked the Court of Justice whether 
regulations issued by the Dutch authorities in 
1974 for the purpose, inter alia, of establishing 
quotas of poultry for slaughter conflicted with 
Regulation 123/673 on the common organization 
of the market in poultrymeat and with Articles 
30 to 37 of the EEC Treaty.4 
[n its Judgment of 18 May, the Court held that 
the Regulation referred to above, and in particu-
lar Articles 2 and 13 thereof, must be interpreted 
iS meaning that measures laid down by national 
tuthorities fixing quotas on the slaughtering of 
.able poultry were incompatible with those provi-
;ions. 
'::ase 122176- Commission v Kingdom of Bel-
~ium2 
?.3. 71. On 21 December 1976,5 the Commis-
lion brought an action before the Court of Justice 
:o establish that Belgium had not complied with 
)irective 73/23 on the harmonization of the 
aws of Member States relating to electrical equip-
nent designed for use within certain voltage li-
nits. Since Belgium had in the meantime com-
llied with the Directive, the case was removed 
ram the Court register by Order of 25 May. 6 
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Case 17 I 77 - Commission officials v Commis-
sion2 
2.3. 72. Five Commission officials brought an 
action before the Court on 31 January to annul 
the Commission's implied decision dismissing 
their complaint concerning the publication of a 
libellous document about them within the EEC 
building. 7 
Since the applicants had withdrawn their action 
in view of the fact that their complaint had been 
dealt with to their satisfaction, the Court by Or-
der of 18 May, ordered the case to be removed 
from the register. 
Case 31177 R- Commission v United Kingdom2 
Case 53177 R- United Kingdom v Commission2 
2.3.73. In these two cases 8 the Court, by Or-
der of 21 May, and against the advice of its Ad-
vocate-General, upheld the Commission's appli-
cation by ordering that the United Kingdom im-
mediately cease applying the aid measure in 
question. 
Economic and Social Committee 
149th plenary session 
(Brussels, 25 and 26 May) 
Studies and Opinions 
Consumer protection and information programme 
2.3. 74. In this Opinion, adopted with no votes 
against and five abstentions, the Committee re-
1 Bull. EC 11-1976, point 2445. 
2 OJ C 142 of 16.6.1977. 
3 OJ 117 of 19.6.1967. 
4 Bull. EC 11-1976, point 2446. 
5 Bull. EC 12-1976, point 2443. 
6 OJ L 77 of 26.3.1973. 
7 Bull. EC 1-1977, point 2.3.37. 
8 Point 2.3.46. 
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viewed the implementation of the preliminary 
programme for a consumer protection and infor-
mation policy which was approved by the Coun-
cil on 14 April 1975.1 
At the moment it is still too early to assess how 
the programme as a whole is being given con-
crete form in Community and national law. 
However, the Committee draws attention to the 
dynamic role played by the Commission's Envir-
onment and Consumer Protection Service. 
The Committee stresses that it would be useful 
to try to draw some conclusions from the expe-
rience gained in implementing the first pro-
gramme and to list the points which might be 
contained in the Community's next programme 
concerning consumers and consumer (and con-
sumption) problems. 
The Commission should set itself specific goals 
to be achieved within the next four years. 
Among these the Committee includes monitor-
ing the implementation of Community legisla-
tion, promoting consumer education in schools 
and stepping up the Commission's efforts to pub-
licize its activities. 
The Committee points out that so far both con-
sumer organizations and the Commission have 
too often adopted a piecemeal approach when 
dealing with consumer problems. It considers 
that from now on an overall approach should be 
adopted, based on extensive consultation, at all 
levels, of the parties involved. 
This course of action should also lead to effective 
consumer participation in the working out of 
measures to improve living conditions and the 
environment, particularly as regards energy op-
tions, measures to combat wastage, product safe-
ty and the protection of natural resources. 
These steps should make it possible to achieve a 
more even balance between the various interests 
involved. They should also given new impetus to 
the process of economic unification in the Com-
munity and make for better integration of the 
various economic operators (i.e. producers, work-
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ers, consumers) in their economic and social en-
vironment. 
The Opinion was drawn up in the presence of Mr 
Burke, Member of the Commission. 
Bird protection 
2.3. 75. In this Opinion, adopted with no votes 
against and eight abstentions, the Committee 
welcomes the general principles underlying the 
Commission's proposal to establish common 
rules for the protection of birds in all the Com-
munity countries. It believes the proposal to. be 
an extremely positive step towards safeguarding 
the environment and concerning the common 
heritage represented by the birds of Europe. 
The Committee daes, however, draw attention to 
the possible clash between bird protection and 
economic developments-such as urbanization, 
industrialization, tourism and recreation, agricul-
tural progress and rural development. The Com-
mittee hopes that the Directive will be used to 
bring about the necessary compromise. 
Relations between industrialized 
and developing countries 
2.3. 76. By a large majority (two votes agains1 
and eleven abstentions) the Committee adopted ~ 
study on the Community's policy on relations be· 
tween industrialized and developing countries. 
The first chapter analyses the yawning gap tha1 
exists between industrialized and developini 
countries. The disequilibrium between rich anc 
poor countries is all the more unacceptable be· 
cause their respective economies are interdepend 
ent (primary commodities). The rich countries re 
cognize the need for cooperation with developin( 
countries, with all that this implies in terms anc 
of adjustments to their own structures. Tht 
developing countries on the other hand advocat1 
1 Bull. EC 4-1975, points 1301 to 1304. 
Bull. EC 5-19. 
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a new international economic order, i.e. a better 
bargaining platform, more economic power and 
more industrialization. 
The next chapter discusses the history of Com-
munity policy towards developing countries. 
The study then looks at the various forms of aid 
and cooperation, stressing that particular atten-
tion needs to be paid to the critical question of 
indebtedness. 
The next question dealt with is whether national 
or Community aid is preferable. The Study con-
cludes that a Community approach is the right 
one it is a question of capital aid or soft loans. 
In other cases national mechanisms may still be 
preferable because of the long-standing, personal 
and institutional links established by individual 
Member States with developing countries and the 
first-hand knowledge they have acquired over the 
years. 
The study mentions the important role played by 
multinationals in the development of developing 
:ountries. Private investments, which give these 
:ountries technologies and provide opportunities 
:Or vocational training, call for a stable legal 
1-amework in the industrial sector. 
[n its conclusion the study advocates an increase 
n public aid for development, a concentration of 
~fforts in the rural areas, and above all on pover-
:y, and far-reaching measures to reduce indebted-
less. 
fhe Community must continue its policies of 
1tabilizing developing countries' export earnings 
111d giving their processed products easier access 
o EEC markets. Aid must be more selec-
ive-something which can be done, for instance, 
1y defining the criterion of 'poverty' more clear-
y. The aim must be gradually to achieve a new 
rade balance. 
~gricultural and industrial cooperation between 
leveloping and industrialized countries needs to 
e intensified. In this connection importance is 
ttached to suitable vocational training. Finally, 
:ull. EC 5-1977 
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the study comes out in favour of more uniform 
Community action in tackling the gigantic prob-
lem of poverty in the developing countries. 
Employment in agriculture 
2.3. 77. With only three abstentions and no 
votes against, the Committee adopted a study on 
the employment situation and prospects in agri-
culture. 
To begin with the study outlines the strategies 
and decisions which have been instrumental in 
framing policy in this area. 
A statistical analysis is then attempted to: 
(a) ascertain whether the objectives for employ-
ment in agriculture corresponded to the actual 
trend between 1960 and 1974 (separate figures be-
ing given for paid workers and the self-em-
ployed); 
(b) pinpoint the positive and negative aspects of 
this trend with reference to specifically agricultu-
ral requirements and general requirements. 
On the basis of this analysis, the next part sets 
out to assess whether employment in agriculture 
has been influenced for good or bad by the com-
mon agricultural policy, by other Community 
policies and activities, by the actions of the Mem-
ber States and the two sides of industry, by tech-
nological advance and by other factors. 
The final part of the study attempts to indicate 
what quantitative and qualitative changes are de-
sirable in agricultural employment. 
The Committee notes that throughout the sixties 
the common agricultural policy dodged the social 
and structural issues, and focused almost exclu-
sively on market problems. Community social 
policy paid lip service to the farming industry and 
did next to nothing to improve the circumstances 
associated with the drift from the land. The 
Community authorities also turned a blind eye to 
regional policy in the sixties. 
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It was not until the early seventies-with the ag-
ricultural reform Directives, the hill-farming Di-
rective and regional policy action-that the Com-
munity took the first measures which would, 
among other things, improve employment in ag-
riculture. These included measures to stem the 
transfer of surplus labour, to abate the ageing of 
the agricultural labour force, to improve special-
ized training for those remaining on the land, to 
check depopulation and to promote alternative 
jobs in rural areas. 
These measures were-and still are-dependent 
on financial incentives and prospects of more job 
opportunities outside farming, i.e. a situation in 
which inflation and economic stagnation or reces-
sion are neither present nor impending. 
The main factors in the decline of the agricultural 
labour force between 1960 and 1974 have been 
the expansion of the non-agricultural sector and 
increased mechanization. 
It has had negative effects in that: 
(a) the absence of a regional policy has forced 
farmers and farm-workers to move, often far 
away from their home areas; 
(b) socio-structural issues have as yet been giv-
en little weight in the common agricultural pol-
icy. This fact, coupled with the inadequacy of 
Community and national social policy in general, 
has led in many countries to a decrease in the 
number of young people in farming and to an in-
crease in the number of elderly workers remain-
ing in farming; 
(c) the movement from agriculture to the non-
agricultural sector has in many cases become a 
mass exodus. Factors here are the less attractive 
living and working conditions in rural areas and 
the absence of an employment policy which 
would give people a free choice between staying 
in farming and taking up employment outside. 
To put matters right, the Committee feels that 
there must be no further delay in adopting at 
Community level a vigorous agricultural employ-
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ment policy comprising a coordinated set of mea-
sures to: 
(i) improve conditions of employment in agricul-
ture, especially the job security and training 
aspects; 
(ii) bring employment levels into line with the 
requirements of the economic and social develop-
ment of agriculture by means, for instance, of 
mobility within the sector; 
(iii) restore a normal mix in the work force be-
tween young and older people; 
(iv) make it easier to move from one branch of 
farming to another, preferably within the same 
area. 
The policy most in keeping with the objective of 
full employment may therefore be that of a more 
gradual rundown of employment in agriculture, 
providing for stabilization or even consolidation 
of employment in some areas and in general en-
couraging young people to stay in the industry. 
This requires taking a less fatalistic view of fu-
ture prospects than the Commission did in its 
1975 Agricultural Report. 
The Committee then outlines the tasks which 
should be assigned to ~he other Community pol-
icies in pursuit of the objective of full employ-
ment in agriculture. 
The following action is needed in order to rem-
edy this deficiency: 
(a) More comprehensive Community statistics 
should be compiled on the various aspects of ag-
ricultural employment. 
(b) In their work on general employment prob-
lems, the Tripartite Conference and the Standing 
Committee on Employment should be urged to 
investigate agricultural employment. 
(c) The Joint Committee on Social Problems of 
Agricultural Workers and the Advisory Commit-
tee on Social Questions affecting farmers should 
be brought into the discussion of employment in 
agriculture. This would give the two Committees 
a new lease of life-a necessity if we are to get 
social policy in agriculture moving once more. 
Bull. EC 5-197 
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(d) The European conference on the common 
agricultural policy which the Committee has 
called for should look into the problems of em-
ployment in agriculture and the future prospects. 
European Investment Bank 
Loans raised 
2.3. 78. The European Investment Bank has 
launched a $75 million bond issue on the United 
States capital market. 
The issue was underwritten by a syndicate of 
American Banks. The bonds will have a maxi-
mum life of 20 years and bear interest at 9%, 
payable half-yearly. They were offered for public 
subscription at 100%. 
The bonds will be redeemed in 15 equal annual 
instalments of $ 5 million, commencing on 
15 May 1983. 
The issuer is authorized to redeem in advance, 
either wholly or in part, bonds still in circulation 
as from 15 May 1989. 
This is the fourth EIB bond issue to be floated 
on the United States domestic market. 
Loans granted 
France 
2.3.79. A loan equivalent to FF 168.5 million 
(30.2 million EUA) has been provided by the EIB 
for the improvement of the telecommunications 
network in the Midi-Pyrenees. 
The loan has been granted for a period of 
15 years at an interest rate of 9Ys% to the Caisse 
Nationale des Telecommunications, Paris, which 
.vill make the funds available to the Administra-
:ion des Pastes et Telecommunications (PTT). 
:t will help finance work in the region, costing an 
:stimated FF 1 500 million, which will see the in-
~ull. EC 5-1977 
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stallation of some 100 000 new main lines and in-
crease the capacity of automatic telephone ex-
changes from 402 000 to 580 000 subscriber con-
nections. There will also be improvements to the 
telex service. 
This new loan is the fourteenth granted by the 
EIB since 1967 for the development of French 
telecommunications and brings the total to some 
FF 1 695 million. With the exception of 
FF 170 million used for the improvement of 
France's international links, all the loans have 
been for modernization and extension of telecom-
munications in less developed regions. 
Kenya 
2.3.80. Under the terms of the Lome Conven-
tion, the Bank has provided a loan of 3 million 
EUA (equivalent to about 28 million Kenya shil-
lings) to help to finance expansion of a cement 
works near Nairobi. 
The loan has been made to the East African 
Portland Cement Company Ltd (EAPC) for a 
term of eight years at an interest rate of 51/4%, 
after deduction of a 3% interest subsidy from the 
resources of the European Development Fund as 
provided in the Convention. 
Pr<Xiunion capacity of the company's works at 
Ath1 River is to be stepped up by 50% from 
250 000 to 375 000 tonnes per year. 
EAPC shares are quoted on the Nairobi stock ex-
change; the Kenya Government holds over 50%, 
the Kenya public about 20% and the remainder 
is held by the British group Associated Portland 
Cement Manufacturers and a Swiss concern, Ce-
mentia Holding AG. 
Apart from helping Kenya's balance of payments, 
another benefit of the project will be the 100 new 
jobs to be created. 
This is the EIB's second operation in Kenya.' 
1 Bull. EC 10-1976, point 2481. 
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Preliminary draft budget for 1978 
2.3.81. On 26 May the Commission adopted 
the preliminary draft budget for 1978; 1 this will 
be transmitted to the Council on 15 June and 
forms the ftrst stage of budgetary procedure. 
The appropriations for commitment proposed by 
the Commission total 12 495 million EUA, 
21.85% up on the 1917 budget which totalled 
10 255 million EUA (including the proposed sup-
plementary budget). 
The preliminary draft budget contains important 
innovations. For the first time it has been drawn 
up in the new 'basket' European unit of account 
and includes VAT as an own resource. 
Expenditure 
2.3.82. In view of the restrictions on public ex-
penditure in the Member States, the Commission 
has tried to limit the overall increase as far as 
possible, although some unavoidable expendi-
ture-in particular the considerable volume of ex-
penditure by the EAGGF Guarantee Sec-
tion-has had to be substantially increased. The 
Commission has included. only those priority 
measures which it considers can be implemented 
more effectively and more cheaply at Community 
level; but it does propose considerable increases 
in expenditure on balanced Community measures 
to resolve the current economic problems. Size-
able increases are planned in the appropriations 
for payment for the Social Fund, for payments 
and commitments for the Regional Fund (the ftrs.t 
time that this Fund's appropriations have been 
increased) and for payments on industrial mea-
sures encouraging structural conversion. Expend-
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iture to achieve greater independence in -the en-
ergy sector must also be increased substantially. 
These priorities are in keeping with the proposals 
put forward by the Commission in March in its 
communication on the guidelines for the 1978 
budget;..! these proposals were on the whole ap-
proved by the joint Council in April3 and by Par-
liament in May.4 
Revenue 
2.3.83. The presentation of the statement of 
revenue differs from that used in the past, be-
cause a forecast of V AT resources has been in-
cluded, and because the relative shares system 
for the six original Member States has ceased to 
apply. 
Inclusion of the new V AT resources raises a 
number of transition problems, in particular as 
regards the calculation of the rate. 5 It involves a 
loss of revenue of around 20% in 1978. To ob-
tain the same revenue, the V AT rate has to be 
increased proportionally. The Commission's prop-
osals thus requested a VAT rate of 0.77% for 
1978 (had it not been a year of transition, the rate 
would have been 0.61 %). 
Technical innovations in the presentation 
of the preliminary draft budget for 1978 
2.3.84. Briefly, the innovations are as follows: 
(i) A new section has been added to the general 
structure of the budget for the Court of Auditors; 
Points 1.4.1 to 1.4. 7. 
Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.3.94. 
3 Bull. EC4-1977, point 2.3.79. 
4 Point 2.3.30. 
5 There is a time Jag in calculating VAT in all the Member 
States. Calculations in early 1978 will thus relate to periods 
including some months in 1977 and calculations in 1979 will 
cover the final months of 1978. Whereas it will be possible 
in 1979 for the Community to receive its share of V AT reve-
nue collected in 1979 but relating to 1978, it will not however 
be possible to do the same for revenue collected in 1978 but 
relating to 1977 (a year in which the Community still does 
not receive its share of V AT revenue). 
Bull. EC 5-197' 
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the appropriations for the Audit Board and the 
ECSC auditor have disappeared; 
(ii) In Volume 4 (statement of expenditure by 
the Commission): 
• some changes of nomenclature have proved 
necessary, in particular for new operations; 
• the research appropriations-now incorporated 
in Chapter 33 of Volume 4-are presented in a 
new way in accordance with the provisions of the 
Financial Regulation now being revised. This 
presentation leads to the disappearance of the old 
Volume 5 on research and investment appropri-
ations; 
• the appropriations for the Publications Office 
Financing Community activities 
form an Annex in accordance with the provisions 
of the Financial Regulation now being revised; 
• the distinction between appropriations for 
commitment and appropriations for payment has 
been extended to a number of other headings-in 
particular new operations-where this has proved 
necessary; 
• the appropriations for Food Aid 'refunds' are 
included in Chapter 92 (Food Aid) and no longer 
in Title 6; 
(iii) Volume 7 (the general introduction) has 
been extended for 1978 by adding an analytical 
presentation of the headings contained in the 
statement of revenue. 
Table 2 -Amending letter to the preliminary draft of supplementary and amending budget No 1-1977 
(in u.a.) 
Preliminary 
draft Modifications New 
Category of appropriation supplementary by amending total 
and amending letter 1977 
budget 1-1977 
COMMISSION 
Agriculture (qtapter 31, Titles 6, 7, 8) 7063 703 500 +232 200000 7 295 903 500 
Social (Chapters 30, 35, 50, 51, 52, 59) 189 597000 - 189 597 000 
Regional (Chapter 55) 400000000 - 400000000 
Energy, industry, transport: 
977 686 -Chapter 33 181642 670 - 180664 984 
-Chapters 32, 34, 36, 37, 39 53 248 800 - 53 248 800 
Development cooperation {Chapters 92, 93, 94, 95, 96) 269880100 - 269880100 
Miscellaneous (Title 4 - except Chapter 40) - - -
Administt'ative appropriations (Titles l and 2) 407 317 840 - 407 317 840 
Con\ingency reserve (Chapter 101) 4000000 - 4000000 
Commission total 8 569428910 +231 222 314 ~ 800 651 224 
Other institutions 153386416 - 153 386 416 
Sub-total 8 722 815 326 +231 222 314 8 954037 640 
Repayments to the Member States of 10% of own resources 608 083925 I I 
Total 9 330 899 251 I . I 
I Amounts to be adjusted when the amending budget is settled, since revenue was not re-evaluated when the amending letter was drawn up. 
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Amending letter to the preliminary draft of 
supplementary and amending budget No 111977 
2.3.85. On 18 May, the Commission presented 
an amending letter to the budgetary authority 
concerning supplementary and amending budget 
No 111977 which was submitted on 1 April.l The 
Commission had then already mentioned that, if 
need be, it might have to modify some of its re-
quests. 
These adjustments have proved to be necessary 
in Section m-commission for the following 
parts: 
(i) EAGGF Guarantee Section, following the 
Council Decision of 26 April concerning agricul-
tural prices and related measures for 1977-78.2 
(ii) Establishment plan (administrative appropria-
tions) following replacement of Member States' 
financial contributions by own resources from 
VAT. 
(iii) Research and investment expenditure, follow-
ing the Council Decision of 29 March concerning 
the JRC multiannual research programme. 3 
The proposed adjustments are shown in Table 2. 
Table 3 - Revenue required to cover the expend-
iture chargeable to the .financial year 
1976 within the meaning qf Article 17 
of Regulation No 2171 
Million % u.a. 
Own resources 
(i) customs duties 4065.4 50.83 
(ii) agricultural levies 1 035.2 12.94 
(iii) sugar levies 128.4 1.61 
Contributions by the Member States 2486.0 31.08 
Other contributions 8.8 0.11 
Miscellaneous revenue 774.0 3.43 
Total 7 997.8 100.00 
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Table 4 - Expenditure authorized under the bud-
get for the financial year 1976 
Initial budget 
First supplementary budget 
Second supplementary and amending budget 
Third amending budget 
Total appropriations for the financial year 1976 







Appropriations committed I 8 102 
Appropriations for which carry-over applications 
have ~n submitted to the budgetary authority, 
which has not yet taken a decision 146 
Cancelled appropriations 221 
1 Including ERDF commitments in respect of appropriations for payment (300 
· million u.a.). With all the ERDF commitments and research and investment ac-
tivities this amount is 8 311 million u.a. 
Revenue and expenditure account 
for the financial year 1976 
2.3.86. As required by the Financial Regulation 
applicable to the general budget of the Commu-
nities, the Commission drew·up on 31 May, the 
revenue and expenditure account and the finan-
cial balance sheet of the European Communities 
for the budgetary year 1976 as well as the finan-
cial analysis relating thereto. The revenue and 
expenditure account shows the expenditure and 
the revenue set out in Tables 3 and 4. 
Own resources 
2.3.87. On 16 May the Council adopted the Di-
rective on the determination of the V AT base ac-
' Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.3.92. 
Bull. EC 4-1977, points 2.1.53 to 2.1.58. 
Bull. EC 3-1977, point 2.1.108. 
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Table 6 - Expenditure chargeable to the financial year 1976 (Appropriations committed or carried forward) 
Expenditure Appropriations committed Percentage of 
authorized u.a. or carried forward (u.a) expenditure 
authorized 
. 
Section I European Parliament 52 121 209 45 989 859 88.24 
Section 11 Council 64450658 53 864634 83.57 
Section Ill Commission 8 342 854 361 8 139154 356 97.56 
Section IV Court of Justice 11183 380 9 386 331 83.93 
8 470 609 608 8 248 395 180 I 97.38 
I The difference between the amount of expenditure and revenue m the Table 1s due to the cancellation of appropnat1ons earned forward from 1975 to 1976 (291.3 
million u.a.) and to the surplus recorded at the end of the financial year 1976 (40.6 million u.a.). 
Table 7 - Expenditure chargeable to the .financial year 1976 by title of the budget, for all the institutions 
Heading 
1. Expenditure on staff 
2. Buildings, equipment and operating expenditure (except point 10 below) 
3. Operational expenditure (except Chapter 33) 
Expenditure on research and investment 
4. Aids, subsidies and financial contributions 
5. Social Fund 
European Regional Development Fund 
Aid to the Friuli disaster area 
617. EAGGF Guarantee Section 
8. EAGGF Guidance Section 




10. Repayment to the Member States of 10% of own resources 
1\C = appropriations for commitment. 
1\P = appropriations for payment. 
Bull. EC 5-1977 
Grand total 
Appropriations 
Final committed or % utilization 
appropriations carried 
forward 
302.77 280.71 92.71 
110.39 103.44 93.70 
71.66 65.91 92.06 
AC 312.13 131.42 42.10 
AP 135.18 121.97 90.23 
38.80 37.33 96.21 
442.97 439.40 99.19 
AC500.22 500.12 99.98 
AP 300.00 300.00 100.00 
60.00 60.00 100.00 
5 835.27 5 718 56 98.00 
325.00 325.00 100.00 
320.25 272.35 85.04 
4.64 
AC812.35 631.54 77.74 
AP7946.94 7 724.73 97.20 
523.67 523.67 100.00 
AC 812.35 631.54 77.74 
AP 8 470.61 8248.40 97.38 
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cording to a uniform system in the Member 
States,t enabling the budget of the European 
Communities to be financed completely from 
own resources from 1 January 1978. 
Apart from the former own resources-customs 
duties, agricultural levies and sugar levies-there 
will now be a certain proportion of V AT which 
may not exceed 1% of an assessment base cal-
culated according to the principles contained in 
the Directive. The practical means of implement-
ing this Directive will be laid down in a Council 
Regulation. 
At its part-session from 9 to 13 May Parliament 
adopted a Resolution on combating frauds and 
irregularities in the common agricultural policy 
sector, following the third report by the Special 
Committee of Inquiry on beef and veal,2 and a 
Resolution on Parliament's guidelines for the 
Community's budgetary and financial policy in 
1978.3 
ECSC financial operations 
Loans raised 
2.3.88. In May the Commission signed a con-
tract in Kuwait for a $30 million bond issue. This 
loan was underwritten by an international syndi-
cate of banks. 
The bonds bear interest at the nominal rate of 
75/s% payable annually for 7 years. They were is-
sued to the public at 99% of their nominal value. 
The bonds of this loan have been admitted to of-




2.3.89. The Commission granted a total of 
54.9 million EUA in loans during May. 
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This sum is distributed over the following three 
types of loan: 
Industrial loans 
The industrial loans (Article 54 of the ECSC 
Treaty) amounted to 54.5 million EUA. They 
were made to four undertakings to finance the 
following programmes: 
Coal industry 
Rationalization and modernization of collieries: 
Charbonnages de France, Paris (Houilleres du 
Bassin de Lorraine, Simon Wendel, Merlebach 
and Sainte-Fontaine collieries). 
Iron and steel industry 
- Infrastructure project: 
Northumbrian Water Authority, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne (British Steel Corporation, Redcar and Tees-
side Works) .. 
- Rationalization of pig-h·on and steel produc-
tion: 
Italsider SpA, Genoa (Genova-Cornigliano and 
Genova-Campi Works). 
- Increase of coking capacity: 
British Steel Corporation, London (Port Talbot 
Coking Plant). 
- Environm.,ntal protection: 
Italsider SpA, Genoa (Genova-Comigliano 
Works). 
1 Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.4. 
2 Point 2.3.16. 
3 Point 2.3.30. 
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Redeployment loans 
A redeployment loan (Article 56 of the ECSC 
Treaty) was granted to facilitate the creation of 
new activities to provide employment for redun-
dant workers; the loan amounted to 0.2 ·million 
EUA. The recipient was: 
United Kingdom: Wales. 
Loans for the construction of low-cost housing 
Loans for the construction of low-cost housing 
totalled 0.2 million EUA during the same period. 
Loan decisions 
2.3.90. In May the Commission also took a de-
cision on the granting of an industrial loan to the 
following undertaking: 
Iron and steel industry 
- Rationalization of pig-iron and steel produc-
tion: 
Accaiaierie di Piombino SA, Piombino. 














































references in the 
Official Journal 
3.1.1. This section lists the titles of legal instru-
ments and notices of Community institutions or 
organs published in the Official Journal during 
the month under review but relating to items ap-
pearing in earlier issues of the Bulletin; the ref-
erences were not available when the Bulletin 
went to press. 
The number of the Bulletin and the point to 
which this additional information refers is fol-
lowed by the title shown on the cover of the Of-
ficial Journal, the number of the issue and the 
date of publication. 
Bull. EC 3-1977 
Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.6 
Proposal for a Decision amending the Council Decision of 
1 February 1971 on the reform of the European Social Fund. 
Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Council Regula-
tion (EEQ No 2396171 of 8 November 1971 implementing 
the Council Decision of 1 February 1971 on the reform of the 
European Social Fund. 
Proposal for a Regulation amending Council Regulation 
(EEQ No 858172 of 24 April 1972 on certain administrative 
and financial procedures for the operation of the European 
Social Fund. 
Proposal for a Council Decision amending Council Decision 
72/428/EEC of 19 December 1972 on assistance from the Eu-
ropean Social Fund for persons leaving agriculture to pursue 
non-agricultural activities. 
Proposal for a Council Decision amending Council Decision 
76/206/EEC of 9 February 1976 on intervention by the Eu-
ropean Social Fund in favour of persons occupied in the tex-
tile and clothing industry. 
Proposal for a Council Decision amending Council Decision 
74/327/EEC of 27 June 1974 on action by the European So-
da! Fund for migrant workers. 
Proposal for a Council Decision amending Council Decision 
74/328/EEC of 27 June 1974 on action by the European So-
cial Fund for handicapped persons. 
Proposal for a Council Decision amending Council Decision 
75/459/EEC of 22 July 1975 on action by the European So-
cial Fund for persons affected by employment difficulties. 
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Proposal for a Decision amending Council Decision 
74/327/EEC of 27 June 1974 on action by the European So-
cial Fund for migrant workers. 
Proposal for a Decision amending the validity of Council De-
cision 74/328/EEC of 27 June 1974 on action by the Euro-
pean Social Fund for handicapped persons. 
Proposal for a Decision amending Council Decision 
75/459/EEC of 22 July 1975 on action by the European So-
cial Fund for persons affected by employment difficulties. 
Proposal for a Decision amending Council Decision 
76/206/EEC of 9 February 1976 on intervention by the Eu-
ropean Social Fund in favour of persons occupied in the tex-
tile and clothing industries. 
OJ C 109 of 5.5.1977. 
Point 2.3.53 
Case 35177: Reference for a preliminary ruling made by judg-
ment of the Arbeidsrechtbank, First Chamber, for the· judicial 
district of Hasselt, dated 16 March 1977, in the case of Elis-
abeth Ermin, nee Beerens V Rijksdienst voor Arbeidsvoorzie-
ning. 
OJ C 113 of 11.5.1977. 
Adoption of projects financed by the European Development 
Fund. 
OJ C 115 of 12.5.1977. 
Point 2.3.54-
Case 36177: Reference for a preliminary ruling made by order 
of the Corte Suprema di Cassazione, Rome, dated 9 December 
1976, in the case pending before it between Azienda di Stato 
per gli lnterventi sui Mercato Agricolo (AlMA) and Rocco 
Michele Greco. 
OJ C 113 of 11.5.1977. 
Point 2.3.55 
Case 37177: Reference for a preliminary ruling made by judg-
ment of the Tribunal du Travail, Charleroi, Charleroi Divi-
sion, Sixth Chamber, on 24 March 1977, in the case of Fer-
nando Greco v Fonds National de Retraite des Ouvriers Mi-
neurs. 
OJ C 113 of 11.5.1977. 
Point 2.3.56 
Judgment of the Court of 9 March 1977 in Joined Cases 
41173, 43173 and 44173 -interpretation: Societe Anonyme 
Bull. EC 5-197i 
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Gem'irale Sucriere and others v Commission of the European 
Communities and others. 
OJ C 111 of 7.5.1977. 
Point 2.3.57 
Judgment of the Court (Second Chamber) of 9 March 1977 in 
Case 54/75: Raphael De Dapper, Cornelis Volger and Uon 
Bodson v the European Parliament. 
OJ C 113 of 11.5.1977. 
Point 2.3.60 
Judgment of the Court of 31 March 1977 in Joined Cases 
54/76 to 60/76: Compagnie lndustrielle et Agricole du Com-
te de Loheac and others v Council and Commission of the 
European Communities. 
OJ C lll of 7.5.1977. 
Point 2.3.61 
Judgment of the Court of 16 March 1977 in Case 68/76: the 
Commission of the European Communities v the French 
Republic. 
OJ C 113 of 11.5.1977. 
Point 2.3.62 
Judgment of the Court of 22 March 1977 in Case 74/76 (ref-
erence for a preliminary ruling made by the Pretura di Mil-
ano): Iannelli & Volpi SpA v Ditta Paolo Meroni. 
OJ C 113 of 11.5.1977. 
Point 2.3.63 
Judgment of the Court of 10 March 1977 in Case 75/76 (ref-
erence for a preliminary ruling made by the Cour de Cassa-
tion, Belgium): 1. Silvana Kaucic and 2. Anna Maria Kaucic 
v L'Institut National d'Assurance Maladie-Invalidite. 
OJ C lll of 7.5.1977. 
Point 2.3.64 
Judgment of the Court of 22 March 1977 in Case 78/76 (ref-
erence for a preliminary ruling made by the Verwaltungsger-
icht Frankfurt): Flffila Steinike und Weinlig v the Federal 
Republic of Germany. 
)J C 113 of 11.5.1977. 
Bull. EC 5-1977 
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Point 2.3.65 
Judgment of the Court of 3 March 1977 in Case 80/76 (ref-
erence for a preliminary ruling made by the High Court of 
Justice, Ireland): North Kerry Milk Products Ltd v Minister 
for Agriculture and Fisheries. 
OJ C 113 of 11.5.1977. 
Point 2.3.66 
Judgment of the Court of 1 March 1977 in Case 84/76 (ref-
erence for a preliminary ruling made by the Tribunal Admin-
istratif, Rennes): Goulven Collie v Fonds d'Orientation et de 
Regularisation des Marches Agricoles. 
OJ C 113 of 11.5.1977. 
Point 2.3.67 
Judgment of the Court (First Chamber) of 23 March 1977 in 
Case 86/76 (reference for a preliminary ruling made by the 
BundesfinanzhoO: Gervais-Danone AG v Hauptzollamt 
(Principal Customs Office) Miinchen-Mitte. 
OJ C 113 of 11.5.1977. 
Point 2.3.68 
Judgment of the Court of 31 March 1977 in Case 87/76 (ref-
erence for a preliminary ruling made by the Tribunal du Tra-
vail, Brussels): Waiter Bozzone V Office de securite Sociale 
d'Outre-Mer. 
OJ C 116 of 13.5.1977. 
Point 2.3.69 
Judgment of the Court of 31 March 1977 in Case 88/76: So-
ciete pour I'Exportation des Sucres SA v the Commission of 
the European Communities. 
OJ C 113 of 11.5.1977. 
Point 2.3. 70 
Judgment of the Court of 16 March 1977 in Case 93/76 (ref-
erence for a preliminary ruling made by the Tribunal du Tra-
vail, Charleroi): Fernand Liegeois v Office National des Pen-
sions pour Travailleurs Salaries. 
OJ C 113 of 11.5.1977, 
Point 2.3. 71 
Opinion on how regional development helps solve unemploy-
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ment and inflation by making for a more balanced distribu-
tion of the working population. 
OJ C 114 of 11.5.1977. 
Point 2.3. 72 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Regulation on Com-
munity financial measures to promote the use of coal for elec-
tricity generation. 
OJ C 114 of 11.5.1977. 
Point 2.3. 73 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive amending Di-
rective 701156/EEC on the approximation of the laws of the 
Member States relating to the type-approval of motor vehicles 
and their trailers. 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on the ap-
proximation of the laws of the Member States relating to rear 
fog lamps for motor vehicles and their trailers. 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on the ap-
proximation of the laws of the Member States relating to re-
versing lamps for motor vehicles and their trailers. 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on the ap-
proximation of the laws of the Member States relating to 
parking lamps for motor vehicles. 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on the ap-
proximation of the laws of the Member States relating to tyres 
for motor vehicles and their trailers. 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on the ap-
proximation of the laws of the Member States relating to 
heating systems for the passenger compartment of motor ve-
hicles. 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on the ap-
proximation of the laws of the Member States relating to the 
wheel guards of motor vehicles. 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on the ap-
proximation of the laws of the Member States relating to the 
window-wiper and washer systems of motor vehicles. 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on the ap-
proximation of the laws of the Member States relating to the 
defrosting and demisting systems of motor vehicles. 
Opinion on the proposal for a Council Directive on the ap-
proximation of the laws of the Member States relating to the 
interior fittings of motor vehicles (identification of controls, 
tell-tales and indicators). 
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Project 30). 
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application des actes arretes par les Communautes 
Repertorio delle disposizioni legislative e rego/amentari 
adottate negli Stati membri delle Comunita europee ill 
applicazione degli atti adottati dal/e Comunita 
Overzicht van de ill de Lid-Staten der Europese Gemeen-
schappen, in uih·oering van de besluiten der Gemeell-
schappen, l'astgestelde wettelijke en bestuursrechtelijke 
bepalinge11. 
(mensuel) (Mull.) Diffusion restreinte 
* Repertoire de dispositions adoptees par le gouvernement 
hellenique 
(trimestriel) (F) Diffusion restreinte 
* Repertoire de dispositions adoptees par le gouvernement 
tu re 
(trimestriel) (F) Diffusion restreinte 
vii 
* Rcpertoir!' de dispositions adoptees par le gouvernement 
du royaume du Maroc 
(trimestriel) (F) Diffusion restreinte 
* Repertoire de dispositions adoptees par le gouvernement 
de la Republique tpnisienne 
(trimestriel) (F) Diffusion restreinte 
KOMMISSIONEN • KOMMISSION • COMMISSION • 
COMMISSION • COMMISSIONE • COMMISSIE 
* Nationale afgerelser vedrerende fcelteskabsretten 
Ufuldstamdig fortegnelse over offentliggjorte afg"relser 
Einzelstaatliche Entscheidungen iiber Gemeinschaftsrecht 
Unvollstiindiges Fundstellenverzeichnis veroffentlichter 
Entscheidungt>n 
National Dectsions concerning Community Law Selective 
List of References to published Cases 
Decisions nationales relatives au droit communautaire 
Lisle selective de references aux decisions publiees 
Decisioni nazionali riguardanti il diritto comunitario. Elenco 
indicative di riferimenti alle decisioni pubblicate 
Nationale beslissingen ten aanzien van Gemeenschapsrecht 
Nlet volledige iijst van referenties betreffende aepubli-
ceerde besiissingen 
(uregelma:ssig . unregelmaBig . irregular . irregulier . 
irregolare . onregelmatig) (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Diffusion restreinte 
DOMSTOLEN • GEAICHTSHOF · COURT OF JUSTICE • 
COUA DE JUSTICE • COATE Dl GIUSTIZIA • HOF VAN JUSTITIE 
713317 (6) 
Jurisprudentie van het Hofvan Justitie 1976-7 
(1977). p. 1359-1610 (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) 
Jaarabonnement FB 1 500,-
713317 (2) 
Sammlung der Rechtsprechung des Gerichtshofes 1976-8 
(1977) p. 1619-1776 (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) 
Jahresabonnement FB 1 500,-
7133/8 (4) 
Recueil de la Jurisprudence de la Cour. 1976-8 
(1977) p. 1613-1776 (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 1 500,-
7133/8 (5) 
Raccolta delta Giurisprudenza delta Corte. 1976-8 
(1977) p. 1613-1776 (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) 
Abbonamento annuale FB 1 500,-
viii 
* lnfo•·mation om De europ!Fiske F!FIIesskabers Domstol 
(kvartalsvis) Gratis 
* Mitteilungen tlber den Gerichtsho[ der Europiiisdren 
Gemeinschu[ten 
(vierteljahrlich) Gratis 
* Information on the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities 
(quarterly) Gratis 
* Jnformatiom sur la Cour de ju.lfice des Communautes 
europeennes 
(trimestriel) Gratuit 
* Jnformazioni sui/a Carte di giustizia delle Comunitti 
europee 
(trimestrale) Gratuito 
* lnformatie betreffende het Ho[ van Justitie van de 
Europese Gemeenscha'ppen 
(driemaandelijks) (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis 
Forbindelser mad tredjelande - Uden-
rigshandel 
Auswartige Beziehungen - AuBenhandel 
External Relations - Foreign Trade 
Relations exterieures - Commerce 
ext6rleur 
Relazioni esterne - Commercia estero 
Buitenlandse betrekkingen- Buitenlandse 
handel 
RADET · RAT · COUNCIL • CONSEIL · CONSIGLIO · RAAO 
Samling af Retsakter - Associeringer 
(Udgivelse pA l0sblade) 
- Samling af Retsakter » Lome-Konventionen 
A VS-E0F «, 1 vol. 
(1977). pag. diff. begr~enset oplag 
Sammlung von Rechtsakten - Assoziationen 
(Loseblattsammlung) 
- Sammlung von Rechtsakten ,AKP-EWG-Abkommen 
von Lome", 1 vol. 
( 1977) pag. diff. beschriinkt verfiigbar 
Collected Acts - Associations 
(Loose-leaf edition) 
- Collected Acts • Convention ACP-EEC of Lome, ' 
1 vol. 
( 1977) pag. diff. limited distribution 
Recueil d' actes - Associations 
(Edition a feuillets mobiles) 
- Recueil d'actes « Convention ACP-CEE de Lome », 
1 vol. 
(1977) pag. diff. diffusion restreinte 
Raccolta di atti - Associazioni 
(Edizione a fogli mobili) 
- Raccolta di atti « Convenzione ACP-CEE di Lome », 
1 vol. 
· (1977) pag. diff. diffusione limitata 
Verzameling van besluiten - Associaties 
(Losbladig systeem) 
- Verzameling van besluiten ,ACS-EEG-Overeenkomst 
van Lome", 
1 vol. 
( 1977) pag. diff. beperkte verspreiding 
KOMMISSIONEN • KOMMISSION · COMMISSION · 
COMMISSION • COMMISSIONE · COMMISSIE 
7029/1 
Analytiske tabeller vedr. udenrigshandel 
Analytische Ubersichten des AufJenhandels 
Analytical tables of foreign trade 
Tableaux analytiques du commerce exterieur 
Tavole analitiche del commercio estero 
Analytische tabellen van de puitenlandse handel 
Lande - Varer . Uinder- Waren . Countries- Products . 
Pays - Produits . Paesi - Prodotti . Landen - Produkten. 
CST- 1975. Vol. I. 
(1977). 391 p. (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) FB 1 250,-
7029/11 
CST- 1975. Vol. 11. 0-4 
(1977). 390 p. (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
7029/III 
CST- 1975. Vol. III.5 
(1977). 206 p. (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
7029/IV 
CST- 1975. Vol. IV. 6 
(1977). 446 p. (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
7029N 
CST- 1975. Vol. V.7-9 






Corps diplomatique accredite aupres des Communautis euro-
peennes- Fevrier 1977. 
1977. 162 p. (F) FB 250,-
* Mdnedlig bulletin over udenrigshandelen 
Monatsbulletin der Auftenhandelsstatistik 
Monthly external trade bulletin 
Bulletin mensuel du commerce exterieur 
Bollettino mensile del commercia estero 
Maandbulletin van de buitenlandse handel 
(mAnedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel . mensile . 
maandelijks) (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB I 500,-
Konkurrence og det interne marked 
Wettbewerb und Binnenmarkt 
Competition and Internal Market 
Concurrence et march6 int6rieur 
Concorrenza e mercato interno 
Concurrentie en binnenlandse markt 
KOMMISSIONEN · KOMMISSION • COMMISSION · 
COMMISSION · COMMISSIONE · COMMISSIE 
8727 (3) 
The Law of Property in the European Community. Studies. 
Competition - Approximation of legislation series. 
1976. N° 27. 
(1977). 305 p. (E) FB 360,-
8728 (2) 
Das Burgschafts- und Garantierecht im Vereinigten Konig-
reich und in lrland. Trevor C. Hartley. Studien. Reihe Wett-
bewerb - Rechtsangleichung Nr. 28. Miirz 1974 
(1977) 70 p. (D.E.F) FB 120,-
8729 (3) 
The law of suretyship and indemnity in the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and Ireland. Trevor 
C. Hartley. 
Studies. Competition - Approximation of legislation Series 
No 28. March 1974. 
(1977) 70 p. (D.E.F) FB 120,-
8729 (4) 
Le droit du cautionnement et de la garantie au Royaume-Uni 
et en lrlande. Trevor C. Hartley 
Etudes. Serie Concurrence - Rapprochement des legislations 
n° 28. Mars 1974. 
(1977) 70 p. (D.E.F) FB 120,-
8758 (5) 
Studio sull'evoluzione del/a concentrazione ne//' industria del/a 
costruzione di macchine non elettriche in ltalia. 
Costruzione di materiale per sollevamento e trasporto. 
Costruzione di ascensori. Novembre 1976. 
(1977) 152 p. (I) FB 180,-
ix 
8790 (4) 
Tableaux synoptiques des mesures specifiques prises par les 
Etats membres des Communautes europeennes qui concernent 
le commerce. 
SCrie commerce et distribution n° 2. Mars 1976. 
(1977) 166 p. (D.E.F.I.NL) FB 270,-
8790 (6) 
Overzichtstabellen van de specifieke maatregelen van de Lid-
Staten van de Europese Gemeenschappen inzake handel. 
Studies. Serie Handel en Distributie nr. 2. Maart 1976. 
(1977) 166p. (D.E.F.I.NL) FB 270,-
0konomiske, monetmre og flnanslelle 
spergsm61 
Wirtschaft, Wahrung und Finanzen 
Economic, Monetary and Financial Affairs 
~conomie, monnaie et finances 
Economia, moneta e finanze 
Economie, geldwezen en financien 
KOMMISSIONEN • KOMMISSION • COMMISSION · 
COMMISSION • COMMISSIONE • COMMISSIE 
7472 
Betalingsbalancer. Geografisk fordeling. 
Zahlungsbilanzen. Regionale Gliederung. 
Balance of payments. Geographical breakdown. 
Balance des paiements. Ventilation geograpfiique. 
Bilance dei pagamenti. Ripartizione geografica. 
Betalingsbalansen. Geografoche verdeling. 
1971-1975. 
(1977) 147 p. (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) FB 500,-
8871 (5) 
Analisi del ruolo di alcuni redditi primari non salariali nello 
sviluppo dell'inf/azione in ltalia. 
Francesco lndovina. 
1977. 114 p. (D.E.F.I.NL) FB 200,-
X 
* Den ekonomiske situation i Fa!llesskabet (kvartalsvis) 
* Die Wirtschaftslage der Gemein.rchaft (vierteljahrlich) 
* The Economic Situation in the Community (quarterly) 
* La situation economique de la Communaute (trimestriel) 
* La situazione economica del/a Comunita (trimestrale) 
* De economische toestand van de Gemeenschap (drie-
maandelijks) <DK.D.E.F.I.NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 800,-
* Schaubilder und Kurzkommentare zur Konjunkt~r in der 
Gemeinschaft. 
Grafieken met aantekeningen over de conjunctuur in de 
Gemeenschap. 
(0/NL) {monatlich/maandelijks) FB 90,-
* Diagrammer og kommentarer til den okonomiske situation 
i Fa!llesskabet 
Graphs and Notes on the Economic Situation in the 
Community. 
(OK/E) (mAnedlig/monthl)') FB 90,-
* Graphiques et notes rapides .~ur la conjoncture dans la 
Commuttaute 
Grafici e note rapide sui/a congiuntura ne/la Comunita. 
(F/1) (mensuel/mensile) FB 90,-
* Resultaterne af konjunkturundersegelsen hos virksom-
hedsledere i Fa!llesskabet. FB 300,-
* Ergebnisse der Konjunkturbefragung bei den Unter-
nehmern in der Gemeinscha.ft. FB 300,-
* Results of the business surv~y carried out among manage-
ments in the Community. FB 300,-
* Resultats de /'enquete de conjoncture aupres des chefs 
d'entreprise de la Communaute. FB 300,-
* Risultati dell'inchiesta congiunturale ejfettuata presso 
gli imprenditori del/a Comunita. · FB 300,-
* Resultaten van de conjunctuurenquete bij het bedrijfs-
leven in de Gemeenschap. FB 300,-
(minedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel . mensile . 
maandelijks) (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 







KOMMISSIONEN • KOMMISSION • COMMISSION • 
COMMISSION • COMMISSIONE • COMMISSIE 
1079 (1) 
Beretning om udviklingen pa det sociale omrllde i Faelles-
skabeme i 1976 
(Beretning udgivet i tilslutning til » Tiende Alrnindelige 
Beretning om De europaeiske FaeUesskabers Virksomhed « 
i medf0r af artikel 122 i E0F-traktaten). April 1977 
1977.266 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 200,-
1079 (2) 
Bericht iiher die Entwicklung der sozialen Lage in den 
Gemeinschaften im Jahre 1976 
(Veroffentlicht im Zusammenhang mit dem ,Zehnten 
Gesamtbericht iiber die Tiitigkeit der Europiiischen Gemein-
schaften" nach Artikel122 des EWG-Vertrags), Aprill977. 
1977. 266 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 200,-
1079 (3) 
Report on the development of the social situation in the 
Communities in 1976 
(Published in conjunction with the • Tenth General Report 
on the Activities of the European Communities ' in 
accordance with Article 122 of the EEC Treaty). Apri11977. 
1977.266 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 200,-
1079 (4) 
Expose sur l' evolution de la situation sociale dans les Com-
munautes en 1976 
(Publie en relation avec le « Dixieme Rapport general sur 
l'activite des Communautes europeennes » en application de 
!'article 122 du traite CEE). Avril 1977. 
1977. 266 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 200,-
1079 (5) 
Rapporto sull'evoluzione delta situazione sociale nelte 
Comunitil nel/976 
(Pubblicato in connessione con la « Decima relazione 
generale suU'attivitA deUe Comunita europee » in appli-
cazione deU'articolo 122 del trattato CEE). Aprile 1977. 
1977. 266 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 200,-
1079 (6) 
Verslag over de ontwikkeling van de sociale toestand in de 
Gemeenschappen in 1976 
(Gepubliceerd in samenhang met het ,Tiende Algemeen 
Verslag over de werkzaamheden van de Europese Gemeen-
schappen" in toepassing van artikel 122 van het EEG-
Verdrag). April 1977. 
1977. 266 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 200,-
8451 (5) 
Rapporto sul programma sperimentale di costruzione delta 
CECA « Ammodemamento degli alloggi ». 1975. 
(1977). 316 p. (F) FB 950,-
* Timeltmninger. Arbejdstid 
Stundenverdienste. Arbeitszeit 
Hourly earnings. Hours of work 
Gains horaires. Duree du travail 
Retribuzioni orarie. Durata del lavoro 
Uurverdiensten. Arbeidsduur 
(halvdrlig . halbjiihrlich . six-monthly . semestriel . 
semestrale . halfjaarlijks) (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 450,-
* Erhvervsuddannelse - lnformationsbul/etin 
Berufsbi/dung - lnformationsbu//etin 
Vocational Training - Information Bulletin 
Formation professionnelle - Bulletin d'information 
Formazione professiona/e - Bollettino d'informazione 
Beroepsop/eiding - lnformatiebu/letin 
(kvartalsvis . vierteljiihrlich . quarterly . trimestriel 
trimestrale . driemaandelijks) 
(DK.D.E.F.I.NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 240,-
* Fagforeningsinformation 
(to gange om mineden) 
'* Gewerkschaftsinformationen 
(zweimal im Monat) 
* Trade Union Information 
(Fortnightly) 
* l11formations syndicates 
(bimensuel) 


















KOMMISSIONEN • KOMMISSION • COMMISSION 
COMMISSION • COMMISSIONE . COMMISSIE 
* Rajern og stal. Basispriser og jern- og stalprod'ucenter. 
Roheisen und Stahlerzeugnisse. Grundpreise und Stahlunter-
nehmen 
Pig Iron and Steel. Basis Prices and Iron and Steel Under-
takings 
Fontes et aciers. Prix de base et entreprises siderurgiques. 
Ghise ed acciai. Prezzi base e imprese siderurgiche 
Ruwijzer en staalprodukten. Basisprijzen en ijzer- en staal-
ondernemingen 
(manedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel . mensile . 
maandelijks) (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 5 200.-
* Kvartalsbulletin for industriproduktionen 
Vierteljiihrliches Bulletin der industriellen Produktion 
Quarterly bulletin of industrial production 
Bulletin trimestriel de la production industrielle 
Bollettino trimestrale del/a produzione industriale 
Kwartaalbulletin van de industriele produktie 
(kvartalsvis . vierteljiihrlich . quarterly . tnmestriel 
trimestrale . driemaandelijks) (DKiD/E,'FII'NLl 
Abonnement annuel FB 600,-
* Statistisk kvarta/sbulletin for jern og std/ 
Vierteljiihrliches Bulletin iiber · Eisen- und Stahlstatistik: 
Quarterly bulletin of iron and steel statistics 
Bulletin trimestriel de statistiques siderurgiques 
Bollettind trimestrale d i statistiche siderurgiche 
Driemaandelijks statistisch bulletin ij::er en staal 
(kvartalsvis . vierteljiihrlich . quarterly . trimestriel 
trimestrale . driemaandelijks) !DK/0/E.'F/I,'NLl 








KOMMISSIONEN · KOMMISSION · COMMISSION 




Energy statistics yearbook 
Annuaire de statistiques de l'tfnergie 
Annuario di statistiche de/l'energia 
Jaarboek energiestatistiek 
1970-1975. 
(1977). 294 p. (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
* Kvartalsbu/letin ener[!istatirti!.. 
Vierteljiihr/iches Bulletin der Energiestatisti!.. 
Quarterly bulletin of ener[!y statistics 
Bulletin trimestriel des statirtiques de l"£;ner~:ie 
Bollettino trimestrale di statistiche del/'energia 
Driemaandelijks bulletin \'an de ener[!testatiftie!.. 
FB 600,-
(kvartalsvis vierteljiihrlich quarterly trimestriel 
irimestrale. driemaandeliJks). IDK D'E'F;LNLl 







KOMMISSIONEN • KOMMISSION · COMMISSION 
COMMISSION · COMMISSIONE · COMMISSIE 
• Mlmedsoversigt over transport 
Monatsubersichten des Verkehrs 
Monthly tables of transport 
Tableaux mensue/s des transports 
Tabelle mensili dei trasporti 
Maandge1fr!vens van het vervoer 
( manedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel . 
mensili . maandelijks} (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 







KOMMISSIONEN · KOMMISSION • COMMISSION · 
COMMISSION · COMMISSIONE · COMMISSIE 
X/18/77 (3) 
The European Community's generalized scheme of prefer-
ences in relation to agricultural products 
Newsletter on the common agricultural policy. 
No 1 January 1977. 
1977. 7 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis 
X/18/77 (4) 
Le systeme des preferences generalisees de la Communaute 
europeenne darts le secteur agricole 
Nouvelles de la politique agricole commune. N° 1. Jan-
vier 1977. 
1977. 7 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuit 
X/18/77 (5) 
11 sistema delle preferenze generalizzate della Comunita 
europea net settore agricolo 
Notizie sulla politica agricola comune. Nr. 1, Gennaio 1977. 
1977. 7 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuito 
X/18/77 (6) 
Het stelsel van algemene preferenties van de Europese 
Gemeenschap met betrekking tot landbouwprodukten 
, Landbouwbulletin nr. 1. Januari 1977. 
, 1977. 7 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) Gratis 
X/102/77 (4) 
Les orientations de la nouvelle Commission sur I' Europe verte 
Nouvelles de la politique agricole commune. N° 2. Fe-
vrier 1977. 
1977. 9 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) Gratuit 
7165/18 (2) 
Die voraussichtliche Entwicklung der intemationalen Ver-
sorgung mit landwirtschaftlichen Erzeugnissen und ihre 
Folgen fUr die Gemein.Schaft. I. Weizen, Futtergetreide, 
Zucker; Gesamtzusamrnenfassung. 
;Mitteilungen iiber Landwirtschaft. August 1976. Nr. 18 
(1977) 244 p. (D) FB 175,-
8863 (4) 
Marches de citrons frais et de jus de citron dans la Commu-
naute europeenne 
Information sur !'agriculture. N° 13. Juillet 1973. 
1977.83 p. (E.F) FB 110,-
8864 (3) 
Pesticide residues in tobacco and tobacco products 
Information on agriculture. July 1976. No 14. 
1977. 145 p. (E) FB 175,-
8865 (3) 
Water content of frozen or deep-frozen poultry 
Information on agriculture. July 1976. No 15. 
(1977).196p.(E) FB 175,-
8878 (3) 
Evaluation of the hygienic problems related to the chilling 
of poultry carcasses 
Information on agriculture. October 1976. No 22. 
(1977). 108 p. (E) 
8879 (4) 
Modalites pratiques d'application de methodes de lutte 
integree 
In(ormations sur !'agriculture. N° 24. Novembre 1976. 
(1977). 154 p. (F) FB 150,-
8881 (2) 
Forstwirtschaftliche Probleme und deren Auswirkungen auf 
die Umwelt in den Mitgliedstaaten der EG 
I. Ergebnisse und Empfehlungen. 
Mitteilungen iiber Landwirtschaft. Nr. 25. November 1976 
(1977) 129 p. (D) FB 150,-
8882 (3) 
Pesticide residues in tobacco and tobacco products· 
Ill. - Pesticide residues found . in tobacco 
- Toxicological aspects of residues in tobacco. 
Information on agriculture. No 26. November 1976. 
(1977). 118 p. (E.F) FB 250,-
8882 (4) 
Les residus de pesticides darts le tabac et les produits de tabac. 
Ill. - Residus de pesticides trouves dans le tabac 
- Aspects toxicologiques des residus dans le tabac. 
Informations sur !'agriculture. N° 26. Novembre 1976. 
(1977). 118 p. (E.F) FB 250,-
xili 






(uregelmzssig . unregelmiiBig . irregular . irregulier . 
irregolare . onregelmatig) (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB I 750,-
* Mdnedlig statistik for ked 
Mo111ltliche Statistiken Uber Fleischerzeugung 
Monthly statistics on the production of meat 
Statistiques mensuelles de la production de viande 
Statistiche mensili del/a produzione di carne 
Maande/fjkse statistieken van vlees 
(mlnedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel . mensile . 
maandelijks) (D/E/F/1) 
Abonnement annuel FB 2 300,-
* Mdnedlig statistik for ma!lk 
Monatliche Statistik von Milch 
Monthly statistics of milk 
Statistiques mensuelles du fait 
Statistiche mensili de/lane 
Maandelijkse statistieken van melk 
(m~nedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel . mensile . 
maandelijks) (D/E/F/1) 
Abonnement annuel FB I 400,-
* Mdnedlig statistik for eeg 
Monatliche Statistik von Eiern 
Monthly statistics of eggs 
Statistiques mensue/les des eeufs 
Statistiche mensili delle uova 
Maande/ijkse statistieken van eieren 
(m4nedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel . mensile . 
maandelijks) (D/F) 
Abonnement annuel FB I 400,-
* Salgspriser for landbrugsprodukter 
Verkaufspreise landwirtschaftlicher Produkte 
Selling prices of agricultural products 
Prix de vente de produits agricoles 
Prezzi di vendita dei prodotti agrico/i 
Yerkoopprijzen van landbouwprodukten 
(10 hefter pr. ~r/10 Hefte jiihrlich/10 issues yearly/10 
numeros par an/10 fascicoli all'anno/10 nummers per 
jaar) (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 2 000,-
xiv 
* Landbrugets indkebspriser 
Einkaufspreise der Landwirtschaft 
Purchasing prices of agriculture 
Prix d'achat de /'agriculture 
Prezzi d'acquisto dell'agricoltura 
Allnkoopprijzen van de landbouw 
(kvartalsvis . vierteljiihrlich . quarterly . trimestriel . 
t"rimestrale . driemaandelijks) 
(DK/D/E/F /1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 750,-
* Landbrugsmarkeder . Seriepriser: Anima/ske produkter 
Agrarmiirkte . Serie Preise: Tierische Produkte 
Agricultural Markets. Series Prices: Livestock Products 
Marches agrico/es . 5eFie Prix: Produits animaux 
Mercati agrico/i. Serie Prezzi: Prodotti anima/i 
Landbouwmarkten . Serie Prijzen: Dierlijke produkten 
(ureselmzssig . unregelmiiBig . irregular . irregulier . 
irregolare . onregelmatig). (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) FB 120,-
* Landbrugsmarkeder . Seriepriser: Vegetabilske produkter 
Agrarmiirkte . Serie Preise: Pflanzliche Produkte 
Agricultural Markets. Series Prices: Vegetable Products 
Marches agricoles . serie Prix: Produits vegetaux 
Mercati agricoli . Serie Prezzi: Prodotti vegetali 
Landbouwmarkten . Serie Prijzen: Plantaardige produkten 
(uregelmzssig . unregelmiiBig . irregular . irregulier . 
irregolare . onregelmatig) (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) FB 120,-
* Medde/eiser om den [«!lies /andbrugspolitik (m~nedlig) 
Gratis 
* Mittei/ungen zur · gemelnsamen Agrarpolitik (monatlich) 
Newsletter on the common agricultural policy 
Nouvelles de la politique agricole commune 








* Mitteilungen uber Landwirtschaft (unregelmiiBig) Preis 
iindert mit der Seitenzahl 
• Information on Agriculture (irregular) Price according to 
size of volume 
• Informations sur /'agriculture (im!gulier) Prix variable 
suivant volume 
• ln[o1'1TIQZioni sull'agricoltura (irregolare) Prezzo secondo 
ii volume 
• lnformatie over landbouw (onregelmatig) Prijs wordt be-
paald door het aantal bladzijden 
; 
Udvikling og samarbejde 
Entwicklung und Zusammenarbeit 
Development and Cooperation 
D6veloppement et coop6ration 
Sviluppo e cooperazione 
Ontwikkeling en samenwerking 
KOMMISSIONEN • KOMMISSION • COMMISSION • 
COMMISSION • COMMISSIONE • C0MMIS811 
, DOC/EUR/1977/1 (2) 
Die Europiiische Gemeinschaft und die Entwicklungsliinder 
1977. 19 p. (D.E.F.I.NL) FB 20,-
DOC/EUR/1977/1 (3) 
The European Community and the developing countries 
1977. 19 p. (D.E.F.I.NL) FB 20,-
DOC/EUR/1977/1 (4) 
La Communauti europeenne et les pays en voie de develop-
pement 
1977. 19 p. (D.E.F.I.NL) FB 20,-
DOC/EUR/1977/1 (5) 
La Comunita europea e i paesi in via di sviluppo 
1977. 19 p. (D.E.F.I.NL) FB 20,-
DOC/EUR/197711 (6) 
De Europese Gemeenschap en de ontwikkelingslanden 
1977. 19 p. (D.E.F.I.NL) FB 20,-
* Situation semestrie//e des projets du 28 FED 
lFonds europeen de developpement) en execution 
(semestriel) (F) Gratuit 
* Situation semestrielle des projets du Je FED 
(Fonds europc!en de developpement) en execution 
(semestriel) (F) Gratuit 
* The Courier 
European Community - Africa-Caribbean-Pacific 
(bi-monthly) (E.F) Gratis 
• Le Courrier 
Communaute europeenne - Afrique-Caraibes-Pacifique 
(bimestriel) (E.F) Gratuit 
Vldenskab og teknologl 
Wissenschaft und Technologle 
Science and Technology 
Science et technologie · 
Scienza e tecnologla 
Wetenschap en technologle 
KOMMISSIONEN • KOMMISSION • COMMISSION • 
COMMISSION • COMMISSIONE • COMMISSIE 
6625 
Chemische und physikalische Veredlung von Kohle 
Forschungshefte Kohle 
Chemical and physical valorization of coal 
Technical research on coal 
Valorisation chimique et physique du charbon 
Recueil de recherche charbon 
1974. Nr. 60. EUR 5215 
(1977). 242 p. (DIE/F) FB 500,-
7465 (3) 
Prototype experiment of an irradiation facility for large HTR 
fuel specimens in the HFR Petten, R. Conrad. 
Nuclear science and technology. EUR 5456 
1977. 85 p. (E) FB 450,-
7466 (3) 
The local mode parameters of hydrogen in A Cos - and 
ANis- compounds, W. Kley, Euratom- J.R.C., lspra Italy 
W. Drexel, I.L.L., Grenoble, France. 
Physical sciences. EUR 5615 
(1977) 24 p. (E) FB 225,-
7469 (5) 
Relazione decennale sull'esercizio del/a Centrale elettro-
nucleare del Garigliana 1964-197 J 
Scienze e tecnologia nucleari. EUR 5649. 
1977. 23 p. (I) FB 220,-
7470 (5) 
Convenzione Eurex Euratom - CNEN 
Decima relazione annuale relativa all'anno 1974. G. Calleri 
H. Dworschak e G. Rolandi · ' 
Scienze e tecnologia nucleari. EUR 5620 
(1977) 28 p. (I) FB 200,-
7489 (3) 
Authorization procedure for containers and modalities of 
transport of radioactive substances within the EC Member 
States 
Nuclear science and technology. EUR 5663. 
1977. 51 p. (E) FB 250,-
XV 
7502 (5) 
Misura di radioattivita ambientale Jspra 1975. G. Dominici 
Radioprotezione. EUR. 5642 
1977.44 p. (I) FB 200,-
7515 (4) 
Analyse probabiliste de la protection d'un PWR contre les 
surpressions. C. Coudert (Framatome, Paris-France). 
J. Amesz, G. Volta (CCR Ispra-Italie). 
Sciences et techniques nucleaires. EUR 5640. 
1977. 44 p. (F) FB 200,-
7522 
Program Strlllingsbeskyttelse, Arsberetning 1976 
Programm Strahlenschutz, Jahresbericht 1976 
Programme radiation protection, Annual Report 1976 
Programme radioprotection, Rapport annuel 1976 
Programma radioprotezione, Relazione Annuale 1976 
Programma Stralingsbescherming, Jaarverslag 1976 
1976. EUR 5711 
1977. 623 p. (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) FB 1 200,-
* Strahlenschutz-Re/erateblatl 
Descriptive Bulletin on Radiological Protection 
Bulletin signaletique en radioprotection 
Bollettino segnaletico radioprotezione 
Beschrijvend Bulletin radioactiviteitsbescherming 
(monatlich . monthly . mensuel . mensile . maandelijks) 
(Mult.) Gratuit 
* Euro-abstracts - Section I. Euratom and EEC Research 
(mensuel) (Mult.) 
Abonnement annuel FB 1 200,-
* Euro-abatracts - Section 11. Coal and Steel 
(mensuel) (D/E/F) 
Abonnement annuel Gratuit 
Mllje og llvskvalltet 
Umwelt und Lebensqualltit 
Environment and quality of life 
Envlronnement et quallte de la vie 
Amblente e qualltil della vlta 
M llleu en kwalltelt van het I even 
KOMMISSIONEN • KOMMISSION • COMMISSION • 
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7504 (3) 
Dispersion simulation models for air pollutants, K.H. Miiller. 
Environment and quality of life. EUR 5633. 
1977. 29 p. (E) FB 150,-
xvi 
7507 (3) 
CARMEN- a communication controller for digital cassette 
recorder, S. Amic, F. Sore!, A. Termanini. 
Environment and quality of life. EUR 5633 
1977. 10 p. (E) FB 50,-
8867 (4) 
Les moyens judiciaires et parajudiciaires de la protection des 
consommateurs. Decembre 1975. 
(1977). 3)5 p. (D.E.F) FB 350,-
7459 
Results of environmental radioactivity measurements in the 
Member States of the European Community for air -
deposition - water - milk 
Radiological protection. No 11. EUR 5630 







KOMMISSIONEN • KOMMISSION • COMMISSION • 
COMMISSION • COMMISSIONE • COMMISSIE 
7422/2 (1) 
EuropQeisk uddanne/sespolitik 
Europaeisk Dokumentation. Periodisk 1977/2 
1977. 15 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 20,-
7422/2 (2) 
Fur eine eu~opiiische Bildungspolitik 
Europiiische Dokumentation. Zeitschrift 1977/2. 
1977. 15 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 20,-
7422/2 (3) 
Towards a European education policy 
European Documentation. Periodical1977/2. 
1977. 15 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 20,-
7422/2 (4) 
Vers une politique europeenne de l' education 
Documentation europeenne - Periodique 1977/2. 
1977. 15 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 20,-
7422/2 (5) 
Verso una politica europea dell'istruzione 
Documentazione europea. Periodico 1977/2 
1977. 15 p. (DK.D.E.F.I.NL) FB 20,-
7422/2 (6) 
Naar een Europees onderwijsbeleid 
Europese Documentatie. Tijdschrift. 1977/2 
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7029/1 
Analytiske label/er vedr"rende udenrigshandel 
Analytische Obersichten des AufJenhande/s 
Analytical tables of foreign trade 
Tableaux analytiques du commerce exterieur 
Tavo/e analitiche del commercio estero 
Analytische tabellen van de buitenlandse handel 
Lande - Varer . Uinder - Waren . Countries- Products . 
Pays - Produits . Paesi - Prodotti . Landen - Produkten . 
C.S.T.-1975. Vol. I. 
(1977). 391 p. (DK/D/E/F/IINL) FB 1 250,-
7029/11 
C.S.T.-1975. Vol. 11. 0-4 
(1977). 390 p. (DK/D/E/F/IINL) 
7029/111 
C.S.T.-1975. Vol. Ill. 5 
(1977). 206 p. (DK/D/E/F/IINL) 
7029/IV 
C.S.T.-1975. Vol. IV. 6 
(1977). 446 p. (DK/D/E/F/I/NL) 
7029N 
C.S.T.-1975. Vol. V. 7. 9 




Energy statistics yearbook 
Annuaire de statistiques de /'energie 
Annuario di statistiche dell' energia 
Jaarboek energiestatistiek 
1970-1975. 







Betalingsbalancer - Geograf/Sk fordeling 
Zahlungsbilanzen - Regionale Gliederung 
Balance of payments- Geographical breakdown 
Balance des paiements - Ventilation geographique 
Bilance dei pagamenti - Ripartizione geografica 
Betalingsbalansen - Geografische verdeling 
1971-1975. 
(1977). 147 p. (DK/DIE/F/I/NL) FB 500,-
* Mdnedsbulletin for a/men statistik 
Monatsbulletin der allgemeinen Statistik 
Monthly general statistics bulletin 
Bulletin mensuel des statistiques generales 
Bo/lettino mensi/e delle statistiche generali 
Maandelijks bulletin a/gemene statistiek 
(m!nedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel . mensile . 
maandelijks) (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 1 500,-
* Timelsnninger. Arbejdstid 
Stundenverdienste. Arbeitszeit 
Hourly earnings. Hours of work 
Gains horaires. Duree du travail 
Retribuzioni orarie. Dura/a dellavoro 
Uurverdiensten. Arbeidsduur 
(halvArlig . halbjahrlich . six-monthly . semestriel . seme-
strale . halfjaarlijks) (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 450,· 






( 10-12 ha::fter pr. Ar. 10-12 Hefte, jahrlich. 10-12 issues 
yearly. 10-12 numeros par an. ·10-12 fascicoli all'anno. 
10-12 nummers per jaar) 
(DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB I 750,-
xvii 
* Mdned/ig statistik for kod 
Monat/iche Statistiken iiber Fleischerzeugung 
Monthly statistics on the production of meat 
Statistiques mensue/les de la production de viande 
Statistiche mensili del/a produzione di carne · 
Maandelijkse statistieken van vlees 
( 10 hzfter pr. 4r. 10 Hefte jiihrlich. 10 issues yearly. 10 nu-
meros par an. 10 fascicoli all'anno. 10 nummcrs per jaar) 
(DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 2 300,· 
* Mdned/ig statistik for mrzlk 
Monat/iche Statistik von Milch 
Monthly statistics of milk 
Statistiques mensue/les du lait 
Statistiche mensili dellatte 
Maandelijkse statistieken van melk 
( 10 hzfter pr. 4r. 10 Hefte jiihrlich. 10 issues yearly. 10 nu-
meros par an. 10 fascicoli all'anno. 10 nummers per jaar). 
(DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 1 400,-
* Mdnedlig statistik for rzg 
Monatliche Statistik von Eiern 
Monthly statistics of eggs 
Statistlques mensuelles des rzufs 
Statistiche mensili delle uova 
Maandelijkse statistieken van eieren 
(10 hzfter pr. 4r. 10 Hefte jiihrlich. 10 issues yearly. 10 nu-
meros par an. 10 fascicoli all'anno. 10 nummers per jaar) 
(DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel . FB 1 400,-
* Salgspriser for landbrugsprodukter 
Verkaufspreise landwirtschaftlicher Produkte 
Selli11g prices of agricultural products 
Prix de vente de produits agricoles 
Prezzi di vendita dei prodotti agricoli 
Verkoopprijzen van landbouwprodukten 
(10 hzfter pr. Ar. 10 Hefte jiihrlich. 10 issues yearly. 10 
numeros par an . 10 fascicoli all'anno . 10 nummers per 
jaar) (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 2 000,-
xviii 
* Landbrugets indkobspriser 
Einkaufspreise der Landwirtschaft 
Purchasing prices of agriculture 
Prix d'achat de /'agriculture 
Prezzi d'acquisto del/'agricoltura 
Aankoopprijzen van de landhouw 
(kvartalsvis . vierteljiihrlich . quarterly . trimestriel . 
trimestrale . driemaandelijks) 
!DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 750,· 
* Kvartalsbulletinfor industriproduktionen 
Vierteljiihr/iches Bulletin der industriellen Produktion 
Quarterly bulletin of industrial production 
Bulletin trimestriel de la production industriel/e 
Bollettino trimestrale de/la produzione industria/e 
Kwartaalbulletin van de industriele produktie 
(kvartalsvis . vierteljiihrlich . quarterly . trimestriel . tri-
mestrale . driemaandelijks) (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 600,-
* Statistisk kvartalsbulletin for jern og stdl 
Vierteljiihrliches Bulletin iiber Eisen- und Stahlstatistik 
Quarterly bulletin of iron and steel statistics 
Bulletin trimestriel de statistiques siderurgiques 
Bollettino trimestrafe di statistiche siderurgiche 
Driemaandelijks statist isch bulletin ijzer en staal 
(kvartalsvis . vierteljahrlich . quarterly . trimestriel . tri-
mestrale . driemaandelijks) (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB I 500,-
* Kvartaisbulletin energistatistik 
Vierteljiihrliches Bulletin der Energiestatisti/c 
Quarterly bulletin of energy statistics 
Bulletin trlmestriel des statistiques de l'energie 
Bollettino trimestrale di statistiche dell'energia 
Driemaandelijks bulletin van de energiestatistiek 
(kvartalsvis . vierteljlihrlich . quarterly . trimestriel . tri-
mestrale . driemaandelijks) (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 900,· 
* Mdnedlig bulletin over udenrigshandelen 
Monatsbulletin der AujJenhandelsstatistik 
Monthly external trade bulletin 
Bulletin mensuel du commerce exterieur 
Bollettino mensile del commercio estero 
MaandbuOetin van de buitenlandse handel 
(mlnedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel . mensile . 
maandelijks) (DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 1 500,-
• Mlmedsoversigt over transport 
Monatsabersichten des Verkehrs 
Monthly tables of transport 
Tableaux mensuels des transports 
Tabelle mensili dti trasporti 
Maandgegevens van het vervoer 
(Milnedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel . mensili . 
maandelijksl(DK/D/E/F/1/NL) -







( 6 haefter pr. ilr . 6 Hefte jiihrlich . 6 issues yearly . 6 nu-
meros par an . 6 fascicoli all'anno . 6 nummers per jaar) 
(DK/D/E/F/1/NL) 
Abonnement annuel FB 1 500,-
* Eurostat-Mitteilungen. 
Eurostat news. 
Informations de I'Eurostat. 
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* Udvalgte artikler. Biblioteket Luxembourg 
Ausgewiihlte Zeitschriftenaufsiitze. Bibliothek Luxemburg 
Selected articles. Library Luxembourg 
Articles selectionnis. Bibliotheque Luxembourg 
Artico/i selezionati. Biblioteca Lussemburgo. 
(mult.) Gratuit 
* Fortegnelse over nyerhvervelser. Bibliotek 
Verzeichnis der Neuerwerbungen. Bibliothek 
List of Additions. Library 
Bulletin des acquisitions. Bibliotheque 
Bol/ettino delle acquisizioni. Biblioteca 
Lijst van aanwinsten. Bibliotheek 
(milnedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel 
maandelijks) (mult.) 
* Dokumente und Publikationen. 
Europiiische Gemeinschaften. 
4 Bonn (zweimal im Monat) (D) 
* ef-dokumentation. 
4 Ksbenhavn (to gange om mAneden) (DK) 
* ef-kalender. 
4 Ksbenhavn (ugentlig) (DK) 
* ef-guide. 
4 Ksbenhavn (uregelma:ssig) (OK) 
* Oplysningsblad om dokumentation 
Dokumentationsbulletin 
Bulletin on Documentation 
Bulletin de renseignement documentaire 








(ugentlig . wachentlich . weekly hebdomadaire . setti-
manale . wekelijks) (mult.) Gratuit 
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